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THE LAST WEEKENDER
Sharon Stone (right) stars in Sliver, one of the many summer movies
highlighted in the Daily's summer edition of the Weekender. Find out
which films to spend seven dollars on, and which ones to avoid at all
costs.
Page 1

RECORD REVIEWS
Robyn Hitchcock, Blues Traveler, and former 'Til Tuesday leader
Aimee Mann have all offered up their latest attempts at musical
genius. To find out which of these two failed miserably, and who
pages 111-IV
remains at the top, peruse the album reviews.
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Commencement ceremony honors university graduates
by DAVID MEYERS
Daily Editorial Board

Over 2,200 degrees will be
awarded by Tufts University during today’s commencement ceremonies.The ceremonymarks the
137th commencement at Tufts.
Mexican writer CarlosFuenteswill
deliverthe main addressand, along
with five others, will receive an
honorary degree.
This will be the first Tufts commencement by University President John DiBiaggio, who succeeded Jean Mayer last September.
The commencement ceremonies will began at 9 a.m. on the
academic quad of the Medford/
Somerville campus and will be
followedby diplomapresentations
and speakers for the University’s
individual schools and colleges at
11:45 a.m.
The largest presentation will
be made to the 1,013 students receiving undergraduate degrees
from the College of Liberal Arts
and Jackson College. The College
of Engineering will award 160
degrees and the College of Special
Studies 82.
The graduate school of Arts
and Sciences will award 35 Ph.D.
degrees, 189 master of science
degrees, 132 master of arts degrees, 58 master of arts in teaching
degrees, and 10master of fine arts
degrees.
The School of Nutrition will
award seven Ph.D. and 22 master
of science degrees. The graduating class will be addressed by
StanleyN. Gershoff, the only person to serve as the school’s dean
since its establishmentin 1981.He
is stepping down as dean June 30

a people and a culture to which
studentsin American colleges and
universities sadly have little exposure.”
Fuentes will be awarded an
honorary doctor of letters degree
during commencement.
Fuentes is internationally
known for his political and awardwinningliterature.He has depicted
Mexican history and Latin American independencethroughhis novels, plays and short stories.
Fuentes’mostacclaimednovel,.
The Death of Artemio Crw, is a
fictionalized account of the Mexican Revolution beginning at he
turn of the century and ending in
Fuentes to address graduates the 1940s. He continued to write
“I am pleased that Carlos about the revolution inOldGringo,
Fuentes will bethe keynote speaker which was adapted for the 1989
at my first commencement at movie of the same name starring
Tufts,” said DiBiaggio in a state- Jane Fonda and Gregory Peck.
During his previous public apment. “He is an important voice in
building bridges with our neigh- pearances, Fuentes has spoken out
bors to the south, and he speaksfor on the price paid by Latin America
during the Cold War. He saw the
but will continueto teach and conduct research at Tufts.
The Sackler School of Graduate Biomedical Sciences will
award eight Ph.D. degrees and the
School of Medicine will award
159 M.D. degrees. There are 109
D.M.D. graduates fromthe School
of Dental Medicine as well as 167
master’s degree recipients and 14
doctoral graduates of the Fletcher
School of Law and Diplomacy.
The Schoolofveterinary Medicine is graduating 7 1 students and
the School ofNutrition will award
seven Ph.D. and 22 master of science degrees.

Mayer, who died earlier this
year, served as president of Tufts
Universitybefore being appointed
the University’s first chancellor
last fall. As president, Mayer established the nation’s first graduate school of nutrition as well as
New England’s only veterinary
school.
He created the USDA Human
Nutrition Research Center on Aging at Tufts, which is the only
federal center investigating the
relationshipbetween nurrition and
health in the elderly.
Mayer was an advisor to former
Presidents Richard M. Nixon,
Gerald Ford, and Jimmy Carter,
--the US Congress, the United Na- FormerChancellorJeanMayer
tions’ Food and AgricultureOrganization, the World Health Orga- gree and address the graduates of nization, and the United Nations the Tufts School of Dental Medi- .
Children’s Fund.
cine, of which he is the former
He helped establish the school dean. Hein served as director of
lunch, food stamp, and other na- Boston’s Forsyth Dental Center
tional and international nutrition for 29 years, during which time it
programs.
became one of the top dental research institutions in the world.
Dr. Vivian W. Pinn will reMaurice F. Strong will receive
ceive an honorary doctor of sci- an honorary doctor of laws degree
ence degree and addressthe gradu- and address the graduates of the
ates of the Sackler School of Fletcher School of Law and DiGraduateBiomedicalSciencesand plomacy. Strong served as directhe School of Medicine, which is tor of last year’s United Nations
celebrating its 100th anniversary earth summit in Rio de Janeiroand
this year.
has become one of the world’s
Pinn is the director of the Na- most prominent environmental
tional Institutes ofHealth’s Office leaders.
of Research on Women’s Health.
Dr. Walter N. Masiga is the
Her office is charged with ensur- veterinary scientist who heads the
ing that the NIH’s 13 disease-spe- Organization for African Unity’s
cific institutes conduct biomedi- Inter-African Bureau for Animal
cal research on issues important to Resources in Nairobi, Kenya. He
women and funding projects that will receive an honorary doctor of
include women as study subjects. science degree and address the
Dr. John W. Hein will receive graduates of the School of Veterian honorary doctor ef science de- nary Medicine.
- r

Policies of avoidance Committee to review social rules
evade real problems for Tufts’ Spring Fling concert
by PATRICK HEALY
Daily Editorial Board

Old scaffolds re-erected on the
Hill and President’s Lawn reseeded after the Spring Fling con-

News Commentary
cert are staples of preparation for
Commencement Sunday, but although the campus has assumed
the look of one year ago the feel
could not be more different.
While Health Services ending
in-patient care and the University
barring the conservative journal
The Primary Source from campus
during Orientation were as much
issues in May 1992 as today, this
semester’s spate of controversy
has not stoked tempers with the
same fervor as in vears Dast.
A forum concerning gays in the
military,which had attractedhighprofile participants from dissenting sides, was abandonedafter student planners were told on April
12 that the event’s timing conflicted with University policy.
While there were outcries of paternalism, free speech violations,
and “thought police” subversion,
the real issue -- the forum’s cancellation -- was directly linked to
an incident which split the Tufts
community almost one year ago to
the day.
On April 8, 1992, Dr. Khallid
Abdul Muhammad, a special assistant to Nation of Islam leader
Minister Louis Farrakhan, gave
an impassionedspeechabout South
Africa and Israel, and the histori-

cal and social bonds between
blacks and Jews. Among other
accusations, Muhammad charged
Jews with perpetuating the South
African slave trade and manipulating the 1960scivil rights movement to benefit Jewish causes.
Precededby a large HilleVTufts
Israel Network protest and a qualified condemnation by the Tufts
Community Union Senate, the
speechignitedatorrentofrecriminations between studentsand campus groups -- inevitably fracturing
the community along racial and
religious lines.
TWO weeks after the
Muhammad speech, the Dean of
Students Office, the African
American Center,andHille1sponsored“A DialogueOfUndersmding: Taking About Talkhi? to
address general tensions on campus. Themeeting’s focus immediately swung to Muhammad and
the heated, complex issues which
his speechraised,leadingoneblack
studentto target the goal which the
Tufts community could perhaps
best hope to achieve:
“I think that the reason we are
here is because we have interacted
[likethis] before. Let’stry to work
out these problems and figure out
where they’re coming from.”
But as the finals period bred
senior week, and most students
left the campus to exuberant seniors thinking not of speeches but
of endings and new beginnings,
memories Of Muhammad faded*
see QUESTIONS, page 23

Following problems with alcohol, policy may be changed
by DAVID MEYERS
Daily Editorial Board

The co-chairsofthe Tufts Concert Board and Spring Fling Committee recently announcedthat the
Spring Fling social policy is to be
reviewed for reform.
“In order to decrease the number of alcohol and drug-related
incidences at future Spring Fling
concerts, several ideas are currently being considered by the
Administration, Spring Fling
Committee, and other concerned
students,” said Co-chairs Rachel
Fouche, Adam Lewis, and
Randolph Williams in a letter.
“We had a lot of incidents during Spring Fling that we were concerned about,” said Fouche, who

citedexamplesoffightinganddrug
and alcohol abuse. “We were
prompted to look at the social
policy because there wasn’t
enough control overthe audience.”
“There was a higher number of
alcohol poisonings than we would
like to see,” said Williams. According to him, decisions regarding the changes will be made over
the summer and the beginning of
next year.
The suggestions include establishing policies regarding no reentry, no coolers, bags, or other
containers, and the hiring of professionalsecurity for the gates and
stage.
“Because the Concert Board
provides all necessary facilities

(food, bathroom, medical) on the
site, patrons can enjoy the show
without leaving the premises.This
will ensurethat no studentswill be
able to drink in excess ofthe guidelines specified in the policy,” said
the co-chairs in the letter.
Patrons would not be allowed
to bring containers because the
gate security cannot examine the
contents of all coolers and bags
efficiently and thoroughly. The
Spring Fling Committee will provide ice, water, andvegetarian food
next year.
“It is important to have the involvement of experienced security personnel at the entry gates to
verify valid IDS and clear appropriate brands of alcohol (e.g.,
Nighttrain and malt liquor are INAPPROPRIATE). By doing so,
the students and guests who are of
age can drink responsibly,” said
the letter.
Hired securitypersonnel would
be availableto prevent conflicts in
the stage area and assist students
and police if difficulties arise.
The current Spring Fling social
policy allows students and guests
who present two forms of positive
identification to bring either 72
ounces of beer in cans (six 12ounce cans) or one liter of wine.

According to Williams, there
are a few other changes that could
__..,
be made. “Thepolicewantthere to
Due to large crowds and reports of alcohol abuse at Spring Fling, be no alcohol but that won’t hapthe social policy is currently under review and changes are planned. pen,” he said.
I..

._ _ .
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_._
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Former Dean Curtis DiBiaggio reflects on first year
dies of leukemia at 72
by ELIZABETH YELLEN
Daily Editorial Board

by DAVID MEYERS
Daily Editorial Board

Grant E. Curtis, dean emeritus
of financial aid at Tufts died May
6, at his home in Winchester. A
memorial service will be held in
the fall for Curtis, age 72, who
suffered from leukemia.
In 1966,Curtis was instrumental in founding the Eastern Association of Student Financial Aid
Administrators, and served as its
president from 1969-71. He was
also a founder and president of the
National Association of Financial
Aid Administrators, and the National Institute for Financial Aid
Management in Higher Education.

Daib’fi? photo

Dean emeritus Grant Curtis

Curtis entered Tufts in 1938 a!
an undergraduate student workin1
20 hours a week in the dining hall!
in order to pay the tuition. Aftei
earning his undergraduate degret
from Tufts in 1942, Curtis servec
as a staff sergeant in the Army Air
Force Technical Training Command during World War 11. Following the war, Curtis received a
master’s degree in education from
the University of Chicago prior to
returning to Tufts in 1949.
Curtis taught in the education
department and worked in the
dean’s office. He was later named
director of men’s admissions and
in 1959was appointed Tufts’ first
director of financial aid. He retired from Tufts in 1987 but returned to co-chair his class’s 50th
reunion in 1992.
In describing Curtis’ time at
the university, the late Tufts President Jean Mayer said, “Grant
Curtis has not only rendered enormous service to Tufts, but also
established himself as the senior
financial aid officer in the nation.”
Curtis leaves his wife, Elaine,
children Kristina and David, and
grandchildren Emily and Megan
Curtis-Murphy.
Remembrances may be made
to the Class of 1942Prize Scholarship (established by Grant and
Elaine Curtis), Tuft; University,
Medford, MA 02155.

Tufts’ EPIIC students
to visit United Nations
and participate in a panel discussion.
Kirdar was the keynote speaker
A delegation of students who
were involved in the Education for for the weekend-long EPIIC proPublic Inquiry and International gram during which he stressed the
Citizenship’s (EPIIC) program ,need for change in global inequi“Transformations in the Global ties.
The student-produced video
Economy” will be making a preby DAVID MEYERS
Daily Editorial Board

“I’m in academics because I
like being with students and I care
about students,” said University
President John DiBiaggio. This
sentiment set the tone of this frrst
year OfDiBiaggio’stenure at Tufts,
in which one of his goals was to
become acquainted with the Tufts
community. DiBiaggio, who immediately before coming to Tu&
served as president of Michigan
State University, was inaugurated
1 1th University president in an
April 25 ceremony featuring a
lteynote address by US Secretary
Df Health and Human Services
Donna Shalala.
According to DiBiaggio, “Universities aren’t about training stuients for their first job -- they’re
%bouteducatingthem for their last
ob," which they have not neces;arily identified while in college.
‘I ended up doing what I
ioing,” he continued, adding that
what he learned prepared h
lis career, helping him to read
ntelligently and synthesize info
nation.
DiBiaggio praised Tufts,
ng that here “there’s a he
ihasis on good quality educ
m allusion to the distributio
pirements for undergraduates
;aidthat often at large universi
itudents may be tracked into
kssions too early, when in
hey cannot know what majo
:boosebefore enteringcollege.
said that he hears constant
sciencestudentsshould have backgrounds in the humanitiesandvice
versa, and he believes Tufts’ distribution requirements help accomplish this goal.
Because of their egalitarian
approach to education, DiBiaggio
doesnot condemnpublicuniversities for what they do. While he

noted that Tufts and other private
institutions are more elite, he said
that for those students who can
handle the challenge, a private
university allows them to attain

before coming here,
ed to “undertake an ast of the University’s
egin the process of
g its needs. “I haven’t been
appointed,” he said.
DiBiaggio explained that the
ct that he was a sitting university
president when approached by
Tufts prevented him from being
bm an “active candidate,” a status
especially public ones, is their “bipolar distribution of students,”
ranging from National Merit
Scholars and other competitive
students, to those h, called “high
risk.” In such a sethng, the faculty
must address a wide spectrum,
and classes are often large and
taught by teaching assistants.

tive to Michigan State. Consequently, when he visited the Tufts
campus last year he could not talk
to or see all he wanted and had to
rely on hard data and the perceptions ofthe few people with whom
he could speak.
see DIBIAGGIO, page 23

Ravitz outlines speech’s highlights
@atprocess a sense of citizenship
it might stay with people for the
rest of their lives...Also, in any
discipline or career, there is room
for community service.”
Each of the six nominees were
given several days to prepare a
five minute speech in response to
the question posed by the Committee. The entire community was
invited to attend.
Ravitzstatedsome ofthe points
which made up the crux of his
argument:
“The purpose of an education
is not just to teach a subject or
prepare people for careers,it should
also prepare people for good
citizenship....There are ways that
any department could integrate
community service....Instead of

P/ease recycle
this newspaper.

“I am very much impressed
withthe students I’ve encountered
here,” said DiBiaggio, explaining
that he senses that Tufts students
have the preparationtohave meane on a broad array of

Ravitz said.
tionRavitz
with aresponded
resounding
toyes.
this ques“College is a time when people
really find themselves and form
their own identity,” said Ravitz.
“It’s a time when people mature
into adults. If you can involve in

1

Randy Ravitz

I

Dai/y fi/ephoto

having a particular group of
courses that deal with community
service it should be integrated into
all subjects.”
Ravitz has mentioned several
suggestionsto include community
service in the curriculum. One of
which was to require students of
biology to volunteer at local hospitals. He also mentioned a program at his high school in which
foreign language students would
use their knowledge to translate
between patients and the staff at
hospitals.
“I know Dr. DiBiaggio is very
interested in integrating community service into courses,” said
Ravitz. “There are other schools
in our league which [have done
well in this] such as U. Perm and
Rutgers...We’re not behind them,
but I think we could be.”
The honor of winning the
Wendell Phillips Award began in
1896,when two scholarshipswere
established, one at Tufts and one
at Harvard, in order to reward individuals for their public responsibility and speaking capabilities.
Ravitz described Mr. Phillips as
“a strong orator and an abolitionist.”
Ravitz also expressed his hope
of a growing trend in community
service.
“Clinton has put a lot of emphasison [it]...Whenthe President
of the United States articulates
certain themes, I think people begin to think about them.”
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Trustees to discuss fall retreat
by ELIN DUGAN
Daily Editorial Board

Bridgemetcalf will be
undergoing alteration
Program will explore different themes
by CAROLINE SCHAEFER
Daily Editorial Board

_-

Upon completion of the pilot
year of the Bridgemetcalf program, administratorsand students
involved in the program have begun to explore ways to improve
and expand the undergraduate
housing option.
Proposedlast year by Academic
Vice-president Melvin Bernstein,
the pilot program attemptedto give
students the opportunity to live in
amore community-oriented atmospherewhile examining the issues
surrounding the program’s unifying theme: defining community.
Sixty-five residents of Metcalf
convened for weekly dinners in
MacPhie, and weekly programming featuring faculty members
and outside leaders addressing
subjects related to the Bridge/
Metcalf theme.
In order to get an indication of
the program’s success, organizers
of the program conducted a midyear evaluation. asking administrators and students involved in
Bridgemetcalf to express their
feelings about the strengths and
weaknesses of the program. Reflectingtheinput ofthose involved,
the shape and format of Bridge/
Metcalf will change for the 199394 academic year, according to
Bridgemetcalf administrator and
Dean of Students Bobbie Knable.
“This year all 80 residents of
Metcalf will be a part of the program. Last year, all Metcalf residents, minus those living in the
basement, took part, so the number involved will grow by about
15,” Knable said, discussing one
of the differences between next
year’s program and the pilot program.
Knable said studentstaking part
in the program felt that the greatest strengthofBridgeh4etcalfwas
the community living experience
they might not have gotten if they
had lived in anotherresidencehall.
“Peoplefeltthatthey weremore
of a community, and they got to
know people they were living with
much better,” Knable said, adding
that underclassmen especially reported that they liked establishing
friendships with older, more
knowledgeable upperclassmen.
In addition, Knable said that
those involved praised the Bridge/
Metcalf s “programming.”
“The students liked the programming. They liked eating together, and enjoyed the fact that
the faculty.came to dinner. They
liked being in contact with the
faculty and each other in an informal atmosphere,” Knable said.

Accordingto Knable,many students were impressed with the
willingnessand interestwith which
the faculty participated in the program.
“The faculty have always been
very generous,” Knable said.
“They really added to the community atmosphere;”
Though students likedthe sense
of community,Knable said that “a
fair number” of the students did
not like the fact that all of the
program’s activities centered
around one theme, more specifi:
cally the theme of defining community.
“Some didn’t like the theme,
meaning a theme,” Knable said,
adding that next year the program
will “probably not7’be devoted to
“a single theme.”
“Next year, most of the programming will be generated by
the students, as it was this year.
But they may want to look at a
broader list of issues, instead of
iust one.” Knable said.
Despite the change, Knable
does see validity in having Bridge/
Metcalf dedicate itself to one
theme.
“There are reasons to have one
theme. It lets students get to know
one theme very well, from different perspectives,” Knable said,
adding that “it is valuable, and
does not alwayshave to constrain”
the program.
Another change Knable discussed deals with the program’s
future aspiration ofincluding other
members of the Tufts community
who do not live in Metcalf in
Bridgemetcalf activities.
“Next year we’d like to open
more of the Bridgehletcalf programs to other people on campus.
That’s always been the goal -- to
enrich other parts of campus as
well,” Knable said.
Much ofthenext year’s Bridge/
Metcalf program will be decided
over the summer, as a group of
studentswho are taking part in the
program for the second year will
meet with administrators and faculty involved sometimeinthe next
three months to discuss plans for
next year’s programming.
Although sophomores,juniors
and seniors who will be living in
Metcalf next year selected the
Bridge/Metcalf option in April
duringthehousinglottery,approximately30 incomingfreshmenhave
not yet notified the university
whether or not they will be taking
part in the program. Residential
Life in conjunction with the Dean
see METCALF, page 21

The Tufts Board of Trustees
will meet this Saturday,May 22 to
discuss a trustees’ retreat to be
held in October, the future of the
Greek system,andtheuniversity’s
investment policy, in addition to
individual committee reports.
Saturday’sassemblywill bethe
second of the board’s tri-annual
meetings, held in February, May,
and November. The board’s five
standing committees and several
ad hoc committeesmeet separately
throughout the year and will also
convene on Friday, prior to
Saturday’s board meeting.
According to Secretary of the
Corporation Linda Dixon,
Saturday’s most important issue
will be the trustees’ retreat which
has been scheduled for the weekend of October 1-3. Participating
in the retreat will be the entire
Board of Trustees, President John
DiBiaggio, Provost Sol Gittleman,
Executive Vice President and
Treasurer Steven Manos, and Senior Vice President Thomas
Murnane.
The purpose of October’s retreat is to “really resolve critical
issues. It’s not for recreation,”
Dixon says. In addition to addressing “the role, responsibility, and
future of Tufts,” President
DiBiaggio’s speechto the trustees
at the retreat will “offer his vision
of what the board ought to be,”
according to Dixon.
Planningfortheretreat includes
an interview of every trustee on
the board using a questionnaire
developed by the board’s consultants. The questionnaire will ask
the same questionsof each participant. Dixon says that this system
“will give every trustee the opportunity to get involved, give their
opinions, and become a part of the
entire nmcenn.”

Thi board will then give a report of the interviews to President
Dibiaggio for review before the
retreat. So far, 75 percent of the
board has committed to the re-

treat, with an expected commitment of 90 percent.
Greek future to be discussed
A second important issue to be
discussed at Saturday’smeeting is
the future of the Greek system at
Tufts. In 1991, the Liberal Arts
and Jackson faculty formed an ad
hoc committeeto review the Greek
system. Following its review, t b
committee recommended to
coedify the system.
Following last fall’s faculty
vote supporting the committee’s
recommendations, the Board of
Trustees formed their own committee to examine the pros and
cons to coedifying Tufts’ fraternities and sororities. This trustee
committee has met twice to gather
facts and opinionssurroundingthe
issue, and will continue to meet
throughout the summer to interview students, faculty, administrators, alumni, Greek system advisors, and representatives from
other schools.
According to Dixon, the committee has put off making a decision about the future of the Greek
system because “they know this is
an emotionallycharged issue. The
board really wants to be thorough
in theirresearch andto get asmuch
factual information as possible.”
TrusteeRepresentativeJennifer
Fox supports the board’s decision
to delay a vote on the Greek system. “I think that it was good to
postpone voting because the faculty ad hoc committee’s report
caused a lot of controversy... the
validity and accuracy of the report
were questioned.” Fox stressesthat
it is “important to be very thorough and to explore the issue from
every angle.”
Investment policy under
review
The third major issue to be discussed at the board meeting will
be the university’s investment
Dolicv which is being reviewed
followingthe TCU Senate’s resolution urging Tufts’ divestment
from Hydro-Quebec. The board’s
Investment and Executive committees are reviewing the policy

from two different angles: its consideration of the financial stability
of possible investments, and the
investments’ social, moral, and
ethical implications.
Supporters0fTufts’ divestment
from Hydro-Quebec, ahydro-electric plant, cite the plant’s plan to
build adam which will floodmiles
of land, forcing the relocation of
the Cree Indians who inhabit the
area. Because of the investment
policy’s ambiguity about these
moral implications, the trustees
realized that the policy “really
neededwork,” accordingtoDixon.
Dixon added that the trustees
are “truly impressedwiththe quality, the professionalism, and the
articulateness of the research”
which was presented to the them
by studentsprotestingHydro-Quebec. Because ofthis, they “want to
be sure to take the matter seriously,” she says.
It was hoped that a decision
about revisions to the investment
policy would be voted on at
Saturday’s meeting, however, after two drafts, the proposal “still
needs more work,” so there will be
no vote, says Dixon. At either its
June or July meeting, the Executive committee hopes to finalize
the proposal so that it can be presented to the entireBoard ofTrustees at its November meeting. At
that point, the board will vote on
the revised investment policy,
which will then influence a later
vote on the specific issue of Hydro-Quebec.
Dixon says that the trustees
would like to hold forums in the
fall for both the Greek system issue and Hydro-Quebec. The forums will offer an opportunity for
all interested to voice their opinions on each issue, ensuring that
communicationbetween the trustees and the Tufts population is not
cut off before decisions are made.
In addition to these issues. individualcommitteeswilldevotetime
to the routine considerations of
faculty promotions, expenditure
appropriations, and honorary degrees.

Greeks raise GPA requirement
.

by DAVID MEYERS
Daily Editorial Board

The Inter-Greek Council voted
on April 20 to raise the grade point
average requirement for all students wishing to pledge a fraternity or sorority,IGC presidentElise
Blinderman said.
“The PanHellenic Council rush
rules statethatawomanmust have
a 2.5 cumulativeGPA but the men
don’t have that rule,” Blinderman
said. “In order to unify the rules
we passed an amendment stating
that apledge must have a2.5 GPA
for liberal arts or a 2.2 GPA for

engineering.”
The requirement will go in to
effect Jan. 1, 1994.
Tufts Community Union Treasurer and Senate representative to
the Committee on Social Fraternity and Sorority Life (CFS) David
Brinker is thrilled with the amendment.
“I think it’s excellent. This
shows that the members of theGreek system can police themselves and set a standard of excellencehigherthanthe university’s,”
he said. Brinker is also a member
of the IGC.

Mandeville departs from university
Vice President for Finance and Treasurer Nicole Mandeville has
accepted the position of Vice President and Treasurer of Georgetown
University, said Executive Vice President and Treasurer Steven
Manos.
“She received a terrific offer from Georgetown University and she
accepted it,” said Manos. “Nicole has excelled at her position, and her
accomplishmentsare recognized across the University... I will miss
her intelligence, creativity, problem-solving, and unfailing good
humor under pressure.”
According to Manos, Mandeville has been one of the many
exceptional vice presidents to serve at Tufts. “We have become a
breeding ground for vice presidents,” he said.
Manos does not yet know who fill succeed Mandeville, but
University Budget Director Sue Leverone, Controller Bob Loughlin,
and Director of Treasury Operations Tom McGurty “will provide
joint leadership to the Finance Division.”

Associate Dean of Students
Bruce Reitman agrees.“I am happy
they made this change because
there has been an inequity in the
past,” he said. “The Inter-Fraternity Council felt awkward about
the inequality and decided it would
be better to raise their standard
rather than lower the women’s
requirement.”
The amendment reads, “The
minimum grade point average for
a student to accept a bid to pledge
afraternity or sororitywill bea2.5
for liberal arts and a 2.2 for engineering. This GPA will be the
students’ semester GPA for the
semester before rush.”
The issue had been raised in the
past by the Social Committee on
Fraternities and Sororities, but the
IGC began discussing it during
February, said Blinderman.
Blinderman does not foresee
this requirement as a problem for
the Greek system. “The Greek
average is well over a 2.5 so we do
have a standard of excellence in
academics,” she said.
“Ofcoursetherearepeoplewho
fell below a 2.5 this past semester
who wouldnot have made it in, but
there were very few ofthem,” said
Blinderman.
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Academia’s Assault on America
Academic revisionists seek to
rewrite history in favor of a conFrom Berkeley to Cambridge, demnation of history-makers as
from New Haven to Chicago, an promulgators of insensitivity and
assault is underway that drives to hostility. A Yale professor is
undermine the very foundations quoted as equating Western civiliof American society. It has arisen zation with “colonialism, slavery,
in the universities and colleges of empire and poverty.” A Loyola
this nation, among faculty, stu- Universityof Chicagoprofessor is
dents, and administrators alike. It quoted as seeking “to forget
represents a determined effort to history... with the displacement of
find fault with all that is estab- white male Eur-American texts.”
lished, all that is historically justi- Both ofthese academicsare memfied. If permitted to continue un- bers of the Modem Language Asopposed, it will no doubt irrevers- sociation of America, an organiibly weaken the pillars upon which zation at the center of the higher
basic American values are based. education community.
This assault is being conducted
The presumption here is that
by self-righteous, arrogant, and history as it is written is a misrepself-serving members of the aca- resentation of what really hapdemic intelligentsia. At its most pened. Consequently,Christopher
shameful, it is both an ideological Columbus is vilified as a genoadherence to historical revision- cidal imperialist for bringing Euism and literary deconstructivism, rope into contact with the New
and a practical support for radical World. In asense, this revisionism
multi-culturalism and the elimi- maintains a focus on the non-real,
nation of traditional education.
on what should have happened,
The assault can take many and on using contemporary moforms, though the basic tenets re- rality to judge, retroactively, the
main virtually the same: to attack history of centuries past. Columthe acceptedvalues, standards, and bus is but the epitome of the viotraditions of the academic world lent prejudices inherent in the Euand to replace them with new, ropean experience. Yet, this dishighly suspect, and anti-Western placement of modem considerforms of thought and action. The ations fails in its blatant disregard
focus is on restructuring power for what is factual. Traditionalhispolitics in favor of those deemed tory dictates that it is imperativeto
L‘victims’’of the patriarchal, capi- examinethe events without injecttalist, racist, homophobic, violent ing moral overtones; revisionist
world of the white man, as per- historydictatesthat what happened
ceived by the elite leftists them- was bad and replaces factual reaselves. As such, it brings to the soning with impassionedcriticism
fore, and subsequently magnifies, of Europeans based on late twenall that supposedly leads to insen- tieth-century value determinants.
sitivity and hostility against speMoreover, the predisposition
cific groups within society.
that marks revisionism provides
for an overlooking of contradicMichael J ’ k Stickings, a sopho- tory evidence and a conscious opmore majoring in histoty, is the positionto the search for fact. Thus,
Columbus becomes a genocidal
Daily Viewpoints editor.

by Michael J. W. Stickings

‘

United States. Enclosed by almost
impenetrable walls, the academic
intelligentsia has come to represent the very antithesis to all that
Americans hold dear: the family,
religion, traditional values, individual liberty, the free market.
Enhanced by the open, naive, and
receptive minds of superficially
activist students, these new leaders ofhigher education are becoming ever more removed from the
real world of Main StreetAmerica.
They are hiding behind their revisionist histories and claiming insensitivity at every opportunity.
Many on the academic left, including students,claim that in constructing multicultural communities on campuses and in refocusing
education on the “victims,”.they
are seeking only to create a just
microcosm of what lies beyond
the hallowed gates. Nothing could
be more naive, for the communities being created are simply hideaways for a radicalism that would
fall to pieces anywhere else in
America. Indeed, in this time of
change and youth, there has been a
misconception that colleges and
universities are more mahstream
than they really are.
Too often, student activism
dominates the news or engages the
interests of politicians and the
media. Little do they seem to realize that.Main Street America the real America of baseball, hot
dogs, two-parent families,law and
order, religion, business, suburbia, and apple pie- is the foundation upon which all else rests. Too
often, it is tempting to listen to a
vocal and militant minority and to
conclude that it is speaking for the
country. However, there is amore
important silent majority that often goes unnoticed,because it does
not have the prestige of a univer-

imperialist,but the primitive tribes
that committed torture and mass
human sacrificeby removing stillbeating hearts from living children are “victims” of European
domination.
The problem with revisionism
is that those who subscribe to it
engage with energy and vigor in
the denunciationof the West without ever considering that the right
of individual expression is itself a
European creation. Indeed, these
leftist ideologues demonize the
West for the promulgation of violence, hatred, slavery, and so forth,
without considering that it is also
the West that developed democracy, freedom of the press, capitalism, industrialization, and the
right to believe whateverone wants
to believe, no matter how irrational.
Similarly, the literature expanded upon within the academic
intelligentsia is one that stresses
the experiences of “victimized”
groups and individuals and denounces the standard classics that
have for so long characterized education. Thus, the focus is on
women, blacks, hispanics, and
other minorities deemed to have
suffered at some point in history.
The consequenceis that relatively
unimportant works of literature
are pushed upon students at the
expense of the great literature that
marks the cornerstone of civilization. The whining of alleged “victims,” hurt by even the most minute
forms of insensitivity, is coming
to outshine the Platos, Aristotles,
Lockes, Humes, Burkes, and
Nietzsches that have really contributed to history and the development of mankind.
The problem is that this radicalism has already infested the
colleges and universities of the

sity or college setting to use as a
pulpit for its concerns.
Thus, within the higher education system, there appears to be a
trend that is nothing if not a perversion ofwhat this country stands
for. On many campuses, students
have returned to the violence and
militancy of the 1960s. At the
University of Massachusetts at
Amherst last year, the student
newspaper was broken into and
sacked by 100to 200 students protesting the fact that the paper declined to run an editorialcondemning the first Rodney King verdict.
Later, most of the copies of a certain day’s edition were stolen and
the offices were raided a second
time. Moreover, the paper itself
has been pressured over the years
to provide a page for any group
that considers itself to be “oppressed.” Recently, students at
UCLA occupied auniversitybuilding protesting the decision not to
have a Hispanic studies department.
Around the country, speech
codes and sensitivityrequirements
have been, and are being, constructed in gross violation not only
of the Constitution, but of the basic beliefs oftheAmerican people.
The reverse discrimination that
permits overt hatred for all that is
white, male, straight, and Christian also denieg the legal right to
publicly support and endorsemany
of the basic tenets of American
morality and behavior. Minority
groups, all bound together by some
invisible bond of insensitivity suffering, are being glorified just for
who they are. It is being implied
quite plainly that they all would
have been better off had whites
never even gone near them.
see ACADEMIA, page 11

Creating a liberal education
by Nathaniel Klitsberg

’

Tufts was founded in 1852 to
prepare young people for taking
their place as leaders in their communities. In over 140 years, this
university has graduated men and
women who have become doctors, lawyers, judges, and leaders
in all fields. Tufts University has
expanded to include a medical
school, a school of nutrition, a
veterinary school, and the Fletcher
School of Law and Diplomacy.
This institution, with all its
branches and prestigious alumni,
has taken its place in the upper
echelon of private universities in
the United States.
The college system in the
United States is the pride of the
world. Students from all over the
planet come to the United States to
schools like Tufts for the specific
purpose of getting the best education possible. But now this university and many others like it are
under attack. This attack is coming from people who feel that a
liberal arts education is impractical, and that a college should train
its students for a specific field. To
this I say: the purpose of this university is not to. train for a job; it is
to start an educational process that
will hopefully continue for life.
A liberal arts education gives
Nathaniel Klitsberg is a sophomore majoring inpoliticalscience
and history.

to students a well-rounded knowl- articles criticizing or supporting quential that many students are
edge of many fields and allows us the Greek system. This will not be attracted to the Greek system. In
to find ourselves. Only then can a scathing report about how the these groups, men and women gain
we decide on our careers and what Greeks are elitist or discrimina- a new family based on brother and
we want to do with the rest of our tory. .By their own word, they ad- sisterhood. It is very tempting to
lives. In my short time at Tufts mit this. Almost every group on enter this system. But ifthe school
University, I have seen this school this campus is elitist and discrimi- made it a priority to provide some
try to protect the classical liberal natory in whom they choose as kind of social life for its students,
arts education. This I applaud. officers and members. But I will I am positive that the Greek sysHowever,this schoolhas still fallen also not claim that those against tem would wither away with little
short of fostering this kind of edu- the Greeks are wrong in their be- pain. The elite colleges that we
cation.
liefs. What few peopleonthiscam- compare ourselves to have had
A liberal arts education should pus have failed to realize that it is success in either removing or limhave three basic
iting the Greek
parts. First, stusystem.
dents must be
It is
The purpose of this university is not train for a
exposed
to
not just the
job, but to start an educational process that
classes from all
school’s fault.
will continue for life.
The state ofthe
themajorfields.
Second, not
economy plus
only the mind
the lack of
has to be cultivated, but the spirit the Universitythat has much of the alumni fundsandendowment have
as well. And third, the university blame in this issue.
left Tufts with few options. It can
has an obligation to refrain from
fund either a social community or
interfering with the ideas of its
Tufts prides itself on being a an academic community. It
students and must listen to their community.Fine enough, but how chooses the latter, &d I underconcerns. Tufts has done a finejob does it show it? There are few, if stand that. But something must be
promoting the cultivation of its any, traditions left on this campus done soon or we will lose more
students’ minds through educa- that bring all the students and fac- and more of our alumni donations.
tion in many fields but it has failed ulty together to show their spirit. When a student has a good experion my last two criteria.
Although I have had extremely ence at Tufts, he or she is more apt
Tufts University, not because it positive experienceswith my pro- to send money as an alum to keep
is not trying, but because of fiscal fessors, some students have ex- the school at that level. But if
constraints, cannot cultivate its pressed concern over the lack of students don’t have good memostudents’ spirits. I’m not talking availabilityoftheir professors out- ries of Tufts, they won’t send
about religion, but a vibrant social sidethe classroom.Moniesto bring money. The memories of college
life. To all those who have been exciting speakers,forums,andmu- arenotjustthe professorsandgreat
following the political struggle at siciansto campus are hard to come classes, but the friends one makes
Tufts over fraternities during the by. With this lack of commitment and the social life one has while at
past year, I know that you have to providing a social community school.
been bombarded with letters and for its students, it becomes conseThe other area in which I feel
’

‘

that Tufts has failed in providing a
true liberal arts education is that
this college has continually stifled
discourse and debate on campus.
From the speech zones in the late
1980s to the stifling of The Primary Sourcejustthis semester, we
have seen that the Administration
and the trustees of this school are
not very responsive to the needs of
students. I am glad that the Administrationhas decided to review
its controversial speakers policy,
but it still has far to go before I can
say honestly that the hierarchy of
Tufts works with the students-.
After 1,400 students signed
petitions asking the trustees to divest our money from Hydro-Quebec, many students expected‘action.Nothinghashappenedtodate.
When the faculty voted that the
fraternity and sorority system on
this campus was racist, sexist, and
homophobic, we expected action
from the trustees. We have heard
nothing. If the upper levels of this
college don’t talk and listen to
students, when we graduate and
get those little donation cards, we
will give nothing.
In closing, I would like to say
that I want to be proud of this
college. I want to give my time and
my money after I graduate back to
Tufts. But I also want to get as
much as I can from Tufts. I appeal
to the parents and alumni to please
write or call the people who run
this university and demand that
positive change be made.
,
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The future of the Tufts community
by Matthew Stein
The Tufts Community Union
has survived yet another year, and
in doing so, seems to have made
significant strides toward more
effective, representative, responsible studentgovernment. Inayear
wrought with change, the TCU
Senate instituted some of its own,
and forged a strong base for next
year’s Senate to build upon.
The key to this year’s successes
seemed to be an even mix between
experience, excitement, and a focus on tangible services for the
students and the Tufts Community. While the Senate of the past
seemed to have a propensity for
debate, this past year’s Senate
seemed far more action-oriented.
With projects such as the Pancake
Study Breakfast, the Turkey
Shuttle and Spring Break Shuttle
to Logan, Condom Distribution,
and Halloween on the Hill, the
Senate lived up to its commitment
to student service.
With its new focus, the Senate
did not ignore its responsibilities
to provide a forum for important
issues to be debated and examined. Most notably, the Senate
spent hours debating the Greek
System at Tufts and the
University’s investiture in HydroQuebec. These debates had significant impacts, causing both issues to come before the Trustees
of the University. The difference
in this year’s Senate was not in the
breadth of the issues it debated,
but rather in the new direction it
Matthewstein, the TCUvicepresident, is a sophomore majoring in
international relations.

Starting with the first days of sity to find matching contributors,
took in finding creative solutions
to the problems of the University. Freshman Orientation next year, friends ofthe Universitywho have
Starting with this fall’s sports, for students will begin their work to the means to match, dollar for
instance, the TCU will fund Club solve this and other problems at dollar, the monies raised by the
Sportsto provide studentswith the Tufts. A new tradition is in the Class of 1997. This approach is
choice in athletics they deserve. works, one that will function si- also hopingto includeother groups
It is this new direction that will multaneously to increase spirit, from the Tufts family, such as the
prove to be important in the com- build class unity, and raise funds Parents Association and the
ing year. It is no longer enough for for financial. Starting next Sep- Alumni Association, in their
the TCU Senate simply to state the tember, class shirts will be sold “matching drive.” This matching
concerns ofthe TCU; in 1993,it is duringorientation.While this may aspect serves two purposes. In adtime to act. Next year’s Senateand seem a small start to an enormous dition to the financial objectives, it
TCU are faced with the challenge problem, sometimes a start is the will show first year students the
unitv we seek to
of findine creative solutions
create
and
To be denied the quality education that Tufts strengthen. TO
to the problems
which worry
can provide based only on personal wealth is
bring together
students most.
not what higher educatioq should be all about. alumni, parents,
trustees, and other
One such issue,
financial aid,
sponsors for a
has been weighing heavily on all hardest step. Each shirt sold will common goal of perpetuating the
students’ minds since Tufts an- represent a $5 contribution to fi- greatness of Tufts, we will show
nounced that it would be unable to nancial aid at Tufts. Yet we must the Class of 1997, the class of
provideneed-blindadmissions.To look beyond the $5 and examine Tufts’ future, the spirit and the
be denied admission, denied the the greater impact this project is drive that has served Tufts so well
in the past, and can serve us again
quality education Tufts can pro- capable of producing.
videbasedonlyon personalwealth,
When the president and vice in the coming years.
isnotwhathighereducation should presidents of this University are
The aspect of spirit is equally
be all about. This is an issue that approaching corporate sponsors, important to this project, and to
affects all of us, and one that has alumni,orcontributors,thisproject Tufts in general. Class unity has
broad impact on both the image will serve them as ammunition. become a thing of the past. A ’ 5 8
and the quality of our University. TObe able to point to a student- will be the first to tell you his class
This problem, this crisis, if you based fundraising campaign is a was the best at Tufts, as will a ’57,
will, must be addressed and rem- strong selling point to encourage but this competitive spirit has diedied. The University cannot be investmentin TuRs. Astudentbody minished, and along with it asense
competitive if it cannot attract stu- which invests in itself, which is of school spirit, a love of Tufts.
dents regardless of their wealth. concerned with the continuity of While this project won’t solve all
The University, through creative quality at Tufts, is a more attrac- these problems, it will certainly
budgeting, cutbacks in other tive investment than a campus help to ameliorate them, and act as
places, and other temporary soh- filled with apathetic students a stepping stone for further
tions, is doing its part to find a whose only aim is to graduate in projects. With hundreds of freshsolution to this problem. It is now order to achieve financial success. man owning and wearing a Class
Although the $5 contributionis of ’97 T-shirt, they will feel as if
time for the Tufts family to become involved. If you are reading insignificant in and of itself, there their class is special, which it is.
this, you are a part of that family, are ways to strengthen it. Cur- With the Class of ’97 working
and your help is intrinsic to the .rently the TCU Senate is working togetherwithotherclasses,alumni,
with other offices of the Univer- parents, and administratorsto help
solution of this problem.
Y

We’re all made out
of Ticky-Tacky
by Nick Jehlen
At last year’s graduation, a
small group of students handed
out purple arm bands to raise
awareness about the beating of
Rodney King by white policemen
and the uprising which followed
their acquittal. People started getting mad that these folks were
interrupting“their“ celebration, it
just wasn’t the right time to protest. I’ve heard this one fkom all
comers of our little campus for
years now. During the gulf war,
posters went up telling students
that once the war started, it wasn’t
the timetoprotest.PresidentMayer
even asked that the topic ofthe war
notbe broughtup inclasses.People
got mad at Sharon Wachsler, last
year’s commencement speaker,
when she spoke up about
homophobia in the administration.
I can’t tell you how many times
I’ve heard “there’s a time and a
place for this”. It’s true. The time
is now and the place is here. The
idea that protests and politics
should be separated from the rest
of our life isn’t the solution, it’s
the problem.
But that’s how we handle all of
these issues. When people complained about homophobiaat Tufts,
we threw a staffperson to queers
on campus, and turn back to the
more important things. Now
there’s a good strategy. Next time
you see someone getting attacked
Nick Jehlen is asenior majoring in
humanfactors engineering, and is
a former Daily columnist.

on the street, offer them a parttime staffpersonand see what happens. Of course, that’s not to say
that a staffperson dealing with
queer issues isn’t important, since
our society is gearedtowardsmaking queersfeelunwanted,butthat’s
only half the solution. The easy
half.
The same goes for academics
at Tufts. Instead of responding to
the problems of sexism in modem-day curriculums, we create a
women’s studiesprogram and call
it a solution. In Tufts’ case we
barely fund it and rely on benefactors to keep the program runnhig.
I can just see the administration
sitting up in Ballou relaxing after
agoodday’s work. “Phew! Solved
that sexism problem. Good thing
we had those extra rooms. Now
about raising that tuition ...” And
so it goes. Every problem has a
band-aid. Every marginalized
group has a token. And we march
on.
Not that anyone else is dealing
with these problems in a more
realistic fashion. For example,
every time the subject of rape is
approached, what do we hear?
“Rapists are sexual deviants, aberrations, sub-human mistakesthal
we’ll just shove in a jail cell tc
keep them away from society.”
With a little more work we shoulc
be able to tag rapists from birth sc
we can protect “our” women frorr
them. Sure,that’llwork.Onlythinc
is, it’s not just these few peopll
who cause rape, but the attitude ir
see TICKY-TACKY, page 21

solve the financial aid problem at
Tufts, they will be brought into the
Tufts family, and they will begin
to make a difference at Tufts.
The Senior Class Council of
the Class of ’93 made a difference
with their class gift, a donation of
thousands of dollarsto the University, but there is no reason for
students to wait until they are leaving to give back to Tufts. The
second part of the project outlined
above would bring the other three
classes at Tufts into the fund-raising picture, perhaps through sales
of similar Tufts spirit-oriented
shirts or, perhaps, through simple
fundraising as the Senior Class
Council did.
It is no longer enough simply to
educate undergraduates and send
them on their way. It is not enough
to attract only students from families who can afford the full cost of
higher education. We must strive
to build a conscientious student
body, one from all backgrounds,
one that appreciates the problems
of higher education in the OS,
and is willing to work to solve
them. The future of Tufts University is in all of our hands. The
changes of I992 have brought us a
unique opportunity, a choice, if
you will. We can take for granted
the educationand experiencesthat
Tufts has given us, and hope that
Tufts continues to provide a similar service to students of the future, or we can choose to work to
ensure that goal. To do this we
must work together, students,faculty, administrators, trustees, and
friends of the University. Our
choice is clear, we must work together to insure the continuity of
Tufts as we know it.

The Great Islamic Setup
by Naif Al-Mutawa
During my years at Tufts I have
confrontedallsorts ofMuslim students who have made their way
over from the Middle East and
South Asia. I have always been
curious and skepticalat the amount
of addictionthat is packagedwithin
these migrating Muslim minds. It
seemed that either these students
were religious to the extreme of
single-mindedness,extremeto the
point of addiction whether it was
alcohol, drugs, or money, or extreme in their course of studies.
What blew my mind was how differentthese three groups of people
were until I realizedthat they were
really one and the same. It is my
opinion that the addictive personality that these people exhibit is a
consequenceof the pseudo-Islamic
culture that is currently being adhered to by the Muslim nations.
Muslims are to fast 39 days a
year and pray five times a day
facinga certain direction. Of these
prayers the morning consists of
two repetitions, the noon of four,
the afternoon of four, the evening
of three, and the dusk of four.
Muslims pay 2.5 percent of their
savings to the poor. Muslims can
50 to Hajj during three months of
the year. Muslims are to be kind
md considerate to their seventh
ieighbor. These numbers, a mere
sample, are indicative ofjust how
neticulous and precise Islam is.
According to some, Islam gov:rns every aspect of your life. IsVaifAl-Mutawais asenior majorng in clinicalpsychologv, English,
2nd history.

lam tells you what to say before
you enter the bathroom and when
you come out. Islam tells you how
to eat, what to start off by saying
and what to end by saying. Islam
tells you what kind of music you
can listen to and what kind of
movies you can go watch. In some
instances, Islam can even limit
your questioning. In short, to be a
“good” Muslim, one needs to have
the basic personality structure of
an obsessive-compulsive and to
think about it constantly. To some,
this controllingphenomenon is the
beauty of Islam. To me, it is responsible for the downfall of the
Muslim world.
When approached, the prophet
Mohammed was asked by a few
believers, who were quite selfconscious of a villager who was
spendinghis days and nights praying, whether he was more worthy
than they were. Theprophet speculated that that man would probably end up in hell because he was
not spending enough time tending
to other dimensionsofhis life. The
prophet never called for obsession, the prophet never called for
extremism. ‘In fact, the prophet
denounced such acts. And yet, the
growing trend in the Middle East
now is one of extreme obsessiveness.
The problem hthe Middle East
is that we have regimes that oppose the democratic accession required in Islam. Thus, the monarchies’ very “being” contradicts
Islam. But, these monarchies and
other regimes refuse to make the
split between Islam and secularism, thereby appeasing the religious clergy with adjustments in

the civil and legal codes to mirror
Islamic thought. This is where we
have problems. The problem is
not that we have a monarchy, the
problem is that it is hard to have a
monarchy and still consider oneselfan Islamiccountry.Onamacro
level, the governmentsaretheprototype of the Muslim who merely
goes through the motions of his
prayers. The government recognizes itself as an Islamic state and
yet does not abide by Islamic law.
Here is the double bind that has
been institutionalized in govemments throughout the Middle East
and South Asia.
The obsessive-compulsivepersonality style is a personality that
is infested with persistent feelings
referred to as obsessions. These
obsessions can be expressed in
behavioral acts or compulsions.
This is the prototype that the religious clergy sets the people up for.
The govemmentsgiveconcessions
to the clergy to head the children’s
Islamic thought classes in the
schools. This is then used in order
to teach ritual. However, when
one teaches ritual there is no telling how the children are going to
end up if they do not have faith. If
faith in the Islamic religion were
inherent in these bodies, then the
religious education as enforced in
these schools would make sense.
However, faith is a personal thing
that cannot be enforced or measured. Unfortunately, ritual can be
both enforced and measured.
When growing up in a system
of obsession, the child picks up
maneuversto protecthimselffrom
see SETUP, page 11
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History professor Gill is honored with Leibner Award
by ELIZABETH YELLEN
Daily Editorial Board

and work in the State Department,
Gill was the first member of his
immediate family to attend college. However, before graduating
in 1970, Gill switched his major to
history with the goal to teach at
some level. M i l e at Lafayette he
took some education courses and
served as a student-teacher.
After teaching eighth grade
social studies at his alma mater,
Isaac Young Junior High School,
Gill decided to pursue a master’s
degree, again toward the goal of
teaching, though not necessarily
college.Hethenenteredamaster’s
program in US history with a concentration in African American
history at Howard University in
Washington, D.C.
For Gill, Howard was a drastic
change from Lafayetteand he said

he chose it “in part because of my
experiencesat Lafayette.” According to Gill, in 1970 there were 43
black students at the college, two
female professors in a faculty of
150, and not a single full-time
African American professor. Although he said he received a solid
education in terms of liberal artsat
Lafayette, Gill noted that it was
narrow; most of the history taught
was American or European, and
the professors, who were “people
I admired as teachers,” did not
include Latinos, African Americans, or women. During his senior
year the college hired an African
American visiting professor who
representedthe first black instructor at Lafayette, but “I had never
met a black person who had a
Ph.D. when I was an undergrad,”

Tufts Associate Professor of
History Gerald Gill says that his
relativesjoke that he is carrying on
his family’s Tufts tradition. A
cousin of his is a Tufts graduate,
and Gill has been teaching at Tufts
since 1980, first as a visiting instructor with a one-year, non-renewable appointment.Becausethe
person he replaced did not return
the following year, Gill held the
position for anotheryear, and when
the history department advertised
for a tenure-track position, he applied. The rest is history, pun intended.
Highly esteemed among students for his efforts, Gill has recently won the Leibner Award for
Excellence in Teaching and Advising, a prize given annually to a
Tufts professor who is recommendedby studentsand colleagues
and voted on by an awards committee.
Since he began teaching at
Tufts, Gill has also taken part in
other areas of intellectual life. Gill
is also a core faculty member in
American Studies, with which his
classes are co-listed. In addition,
from 1988to 1990he was amember of the Experimental College
Board, serving as its chair in the
1989-90 school year. He has also
been a member of the Peace and
Justice Studies board for six years.
Without a doubt, Gill’s personal history has influenced him.
An African American born in New
Rochelle, New York, he attended
a predominantlyblack elementary
school before moving to a different section of town and attending
predominantly white schools.
Matriculating at LafayetteCollege I
in Pennsylvania with the intention
to major in international relations Associate Professor of History Gerald Gill
1

he said.
In contrast to Lafayette,
Howard is a predominantly black
university. Gill said he enrolled
there for graduate school on the
advice of a teacher, who recommended that he choose apredominantly black school to study toward an advanced degree. There,
“I had the good forhine to study
under faculty members who nurtured me,” Gill said.
Of his workHoward, Gill said,
“I really enjoyed the work that I
did.” This reflects his tendency as
an undergraduate to write about
subjects related to Afiica and African Americans. For examde, in
a course on the French RevdluGon
he wrote about the Haitian Revolution. Because of a greater sense
of discipline and the freedom to

-

take courseswhich interested him,
Gill describes himself as a better
graduate
ate.
studentthan undergraduGill also reflects fondly on his
graduate school years because
there he “had the good fortune of
developing friendships with
women involvedin African American women’shistory”whoarenow
considered important in the field.
“[This experience] also whetted
my interests in women’s history,”
he said. In fact, African American
women’s history figures in part
into his area of research, 20th century American history. His doctoral dissertation concerned African American opposition to war
from Word War I1 through the
Vietnam War and he is currently
researching the history of African
Americans in Boston during the
20th century.
Havingbeen hired to teach 19th
and 20th century survey courses
and a survey in African American
history, Gill currently teaches a
20th century survey course, atwosemester sequence on African
American history, upper-level
classes on the civil rights movement andthe Americanhome front
during World War 11, and a
colloquiumon the American South
since 1865.
“Ever since I’ve been at Tufts
I’ve enjoyed teaching at Tufts,”
Gill said, explaining that the students are active, motivated, and
willing. He has also found the stuaents generous, challenging, and
eager to engage an instructorboth
in and outside of class.Rather than
feeling intimidated, Gill said he
welcomes this dialogue and finds
students willing to take courses in
areas that interest them.

~~
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see GILL, page 9

Reeling in the years: a Somerville resident offers hope to
glimpse at Tufts in ‘83 people suffering from AIDS virus
by JESSICA RUZZ
Daily Editorial Board

Ten years ago, the class of ’93
was entering the big, bad world of
seventhgrade. Rememberseventh
grade? All of your classes were in
the same building. You were allowed to speak English in your
Spanish class. Mom drove you
and your buddies to school dances
on Friday nights (or was it just
me?).

Unless you had an older sibling, college was some hazy, distant future concept. (“And where
are you going to go to college,
young lady?“ Aunt Norma’s fingers close like sadistic calipers
around a hunk of your cheek. “Oh,
Harvard, I guess. Maybe. If I get
in,” you reply out of one side of
your mouth, twisting away to run
to the bathroom and wipe her Putrid Pink lipstick off of your other
cheek.) Odds are, you’d never
heard of Jumbo andthe light on the
hill.
Tufts, however, was alive and
kicking in 1983, And as different
as some things were at our beloved
institute of higher education,many
things were just like they are today. Hit the journalistic “rewind”
button and see for yourself...
1983Tufts had no campus center.
The light on the hill was 225 miles
from any major city. Jean Mayer
was the University president.

Carmichael was renovated. The
tuition was (gasp!) $12,000! Senator Edward Kennedy delivered the
Commencementspeech.A capella
was completely sex-segregated.
The Primary Source called itself a
“conservative editorialized journal.” Students painted the cannon
in the middle of the night. Lorimar
filmed a series pilot at Tufts. The
IFC called the shots for the Greek
System. Evelyn King and NRBQ
played SpringFling. Sol Gittleman
was Provost.
1993Where would we be without
Jumbo Scoops?It’s an easy T-ride
into Boston -- definitely a major
city.
John DiBiaggio completed his
freshmanyear as Tufts’ President.
Carmichael is being renovated -Look, mom, no asbestos! Jumbo
tuition is $25,000. Author Carlos
Fuentes deliveredthe Commencement speech. The Amalgamates
wear “Tufts Co-Ed Naked A
Capella” T-shirts. The Primary
Source calls itself a “persecuted
minority on campus.” The cannon
just keeps growing and growing...
Tuftsstudentsscorn “Classof ’96,”
but watch it religiously on Fox.
The IGC suspended DU for making pledges do shots. Violent
Femmes, Digable Planets, and
Lemonheadsplayed Spring Fling.
Sol Gittleman is still Provost (and
we love him for it).

by RACHEL LEVINE
Daily Editorial Board

AIDS has been described as the
black plague of our times; how:vex-, countless individuals have
risen against the impending death
sentenceof the disease and battled
to live on and not lose hope. It is
hese people that provide rays of
inspiration everywhere.
One particularly bright beam
lives in Somervilleand his name is
Robert J.L. Publicover. He is publisher of Somerville News, previmsly ran for public office, was
?residentofthe Board of Trustees
)fa church, serves on the Board of
lirectors of the local Chamber of
Zommerce, is advisor to a high
ichool newspaper, founder of a
Zommittee for a Responseto AIDS
which sponsors a Thursday Night
)inner, recent author of My Uni:orn Has Gone Away, founder of
he new Unicorn Foundation -- an
qanization designedto purchase
)rassand silver unicorns for AIDS
rictims as a symbol, and he has
IIDS.
In an article published in June
)f 1992, in the Somerville News,
’ublicover statesthat “Living with
4IV is indeed possible.”
Publicover says his book, My
Jnicorn Has Gone Away... Lfe,
3eath, Grief and Living in the
rears ofAIDS is “a book of poetry
ind essays dealing with [his] own
iealth and the death of [his] partier from AIDS.”

His foundation and the Committee for a Response to AIDS has
sponsored events ranging from a
trip to see Miss Saigon to weekly
Thursday night dinners for people
with AIDS and who are HIV infected to paying for karate lessons.
Starting with seven people the
first night, the Thupday night dinner has grown to feed about 175
people a month. Volunteers provide and serve a home-cooked
meal for the people who attend.
Publicover describes the Thursday night dinners as “more than a
free meal. The dinners become a
kind of internal support group.
Peopletalk aboutthemselves, their
medications, their politics.” The
dinners are held family-style, once
a week, in Davis Square at the
College Avenue United Methodist Church. A yearly L‘GreatWalk
Down Broadway” is held as a
fundraiser forthe dinners. In addition to providing dinner, the Committee also sponsors the AIDS
Kitchen P.U.S.H. Kart (Providing
Unity, Support, and Hope), which
distributes, on a limited basis, groceries for those in need.
Tufts studentshave participated
in the Thursday Night Dinners
through the Leonard Carmichael
Society, and have also begun participating in the Unicorn
Foundation’s work. In the future,
Publicover expects that “Tuftswill
take the lead,” in the foundation.

Currently, several of the students
who participate in the Thursday
Night dinners have brought the
Unicorn Foundation under LCS’
wing.
The story behind the Unicorn
Foundation is an interesting one
and described in a story entitled
“The Legend of JC’s Unicorns.”
John (nicknamed “JC”by friends),
an avid collector of unicorns and
Robert’s partner, developed AIDS
and asked him to give away his
unicorn collection to his special
friends and to otherpeople “whom
[theunicorns]wouldmakehappy.”
So, upon JC’s death, Rob started
to give away the unicorns and realizedthat there were a lot of adults
and children who “could always
use an extra friendly Unicorn that
would make them smile.” With
that, the Unicorn Foundation was
born.
The primary goal of the ‘foundation is to provide “hope.” Each
unicorn given is named “Hope,”
after the names of all of JC’s unicorns because “there is never
enough hope in the world.”
TuftssophomoresLoren Farrell
and Fleur Weigert, members of
Tufts LCS-AIDS Outreach, are
sponsoring a fundiaiser for the
Unicorn Foundation.Faculty,staff,
and students are asked to donate
money to the Unicorn Foundation
at Box 137, Somerville, MA
02144.
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Students are open-minded GILL

an effort to revitalize a 1968movecontinued from page 8
ment in which Tufts facultv and
Further, he is pleased that Tufts students worked together titry to
studentsare not intimidatedby the expand the African American sturace ofthe professor, or even ifthe dent body at Tufts.
majority of the other students are
One of the primary values Gill
of a different race. Over the years wishes to instill in his students is
he has witnessed a change in the that “there is no one interpretation
enrollment of African American to history or to historical events or
history classes. He said that in personalities.”
1980,aclass of35-40 wouldhave
“I like to present my
a black-white ratio of2: 1,while in students...with the fact that there
the last five years a class ranging can often times be many interprefrom 50 to 80 includes 75 percent tations,” he said. He prefers to
non-blacks and only 25 percent expose students to different interblacks. To Gill, this demonstrates pretations of events so that they
a “sense of openness, receptivity, will understand that there is no
[and] tolerance.”
“one truth” but rather that history,
Gill said he has also remarked especially that which is written
an increasing willingness among and based on recollectionsreflects
students, especially history ma- the biases of the writers. He thus
jors, to do work beyond that as- urges students to read widely and
signed,taking on seniortheses and broadly in terms of study of the
independentcourses,for example. experience of humankind.
Although Gill said that “Tufts
Gill also aims to convey to stuis an institution in which I feel dents that history is not solely the
comfortable as a faculty member study of prominent individuals,
and as a person,” he concededthat most of whom were male, but also
Tufts does have its problems. Yet the functions of those groups of
hehasfoundtheschoo1“civil”and people who may be seen as
though he recognizes that the Uni- “marginalized” or “invisible” beversity has limited financial aid causeoftheirrace, socioeconomic
resources, he detects a commit- class, or sexual orientation.
ment to diversity. However, he
‘‘I defend multicultural apwould like to seemore of a dedica- proaches to the study of experition to increasing faculty and stu- ences of people” in the social scident diversity. ‘‘I’m not @ink2 to ences andthe humanities,Gill said,
depict things as a utopia,” he said, but he does not believe that this
but he considers the situation at approachnecessarily engendersan
Tufts superior to that at its com- appreciation for the “multiplicity
peting schools.
of human experience.” Therefore,
In order to help increase Stu- those studying history should aldent diversity, in 1990 following low for the replacing of one myth
the announcement of a budget with another myth.
shortfall and a consequential de“History, if it’s to be accurate,
crease in the m~ountof money is not myth making and therefore,
available for financial aid, Gill in spite ofgood intentions, myths
initiated amovement for faculty to of inclusion should not be used as
donate a portion oftheir salariesto a means to replace absence,” he
the cause. He said this move was said.

Long lines at Exxon? Try this...
by RACHEL LEVINE
Daily Editorial Board

By 1998 such states as California and Massachusetts are requiringthattwopercent ofthe vehidles
soldproducezeroemissions.However, legislators in Detroit, one of
the major car-producing cities in
America, strongly oppose these
restrictions. They claim that millions of dollars have been spent on
special research to develop such a
vehicle,but the US currently lacks
the technology to build one. The
only sort of vehicle that would be
emisFion-free is an electric vehicle, one that is powered by batteries.
Jim Coate wants the Detroit
legislature to know that they’re
wrong; electric cars can be built
here and now.

Anderson Hall. His
ered vehicle,built fro
parts, is legally regis
The Tour de Sol is a
gives competitors an oppo
to showcasetheir electric
in one of five cat

vehicles must contain at least one
solar panel, use no gasoline, and
meetbasic safetyregulations,such
as braking within a given distance
and the ability to start
cline. Prizes include sev
sand dollars in cash an
parts that entitle winne
better products.
The race course v
year. Last year, the
route began in Alban
ued through Conn
ton. This year the ra
from Boston to Vermont. Each
day entails about 50 miles of driving, each broken up into 25 miles
in the morning and 25 miles in the
afternoon.At most stops,the local
town throws a party for the race

. Approxiyears ago,
rde
one
cars.

prototype, he candemonstratethat
a “similar vehicle could be produced and marketed on a larger
scale.”

Among the improvements he
has worked on, the vehicle runs by
an d o f f switch as opposed to a controller. Coate also hopes to
obtain lighter batteries. As he
points out, lead is very heavy and
is inefficient. He also notes that
icle heats up, which contributes to the wasted energy.
Coate spent three years working on the vehicle. He specifically
thanks senior Nils Huebner who
helped with the mechanical assembly. The original design ofthe
vehicle took approximately two
months on paper and several
months to build in the machine

Aside from building the veCoate will drive the vehicle
competition. Five Tufts volhave offered to travel with
the week to help with the
driving. The vehicle frequently
hicles built on an
breaks down, and Coate must stop
at hardware stores and bike shops
in order to obtain the necessary
parts. For the most part, Coate
describes the driving as an enjoyperience. He points outthat
Finally, there is arace category for hicle for a total cost of $500. The people along the way “are especars specifically designed to com- motor, for example, is actually a cially nice. They let you stay in
generatorfrom a 1950smodel car. their backyards and take you capete.
To enter in the Tour de Sol, Coate hopes that with this specific noeing and cook you dinner.”

New magazine focuses on issues
relevant to male college students
by RACHEL LEVINE
Daily Editorial Board

Between days spent wiping
down counters at TGIF, free time
this summercan be spent catching
up on the latest re-runs of Beverly
Hills 90210, working on the tan,
and leafing through the new issue
of Inside Edge, a new national
publication gearedfor men in their
late .teendearly twenties, edited,
and published entirelyby students.
The magazine promises to focus on topics that are relevant to
“men who care about what’s important in life. Throwing great
parties. Monday Night Football.
Beer. Hooking up with the best
looking girl around. Having fun.”
Living up to this claim, the first
issue, which appeared in newsstands April 20, features articles
such as “A Couch Potato’s Guide
to Sports,” and “A Trip on Acid.’’
Regular features in the magazine include “Grandslam,” how to
look dress and act; “Ask Mike/
Monique,” advice columns; “Toss
Up,” a weekly quiz such as ‘How
Big a Stud are You?’; “Women on
Men/Hook Up,” dating advice
from both the male and female
perspectives; “Overtime,” advice
about careers, and “The Perfect
Date,” which offers dating tips.
The 30 staff members of the
magazine are composed of students from Harvard, Boston University, Northeastern University,

Boston College, and other Boston-area schools. One third of the
staff are women. Most notable
however, are the founders, publishededitorial director, Aaron
Shapiro and editor-in-chief,
Jonathan Hsu, both juniors at
Harvard University. Shapiro and
Hsu are extremely dedicated to
their magazine. “Married to it,”
Shapiro claims in an article in the
Boston Globe. As economics majors and roommates, they often
put in 80-90 hour weeks working
on the magazine, which Shapiro
claims is a “top priority.”
“After all,” he says, “This is
one of the largest magazine
launches in the past few years.”
Time Warner is distributing the
magazine globally, with an initial
press run of 200,000 copies
throughout the United States,
Canada, England, and Australia.
Shapiro claimsthat the idea for
the magazine came to him when
he realized that “there was no
magazine for guys like us to read.”
He points out that Details’ mean
reader age is 26 and that G Q s
mean reader age is 28.Inside Edge
hopes to have a mean reader age
between 18 and 24 years-old.
Shapiroand Hsu celebrated the
premiere of their magazine at a
Unity Jam Party held at Avalon, in
mid-April, for approximately 100
DeoDle. The Jam featured perfor-

mances by local groups such as the
Heretix and the a capella group
Heart and Soul. At the party, copies of the magazine were distributed, as well as keychains and
other promotional material.
Tufts sophomore Linda Roos,
upon reading the magazine commented,“It’s funnyhow they claim
to know what’s important in life
and that they ‘know you better
than you do.’ They state that ‘Image is what matters.”:
Ray Weiss, another attender of
the Unity Jam, points out that the
magazine is similar to Cosmopolitan, in that “it gives men the opportunity to do to women what
they’ve been doing in their magazines for years.” Later, he added,
“Just don’t take it so seriously; it’s
sort of funny.”
Other attenders of the Unity
Jam labelled the magazine “onesided,” “homophobic,” and “sexist.” One attender even said, “Is
this a serious magazine? It’s so
immature.”
Regardless of the seemingly
negative response to the magazine, Hsu and Shapiro have high
hopes for their baby. “Everyone
loves it,” Shapiro says, “They’ve
been rippingthe promo posters off
the walls and hanging them up in
their dorms at every college it’s
appeared at.”
For $2.50 a copy, judge for
yourself.
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It is learning how to stand

alone, unpopular and
sometimes reviled, and bow
to make common cause with.
those others identified as
outside the structures in
order to define and seek a
world in which we can all
flourish. It is learning bow
to take our dzflerences and
make them strengths.
,,*'

99

-Audre Lorde (1934 - 1992)

May her spirit carry usforward...
TUFTSLESBIAN,GAY& BISEXUAL
COMMUNITY
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Islam can be cover for mental illness
SETUP

continued from page 7
the exposure of any thoughts or
feelings that he has been taught
will endanger his goodness. However, as the test of humanity has
shown,there are two basic ways in
which to deal with feared thoughts
and feelings: phobically and
counter-phobically.
The compulsion is a conditioned capacity to reduce anxieties produced in obsessive thinking. The modem-day clergy recommend the chanting of certain
phrases dependent upon the obsession. The feelings are not addressed, just repressed. However,
the relief from anxiety is merely
temporary. Thus the child may
attempt to extinguish his thoughts,
feelings, and fantasies by chants
and develop an obsessive character over the years.
At the end of years of conditioning we do not always have
religious individuals. What we do
have are obsessiveindividualswho
are highly ritualized and will need
an addiction to take the place of
Islam in their lives. This is where
ulterior forms of sublimationcome
forth in the way of alcohol and
drugs.
The Muslim obsessive who has
faith is contained until he leaves
the environment that fostered his
faith. When this student comes to
the United States, he fuses himself
with his teachings. The student
becomes consumedwith Islam: he
is Islam. The result is a constant
state of agitation. One example is
that of a student of whom I know
who fills his time trying to prove
scientifically that the Jews are a
ule of night clubs. Certain night that the people I know of who are as having been Westernized. Yet,
damned race.
What happens to the obsessive clubs are generally more condu- extremely
religious are the same this person has not been Westem.
people who had previously gone ized, but rather he has become

T h e Tufts

Club

I

sa utes the M e m b e r s of the

A Sampling of Upcoming Tufts Club Events

Refocusing on Western civilization is keyACADEMIA
continued from page 6
This perversion is being enhanced by the omnipresent political correctness police who scream
prejudice at any opportunity. For
fear of alienation, students must
always be careful what they say
and do. The slightest opposition to
oversensitivity, the slightest remark or actionthat may show support or sympathy for what is traditional brings forth the wrath of the
radicals. The atmosphere is one in

Columbus as a genocidal imperialist, but incorrectto point out that
before Europeans even reached
the primitive areas of the globe,
tribes of people were enslaving
each other, massacring each other,
and showing little signs of
progress. Yet, the latter conclusion seems far more accurate than
the former generalization and misrepresentation of fact.
America is under attack from
these very forces, not just because
universities and colleges tend to

Red Sox Tickets for
all Home Games
Monthly Luncheon
Speaker Forums
Summer Kick-Off Clambake
Tennis,Softball and TraditionalClambake
Sunday, June 6,3:00 PM

Medford Campus

US Cup Soccer
Wednesday, June 9,6:00 PM
Foxboro Stadium

Tufts Night at Miss Suigon
Thursday, Sept 30,6:00PM
Tremont House & Wang Center

L.C.

.-
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m
m
CLUB

OfferingMembers of the Tups Communi1
elegant dining and sportsfacilities,
social events and private catering.

-
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you’re serious about ~ a s~ho01,
w
then prep with the best. Our course guarantees classes of under fifteen students and extra help with your instructors. not
tapes or cornputen. For dates of upcaning free sessions, CALL TODAY.
~~

Courses meet on T U n S CAMPUS!

Courses are starting SOON!

For Membership or Events Information,
please call (617) 627-3039.

restricting authority.All spirituality is lost and psychopathology
creeps in to take-over.

CALL TODAY m’

277-5280

wescoremore

deserve, but because they are turning out future generations of leaders. Should the trend continue,
higher education will be turning
out individuals who regard American and Western history in terms
of the subjugation of “victims” by
a racist, imperialist, homophobic
elite.
It is time to take back education from the radical intelligentsia
that is now on the rise. It is time to
refocus attention on what has made
American and European civilization the leader of progress and the
savior of the backwardness that
reigns elsewhere. It is time to bring
to academia the values and moralities that are the cornerstone of
American society and the treasured beliefs of the Main Street
American. The United States is a
Western nation rooted in Western
European politics, philosophy, literature, economics, art, architecture, science,and religion. To deny
this is to deny history, and that is a
crime that no one can afford to
commit.
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C l a s s of 1 9 9 3
Fr. Michael Hunt
Catholic Chaplain

Carlos Diaz
President

Catholic Mass
Graduation Weekend
Saturday, May 22
5PM
Goddard Chapel
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Softball wins second NESCAC title in three years
sation ColleenLashway,the Jumbos topped Bowdoin, 5-1, and
About a month ago, the Tufts then shut out Williams, 4-0, to
softball team was 5-12 and capture the title. In her last 15
scratching its head, looking for pitching performances-a span
that included over 72 innings of
work -Lashway compiled a ridiculous 0.48 ERA. After a slow
start, she finished the season at
15-10with a 3.19 ERA, as well as
reasons why they couldn’t win. receiving the NESCAC tournaThen suddenly, they caught fire, ment Most Valuable Player award.
Tufts finished at 19-13, setwinning 14oftheirfinal15 games
and taking the New England Small ting an all-time record for most
College Athletic Conference winsinaseason. 1993alsomarked
the second time in three years that
championship.
Ledbv freshmanDitchhg sen- the Brown and Blue won the
by MARC SHEINKIN
Daily Editorial Board

i

Winning 14of their last 15games, the softball team blasted itsway
to the NESCAC crown, beating Williams in the title game.

NESCAC championship, as they
also won it back in 1991. The
championship is a testament to
the team’s refusal to give up, as
they never threw in the towel even
when the season looked to be in
serious jeopardy.
“None of us ever gave up,”
said head coach Kris Herman.
“I’ve been saying all year, ‘we’re
a good team, we’re a good team,’
and there was no doubt in any of
our minds that we were going to
win the tournament.”
The tournament took place on
May 8 at Williams College, and
saw the Jumbos rip through two
strong conference opponents. In
the first game, Tufts got two hits
apiece from senior designated
player Megan Judge and sophomore shortstop Cheryl Milligan,
and scored three runs in the bottom of the sixth to pull away for a
5- 1 win.
In that pivotal sixth inning,
Tufts latched together four consecutive singles to break open
what was atight,2-1game. Sophomore second baseman Jen
Dellagala followed a Judgesingle
with one of her own, and eventually scored on a passed ball. Then
after leftfielder Alyssa Pohl
singled, sophomore rightfielder
Kate Gordon hit an RBI single.
The Jumbos got another run later
on when Milligan got another
RBI single to score Pohl, leaving
it up to Lashway to close the door
in the top of the seventh.
While the offense was clearly
there, Herman attributed Tufts’
resurgence to their defense. For
instance, in the top of the first
inning,Lashwaysuffered through
a little case of freshman jitters,
surrendering a leadoff single and
following that by hitting the next
batter. After a sacrifice, with two
on base and one out, the Jumbo
defensehelped their young pitcher
with a timely double play. The
famed double play combination
of Tinker to Evers to Chance has
0

.

seemingly been replaced by Tufts’
version of Milligan to Dellagala
to Zuckerman, as Lashway was
repeatedly the recipient of superb
up-the-middle defense.
In all, though, Lashway was
strong, scattering just four hits
over her seven innings. She had
no strikeouts, but just one walk,
indicative of her strong control
andabilityto hit spots. After some
early-season trouble, the battery
of Lashway and sophomore
catcherBethArmdaseemstohave
really clicked, as Lashway rarely
misses Armda’sglovethese days.
The win sent Tufts to the
NESCAC championship against
Williams, a team that had beaten
the Jumbos twice during the
Spring Break trip to Florida.
While Tufts was able to win one
spring game back from the
Ephmen, it was clear that Williams was the toughest conference test for the Brown and Blue.
However, an air of confidence
seemedtoovemdeeverythingthat
people were saying about Williams, and Tufts fully expected to
win despite the fact that their
opponents were at home.
The game started poorly for
the visitors, as Lashway was the

victim of an unsympathetic home
plate umpire. She walked two of
the first four batters she faced in
the bottom of the first inning, but
she was hardly wild.
“The umpiring in the second
game was temble,” said Herman.
“Beth was setting up outside so
they couldn’t turn on the pitches,
and Colleen was just hitting her
glove. She was pitching to the
outside part of the plate and the
ump just said, ‘ball, ball.’ I’ve
argued with that umpire before.”
Herman’s words proved to be
to noavail,but Lashway was eventually able to find a spot where
she could pitch effectively and
throw strikes as well. She somehow escaped that first inning unscathed, and thereafter settled
down into a groove, allowingjust
two more walks therest of the day
while scattering six hits.
The game remained scoreless
until the top of the sixth, when
Tufts finally broke through for
three huge runs. The attack was
led by Judge, who went two for
two, as well as Milligan and Pohl,
who combined for the only two
RBI of the game. Herman pointed
see SOFTBALL, page 18

1993 Tufts Softball Statistics
Final Stats

Player
Jodi Beach
MeganZuckerman
CherylMilligan
Lorie Stoopack
Megan Judge
Beth Armda
Jen Dellgala
Lisa Grossman
Karen Cooke
Kate Gordon
Alyssa Pohl
Susan Brodsky
M. Fulenwider
Whitney Pressler

Pitcher
ColleenLashway
Heather Welch

G
32
32
32
3
32
32
32
14
32
25
28
12
10
22
G
27
11

AB
103
99
88
4
96
103
85
20
76

48
78
25
8
13

H

RBI

47
34
33
1
33
35

32
28
16
1
19
13
14
11
8
8
16
4
1
1

24
7
19
11
20
4
1
1

IP

H

156.0
42.2

178
52

SLG
.602
.545
.409

OBP Avg.

.250

SO0

.479

.402
.404
.421

SO5

.376
.600
.263
.250
.295
.280
.125
.077
K
51
12

.496
.407
.521

.458
.380
.471
.275
.267
.300
.250

.456
.343
375
.250
.344
.340
.282
.350
.250
.229
.256
.160
.125
.077

W-L

ERA

15-10
4-3

3.19
8.04

Athletic department gives out awards to best of ’92-93
Romboli and Svagdis share Houston; Ferrone wins Sargent; Frisoli and Amatangel split Fobert
sluggingpercentage (.69 1).He also fielded All-American in lacrosse.
This year, as a senior, Ferrone’s field
his position flawlessly, handling 242
hockey season was cut short by illness. But
The Tufts athletic department recently chances without an error.
TheHesterL. SargentAward,presented she picked up where she left off on the
announced its annual award winners for
the best male and female athletes,the best to the outstandingfemaleathlete, was given lacrosse field. Her coach, Carol Rappoli,
cal1edFerrone“thebest defensiveplayer in
multi-sport scholar-athlete and the best to senior Christine Ferrone.
Ferrone, a Needham, Mass. native, was New England,” and Ferrone is an Allsportswriter for the 1992-93 year.
The Clarence P. Houston Award, pre- a four-year starter in both field hockey and American candidate again this year.
TheRudolph J. Fobert award, presented
sented to theoutstanding male athlete, was lacrosse. As a junior, she was selected to
given to seniors Todd Romboli and Paul the first team regional all-star squad in to the multi-sport athlete with a good aca~ was named a second team demic averageand demonstrated potential
Svagdis,both ofwhom excelledinbaseball both S D O and
and football.
Romboli was a four-yearstarter at safety
in football and outfield in baseball. The
Randolph, Mass. native set aschool record
for interceptions in a game with four,
earning a Golden Helmet Award for his
performance, and finished his football career with 15 pickoffs, one short of the alltime mark.
On the diamond, Romboli finished second on both the single-season and all-time
home run lists and was a Greater Boston
League all-star. He finished his senior
season with a .343 batting average and 19
runs batted in.
Svagdis, who hails from Mashpee,
Mass., was also a four-year starter in footballat defensiveendandin baseballat first
base. He finished his final football season
with 36 tackles and three sacks. In baseball
this spring, he led the team in batting with
a .443 mark and was second on the team in Smiors Paul Svagdis (86) and Todd Romboli (18) were selected co-winners of the
home runs (3,RBI (32). runs (26) and Houston Award as best male athlete for 1992-93.
by LARRY AZER
Daily Editorial Board

I

I

for leadership, was given to Mike Frisoli
and Lisa Amatangel.
Frisoli, a senior from Hanson, Mass.,
was captain of the football team this year
and led the squad with 5 1/2 sacks from his
defensive line position. He was a member
of the All-New England Small College
Athletic Conference (NESCAC) team in
both 1991and 1992andwasselectedtothe
All-Eastem Collegiate Athletic Conference (ECAC) second team in 1992. Frisoli
was also a standout performer in track for
four years, earning points in the shot put.
Amatangel, a senior from West Newton, Mass., was a letter-winner for three
years in squash and for four years in tennis.
During this year, she was co-captain of
both squads, playing in the number one
spot in squash and number two in tennis.
During her tennis career, Amatangel won
the number five singles crown at the New
England Women’s Intercollegiate Tennis
Tournament (NEWITT) as both a freshman and sophomore, the number four
singles title as a junior and was a semifinalist in the number two position as a
senior.
The Tim Horgan Award, presented to
the undergraduate who best covers Tufts
athletics, was given to senior Larry Azer.
A native of Randolph, Mass., h e r has
been a sportswriter for The Tufrs Daily for
four years and also served as Executive
Business Director for the past two years.
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Sailors ready for victory at national championships
by STEPHEN ARBUTHNOT
Daily Editorial Board

Following a string of impressive victories, Tufts’ foremost athletic team is gearing up for the year’s most important series
of regattas: the national championships to
be sailed at St. Mary’s College and Old
Dominion University at the end of May
and beginning of June.
According to sailing coach Ken Legler,
all threecompeting teams-coed, women,
and team racing -are in very close contention for the top spots in collegiate sailing.
“For the Nationals, [the women’s team]
is presentlyranked first. We’vebeenbeaten
twice by St. Mary’s -at St. Mary’s,’’ said
Legler. This year’s Women’s Nationals are
being hosted by St. Mary’s May 27-29.
Other “teams to beat” at the Women’s
Nationals will be Old Dominion University, Connecticut College,and the University of Charleston.
The collegiate sailing circuit is divided
into geographic regions’ with a certain
number of teams within each region qualifying for one of the 16 slots at the Nationals. Not only did Tufts qualify for the coed
and Women’s Dinghy Nationals and the
Team Racing Nationals, but the Jumbos
won the New England Championships to
qualify for the Nationals.
According to Legler, in addition to St.
Mary’s, the women’s team will face stiff
competition from the University of Charleston and Connecticut College.
“They all have a chance,” at winning,
saidkgler. Dartmouth,last year’s women’s
champion, was eliminated in the New
England Championship.

severalother teamsmay havestrong showings at the regatta, including Brown,
Charleston, and St. Mary’s. In A-division,
Legler said Tufts may face tough competition from Dartmouth, Tulane and Connecticut College.
Most collegiate regattas are divided
into two divisions, A and B, with the
combined scores of both added up to determine the winner. Discussing the
Dartmouth, Tulane, and Conn. College
teams,Legler said they each hadone strong
division, but that their B-division would
take them out of contention.
“Hawaii is looking good,” said Legler,
“they ran away with both divisions at the
Pacific Coast Championships.”
He also added,”[the University of California at] Irvine snuck in to qualify and
they have one sailor left from their 1990
championship team.”
While visibly confident about his team’s
chances at the Nationals, Legler said the
Jumboscould finish anywhere from “a first
to ninth in A-division, a first to fifth in Bdivision, and a first to sixth overall. Anyone of six teams could win, but the favorites are Navy, Hawaii, St. Mary’s and
Tufts.” Sixteen teams compete in the regatta.

Team racers
For the Team Racing Nationals, Legler
said “there will be less teams in contention
to win, the same four as in the [coed]
Dinghy Nationals, but no one else.”
The team races usually consist of two
teams of three boats sailing against one
another at the same time. The outcome of
the race depends on the combined finish of
all three boats, and so the tactics are very
different from those of regular races. For
Coeds are in top three for Nationals
The coed team, which usually consists instance, a boat in first place will try to
of a male skipper and femalecrew, will also impede the progress of his opponent and
..
sail in the Dinghy Nationals at St. Mary’s, help his teammates gain ground, rather
- but its event will take place May 3 1to June than simply go for a first-place finish.
JuniorsJosh Adams (left)and Carolyn Close(right)hike outas they maneuvertheir
2.
Legler deemed Tufts’ chances of vic- Lark upwind. They are expected to have a strong showing at the Nationals.
“This willbea toughevent,”saidLegler. toryasveryhighbecauseofthedepthofthe
He added that the top three for the event team. Since three boats must race for each two that are needed for A- and B-division and sophomores Carisa Harris and Laura
Dunn in B-division finished the event with
will be Tufts, the US Naval Academy and team, each contending team must have regattas.
“Navy and Tufts are the favorites,” said a combined score of 52points, close to half
the University of Hawaii. He also said threestrong skippers,rather than theusual
Legler, with St. Mary’s and Hawaii ex- of second-place Connecticut College’s 99
pected to have strong showings.
points.
“There were breezy conditions that are
Tufts romps in New England champs perfect for us,’’ said Legler. “We knew we
The coed team secured its spot at the would do well, but not that well,” he conNationals by winning the New England tinued. “We’re definitely the best team in
Dinghy Championship hosted by Tufts at New England.”
Mystic Lake on Spring Fling weekend.
The team of juniors Josh Adams and
The New England Team Racing ChamCarolyn Close sailed A-division and jun- pionship was divided into two days during
ior Nick Trotman sailed with freshman the weekend of May 8 and 9. Tufts comVictoria Wadsworth to make up B-divi- peted in the eliminations at Boston Unision. While neither Adams nor Trotman versity on Saturday, and then went on to
won their division -Adams finished sec- the championship at Harvard on Sunday.
1
ond by seven points and Trotman finished
The most difficult day of racing took
a
tied for third, 11 points out of first - the place at the eliminations at BU where a
combined point totals for each division “sail-off’hadtobeconductedtodetermine
were low enough to put Tufts in first place the winner.
overall by seven points.
“On the first day we had to be the top
“On thefirstday [of thetwo-dayevent],” two of five with three good teams: Tufts,
said Legler, “we were inconsistent and BUand Dartmouth. We lost onerace toBU
sailed poorly. We started to rally at the end because of a wind shift, then Dartmouth
of the first day and did well on the second beat BU because of a disqualification, so
we had to have a three-way round robin
“We didn’t take the lead until the 23rd sail-off,” Legler explained. When
race,” said Legler. “We focused on Dartmouth beat BU in the sail-off, Tufts
Dartmouth and they sailed so well on the was automatically designated the winner
second day that we beat them.”
because it had already beaten Dartmouth
The win was even more impressive earlier in the day and Tufts and BU were
because the wind was light and fluky, then slated to race in the finals the followconditions that are less than optimal for ing day.
Tufts’ first-string skippers. Heavier teams,
On the second day at Harvard, Tufts
like Tufts, have an advantage when the cleaned up with a 3-0 record. Legler credwind really blows, but even the best of ited much of the team’s success to the fact
sailorshave to struggle against their lighter that the races were sailed in Larks, the
competitors when the wind dies.
same boats that Tufts teams practice in.
“We almost never lose at Harvard, said
In windy conditions that were just per- Legler. “We won the three races quite
fect for the women’s team, they literally easily.”
cleaned up at the New England Women’s
Despite the wind being light, “because
Championship hosted by Boston Univer- it was in Larks, we had a huge speed
Photo by Tanya Hadde
sity, April 25 and 26.
advantage. The event was not close, deSeniorsBrett Davis (left)and JoshNadel (right) fly down a wave one day at practice
The team of senior Cam Harries and spite the fact that there were only three
on Mystic Lake.
junior Meghan Bohlen sailing A-division, races,” Legler said.
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Jumbos junked by Framingham State in ECAC playoffs
rible, he could barely reach the ners. Scott Faessler leaned into a son came to a most disappointing Framingham, who’s number eight
plate,” said Romboli. “But we pitch to load the bases, and end.
in New England, that hurts. If we
A Hollywood script writer were overanxious up there, and Roepsch blooped a single to cenDespite the ending, Tufts still could have squeaked by in the
would be fired for writing the wanted to hit the crap out of the ter scoring LaFlamme, bringing had much to brag about. Included fist game, maybe 7-6, or someending to the 1993 Jumbo base- ball every time up. It’s just really coach Casey to the mound. Out amongst their seventeen wins thing, I guarantee we would have
frustrating.”
went Lyman and in came were victories over UMass- won the next two like 20-0 and
Things started to fall apart in Soolman, who promptly yielded Dartmouth, Methodist, and 25-0. That’s the most frustrating
the secondinning for the Jumbos, an 0-1 single to McColl on an ill- Brandeis (twice). All three were thing .”
Baseball
as Paul Pellegrini doubled down advised curve ball, making the ranked in the top ten nationally in
There were numerous highI
I the first base line and Jayson King score 5-0. Soolman escaped fur- Division 111. Considering that the lights for the team this season.
ball season. Tufts, seeded second walked. Lyman then left a pitch ther damage by inducing a run Jumbos didn’t know what to ex- After returning from their southin theECAC tournament andtak- up in the strike zone, and catcher scoring double play and grounder pect this year, the season still had em road trip, the Jumbos were 2ing on Framingham State, was Tim Doherty made him pay, lin- to second to end the inning.
to be considered a success.
3. But they strung together six
consecutive victories to take consupposed to walk all over their
trol of their destiny. As they have
inferior rivals and storm to their
for four years, seniors Romboli
first championship since 1989.
and Svagdis led the way. Svagdis
There would be a victory celebrahit for a Honus Wagner-like .443
tion honoring the baseball and
average with four homers, and
softball teams as double ECAC
came through in numerous clutch
champs, and all would be well.
situations at the end of the year.
Well, that’s how it was supRomboli hit .343 and knocked in
posed to happen.
19 runs.
Instead,the Jumbos played one
But most importantly, accordof their worst games of the seaing to Romboli, the seniors proson, dropping an 8-3 decision to
vided the club with leadership
the Rams -not with a bang, but
with a whimper. The Jumbos end
and experience.
“Except for Paul, Joe
the season at 17-8, a marked im[Murphy], and myself, no one on
provement over last year’s 12-12
finish.
this team hadEer played in an
ECAC tournament game. It was
Freshman Matt Lyman, who
definitely easier the second time
was later named pitcher of the
around, and I think the seniors
year, faced the brunt of the Ram
did a good job of keeping the
attack. The lefty surrendered the
underclassmen loose,” Romboli
first six Framingham State runs
said.
of the game before giving way to
Frustration aside, 1993 also
sophomore righthander Zach
stands as a sign of good things to
Soolman, who retired 11straight
before yielding apairof solohom- The 1993Jumbo baseball team earned the second seed in the ECAC tournament. Pictured, from left come for the Jumbos. For one,
ers late in the game.
to right: (kneeling) Colin Cash, John Shelvey, Mike Daly, Zach Soolman, Matt Lyman, Chris junior catcher Eric Sholds, a pro
On offense, the Jumbos were Mikulski, Dan Dickens, Dave Leach, Pete McLaughlin, Doug Gentile, Greg Peters, (standing) prospect who may be taking his
downright offensive, waving assistant coach Mike Sweeney, assistant coach Mike Kratochwill, Eric Sholds, Tom Walsh, Jay game to the Cape Cod League this
meekly at the offerings of Shore, Mark Gilman, captain Paul Svagdis,captainTodd Romboli,Joe Murphy, Greg Cocca, Kevin summer, returns for one more
season. Sholds shattered the JumFramingham lefthander Dave Rinker, Jay Rando, Tony Puopolo, Matt Zipoli, head coach John Casey.
bos’singleseasonhomerunrecord
McColl. The senior represented
The Jumbos finallythreatened
“We had a g d year,” started by hitting ten round-trippers, and
the Jumbos’ worst nightmare: a ing the ball over the right field
lefty with a decent curve ball. fence for a quick 3-0 Ram lead. in the bottom of the fourth, but Romboli. “We won more than we should only get better. He was
Save for a Paul Svagdis three run
The third inning was more of McColl was up to the task. He lost, and we made the ECAC’s voted co-MVP with Svagdis, and
homer in the fifth that ticked off thesame. Secondbaseman Lenny allowed a leadoff single to which isalwaysaplus.Thepitch- returns as a captain next season.
theglove of aleapingEaic Roepsch LaFlamme led off with a single, Svagdis, but got lucky when se- ing came around and we got great Joining him as tri-captains are
in right, Tufts could do nothing and the Jumbos committed their nior Todd Romboli’s smash was contributions from the freshmen, MattZipoli andjuniorrightfielder
with thebat. McCollinducedpop first big mental mistake of the caught by LaFlamme. Catcher like Doug Gentile, Matt Lyman Tony Puopolo. Puopolo hopes to
up after pop-up throughout the day. With Chris Gray hitting, EricSholdsfliedouttothewallin and Greg Peters, to name three. improve on his .355 batting avergame, and the Jumbos rarely LaFlamme took off for second. right, and Colin Cash singled. With freshmen, you never know age, while patrolling left with
threatened.
Freshman second sacker Doug But McColl escaped without al- whatyou’regetting,buttheygave reckless abandon.
Senior Todd Romboli, for one, Gentile broke for the bag before lowing a run when Gentile’s us a big lift.”
Making up the pitching staff
was wholly unimpressed with checking whether or not Gray grounder to short just barely
Romboli speaks for the whole will be a group of underclassmen.
McColl, and attributed his suc- had hitthebal1,eventhough short- forced Svagdis at third on a ques- team, though, when talk turns to Sophomores Soolman and Dan
Dickens, as well as Lyman and
cess more to Jumbo impatience stop John Shelvey had the base tionable call.
their tournament performance.
than dominating stuff.
covered. Gray lined the pitch into
“We’re disappointed, there’s fellow freshman Peters should be
As Soolman cruised through
“They threw that lefty right through the hole vacated by his second straight 1-2-3 inning, no doubt about it. It’s just so a formidable bunch for next seaiunkballer at us whawas just ter- Gentile to put runners at the cor- the Jumbo bats awakened in the frustrating. We had a great year, son.
And they definitely have their
fifth for what proved to be their but looking back, maybe we did
onlyrunsof thegame. JoeMurphy, let [the tournament] get away. sights set on loftier goals next
Shelvey and Chris Mikulski Thefistgame’salwaysthetough- season.
“We had fun making the tourstarted off the inning with three est, and we came out a little tight.
consecutive singles to load the On paper, we were the best team nament this year,”said Soolman.
there. To beat the ranked teams “But next year we expect to win
bases.
Up to the plate strode junior during the year and then lose to it.”
Tony Puopolo, the Jumbos’ most
1993 Tufts Baseball Statistics
consistent hitter. Puopolo,though,
chopped a McColl offering right
Final stats
back to the mound for what
G
AB
H
RBI SLG OBP AVG
Player
seemed to be a rally killing 1-2-3
25
93
33
15
.419
.483
.355
TonyPuopolo
double play.
Eric Sholds
25
87
32
35
.736
.482
.368
But Svagdis would hear none
25
102
35
19
.343
.431 .396
ToddRomboli
of it. He fouled off a pitch before
32
.691
.526
.443
25
97
43
Paul Svagdis
ripping a homer to right and cut32
24
.571 .450 .352
Colin Cash
25
91
ting the Ram lead in half at 6-3.
19
14
.511
ChrisMikulski
14
45
.453
.356
The Jumbos would get no closer,
9
8
.708
.400 .375
Jason Rando
8
24
23
17
.356
.404
.264
and Framingham State edged
Joe Murphy
24
87
19
6
.481
Tom Walsh
16
54
.407
.352
away.
19
13
.313
Doug Gentile
22
80
.295
.238
The Rams burst Soolman’s
25
101
20
14
.277
.339
.198
John Shelvey
bubble in the top of the seventh.
1
1
0
0
.om .om .om
David Leach
Jim Wladkowksi led off, and sent
5
6
0
0
.000 .000 .OW
Michael Daly
a high and inside pitch over the
left field fence to boost the Rams’
G
IP
H
K
w-L
ERA
Pitcher
lead to7-3. Intheeighth,Soolman
Jay Shore
9
13.0
11
3
1-0
0.69
left a fastball over the middle of
Matt Lyman
8
35.1
45
14
3-2
4.84
the plate and Raepsch absolutely
7
23.2
27
10
1-1
3.80
Matt Zipoli
crushed the ball to dead center for
Dan Dinkens
7
32.0
31
18
3-0
3.66
a home run, ending the scoring.
Cocca
11
13.0
10
4
0-1
3.46
Joe Chioldi came on to pitch Greg
Zach Soolman
9
51.1
63
29
4-2
5.61
the
ninth
for
Framingham
State.
Daily file photo
Greg Peters
5
21.1
24
13
4-1
5-91
Senior Todd Romboli was a key contributor to the success of the When shortstop Kevin Medeire
PeterMcLaughlii
4
11.0
14
5
0-1
5.73
gloved Mikulski’s line shot in the
Jumbos, batting .343 with 19 runs batted in.
Kevin Rinker
1
0.1
0
0
0-0
0.00
ninth, the game, and Tufts’ seaMark Gilman
2
4.0
6
by JOHN TOMASE
Daily Editorial Board
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Track teams complete yet another successful campaign
Men finish second at NESCAC championships Women run in top three at NESCACs, ECACs
won by Tufts’ Jeff Soderquist.
Putnam pointed to Stelnick’s career
With an unmarred record, the men’s best time of 1546.18 in his fourth-place
track and field team arrived as “the team to 5000-meter run, and commended freshbeat” at the New England Small College man Lavallee for his seasonal best time of
t
1 154.93 in his firstplace800-meterrun. He
also added that the 400-meter relay posted
Men’s
a seasonal-besttimeof43.05, and finished
Track
fourth.
I
I
In the end, Tufts finished second to
Athletic Conference (NESCAC) Champi- Williams, trailing by a measly ten points.
onships at Wesleyan University, held May The two athletic powerhouses shut out
1 in Middletown, Conn. The fight to the most of the efforts put forth by the remainfinish was long and hard, and in the end, ing NESCAC schools, leaving third-place
the Jumbos camejust short, placing second Colby with a score of only 65 to show.
Though Putnam was pleased with his
to the Ephmen of Williams College.
“It was a very strong team performance. team’s effort at the NESCACs, he said
It was a full week before finals, and the their showing at the New England Diviteam was really ready, really concentrat- sion I11 Championships one week later
could best be characterized as
ing,” said head coach Connie Putnam.
While commending the team as a unit, “wondersome.”
“There was theintangiblefactorofexam
Putnam was also quick to point out “excellent individual efforts,” praising team fatigue and stress affecting the team’s permembers as senior captain Greg Hutton, formance,” Putnam said of the finals held
junior Pat Dinino, sophomoreJeff Stelnick on May 8, the weekend Jumbos often label
“cram period.”
and freshman James Lavallee.
Despite the weight of tests and papers
Putnam congratulated Hutton for his
second place in the 200 meters, noting looming overhead, Putnam said that the
Hutton’s seasonalbesttimeof22.39. Hutton meet featured “good, consistent perforalso placed second in the 400-meter dash, mances, but not glittering ones.”
In a repeat outcome, Tufts fell to the
finishingjust behind Williams’ track gem
Sal Salamone, who nabbed the Division I Ephmen of Williams, finishing with 78
title in the 400-meter hurdles at Ellis Oval points overall. Putnam said that there were
“a couple of bad-luck situations” to add to
last weekend.
Like Hutton, Dinino also finished sec- the exam fatigue, and Tufts fell behind
ond to Salamone. But he completed the Williams in the early field events. Like the
400-meter hurdles in a swift 54.86 -- his women’s team, the men’s team lacks the
career-best time in the event. Dinino won strength in the field events that they boast
the high jump, nabbed second in the triple in the running events, which often holds
jump, scored fourth in the javelin, and
see TRACK, page 17
placed seventh in the long jump, an event
by CAROLINE SCHAEFER
Daily Editorial Board

ing events, are killing us. We’redefinitely
more a track team than a track and field
After braving stormy weather early in team,” Smith-King said, adding that their
the season, the women’s track and field strength in the running events is what
team neared the end of their season after keeps the team’s chances alive. She highI
I lighted several individual performances,
such as that of freshman Shawntell ManWomen’s
ning.
Track
“Shawntell had a great day, especially
I
I consideringshe is only a freshman,”Smithcompeting in only a few strong meets. But King said. Individually, Manning placed
their relativelackofexposuredidnot seem secondinthe 100mdashinaspeedy 12.82,
to affect their outcome, nor did it dim their an all-New England and all-NESCAC
chances to succeed in the face of formi- qualifyingtime, and first in the200m dash
dable opponents,as they discovered at the in 26.60, an all-NESCAC and all-East
New England SmallCollegeAthletic Con- Coast AthleticConference qualifyingtime.
Along with her individual success,
ference (NESCAC) and the East Coast
Athletic Conference (ECAC) Champion- Manning contributed to the second-place
finish of the400mrelay. which, with freshships this month.
Held at Wesleyan University in man Trecia McDermott and senior capMiddletown, Conn., the May 1 NESCAC tains Cindy Augat and Biz Zimney, posted
Championships featured hot weather and an all-New England and all-NESCAC
fast times for the Jumbos, as they managed qualifying time of 50.14.
Whileadding to the400mrelay,Zimney
to place third among ten of the toughest
achieved some personal feats of her own.
Division I11 college teams.
“We hada good day. It’s always great to She placed second in the l00m hurdles in
finishinthetopthree. It’savery,verygood a time 15.34, which qualifies her for the
position for us to be in. Our athleticconfer- provisionals of NCAA nationals. She also
ence is strong, and if we can hold our own placedthirdin the200m, wheresheposted
against these teams, it’s temfic,”said head a personal record time of 27.05, an allNESCAC andall-ECAC qualifying speed.
coach Branwen Smith-King.
“It was really great to see her get that
And hold their own they did, as they
notched 78.5 points to nab third place personal record. We put her in the event in
behind Bowdoin and Williams, respec- the last minute, and we didn’t even think
she’d place. But she made it to the finals,
tively.
At thebeginning,Tufts’outlookdidnot andreally looked great,”Smith-King said.
Smith-King praised freshman Trecia
look as promising as their final outcome
might suggest. Smith-King attributed the McDermott’s performance in the lOOm
team’s slow starttotheteam’slackofdepth dash, lauding her for making the finals.
in the field.
see WOMEN, page 19
“The field events, especially the throwby CAROLINE SCHAEFER
Daily Editorial Board

Men’s, women’s lacrosse lose in first round of ECACs
by PHIL AYOUB
Daily Editorial Board
4

--

-

The men’s and women’s lacrosse teams had very different
seasons with very similar results.
Both had their dreams of an Eastem College Athletic Conference
title dashed in the first round of
the tournament.
The women startedoff the season on fire, losing only one of
their first eight. Basically, they
were manhandling their competition. In those eight games, they
outscored their opponents by a
103-49margin,beating Hamilton
12-3 in Florida, Wheaton 17-4,
and Babson 24-6. The only real
nailbiter was a 7-6 victory over
Williams.
They went 2-2 the rest of the
way, beating Bates 15-7 and a
strong Wesleyan squad 7-6.
But the Purple Cows of Williams gained sweetrevenge in the
playoffs, downing the Jumbos 96 in a hard-fought first round
game.
Tufts’ offense was led by the
Fantastic Foursome of Christina
Doykos, Rebecca Black, Karen
Queen,and Shana Landau. Queen
and Doykos led the team in goals
with 37and33,respectively.They
were set up many times by Black
who tallied 19 assists - a team
high, to go along with her 29
goals.Black,theteam’smostcomplete player, also had the teamhigh in points. Landau netted 24
goals on 54 shots and added 10
assists. Jennifer Boynton also
played well this season, with 11
goals and 7 assists.
The net was minded very well
by Jill Donaldson all year. As the
team’s only goalie, she played all
840minutes of the season. In this
tirelessjob, she stopped 164 regular season shots, and allowed 94
goalsforanimpressive7.23goals-

against average. Opponents only
scoredmore than 7 points in three
games, thus she and her defense
kept the team in just about every
game.
Black came up big in the playoff game against Williams with
three goals. Doykos, Queen, and
Amber Bums tallied Tufts’ other
goals.
Looking back, the hot start
gave the team high expectations,
so losing in the first round of the
ECAC Championships was a bit
of a disappointment. But overall,
the team was rock solid, and next
year they’ll have a score to settle
with the Purple Cows for raining
(milking?) on their playoff parade.
Men suffer similar fate
The men’s season was much
more inconsistent, yet still positive. They won their first two
games and their last two. In between they struggled to win, trading wins and losses like a SO0
team. Their weakness seemed to
be the close games. Two of their
regular season losses were by one
goal and one was by two.
Likewise, the team suffered a
10-9 loss to Wesleyan in the fist
roundplayoffgameoftheECACs.
However, the team didn’t pull out
a victory by less than five goals,
meaning they didblow outalotof
teams.
Though the tight losses could
be looked upon as a temble negative, head coach Bob Ritter is
quick to point out that it marks
much improvement.
“The seniors did a great job in
their four years. The program is
getting better and better every
year,” said Ritter. “Those losses
could have gone either way. We
just didn’t get a couple of breaks.
Three of the five losses were to
teams
20. We’re
blow.. in the_top
_ __.-_._ .. - - .

ing out the mediocre teams and and reliable defenseman, he was Norwood,and Sacks.
“It was the first time we’ve
losing close games to teams who usually asked to cover the oppobeen in the playoffs in six or seven
nents’ top offensive threat.
used to blow us out.”
“He did agreatjob for us,” said years, so it was exciting,” said
They aren’t far away, though,
from being agreat team. A strong Ritter. “Hedidagreatjobofshut- Ritter. I was pleased with the
freshman classhas given this team ting down theother guys’ number season. It was an enjoyableexperience.”
one attack.” .
some incredible depth.
The strong underclassmen,
TheECAC playoff game was a
“[Freshmen] Eric Norwood
and David Perry did a real nice tough battle against a Wesleyan who gained valuable experience
job for us,” said Ritter. Norwood team that the Jumbos hadn’t faced this season, should propel this
had 16 goals and 22 assists, and this season. The result, was a 10- team next year. They must,
9 loss to the Cardinals. Finelli though, learn the mental toughPerry had 18 and 22.
The Jumbos had eight players was huge, netting five goals to go ness to step up to the next level
with 12 or more total points. An- along with his two assists. Other and win close games against
drew Ojamma led the team with goals were scored by Ojamma, strong teams. Only then will they
36,26 of which were goals - a Trafelet(twopenaltiesalso),Eric be a great team.
team-high. Tim Finelli was second with 21 goals, first with 13
1993 Men’s Lacrosse Statistics
assists, and second with 34 total
Final Stats
points. Tough Ted Trafelet tallied
PEN
SH
G
A
P
GP
Player
16 goals and 22 points. He also
26
10
36
4
47
Andrew Ojamma
11
led the team with 11 penalties,
18
11
44
4
29
11
David Perry
three more than Rob Murphy.
21
13
34
3
66
Tim Finelli
11
Chris Kastrud chipped in seven
16
6
10
2
60
22
Eric Norwood
points with four goals for the
12
8
1
41
20
Alan Levy
11
Jumbos.
17
8
2
39
11
9
Ian Sacks
But it was Ian Sacks, posting
6
22
16
11
11
37
Ted Trafelet
an impressive line of eight goals,
2
12
0
15
10
11
Jim Breen
nine assists, and 17 points, who
4
11
3
3
14
7
Chris Kastrud
was the heart of this team. His
2
2
4
8
-8
11
Rob Murphy
numbers weren’t the best on the
0
4
4
1
6
11
Mike Buszcak
team, but it was his hustle and
10
0
4
2
3
1
Omar Siddigi
dedication that was most valu2
2
4
11
Terry Hartford
6
22
able.
7
0
3
2
2
4
Jason Coue
“Ian played the game with
0
4
2
3
1
Scott Tobler
9
passion andintensity,”saidRitter.
2
2
0
Zack Schreiber
1
15
9
Dave Chiu took care of most of
0
5
0
0
3
Craig Burgess
11
the goaltending duties, going 5-4
0
0
0
6
0
Keith Bugess
11
in the regular season and playing
0
0
0
11
4
1
Alex Jones
559minutes.Heallowed80while
0
0
10
0
6
1
Toine Overgaag
making 130 saves for a .6 19 save
0
0
0
5
110
Jad DeQuattro
percentage. His goals against av0
0
0
10
Peter Shanley
3
1
erage was a solid 8.42.
0
1
1
1
5
Jude Concepcion
9
“Dave had an outstanding
0
0
Paul Picciano
7
3
1
0
year,” said Ritter. “He was one of
0
0
0
2
0
Todd Goulding
3
the top goalies in the league.”
GA
SV% GAA
MIN
SV
GP
Goalie
The rest of the net-minding
367
I92
.639
8.83
7
54
Dave Chiu
was handled by Frank Micciche
6
.600
6.32
38
4
3
(1-O),ChaoHsu,andEricEvans. Frank Micciche
1
6
.667
4.00
1
15
Chao Hsu
On defense, Keith Burgess
shined. As the team’s most solid
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Crew ends year with mixed results Men’s tennis finishes
in third at NESCACs
by JOHN TOMASE
Daily Editorial Board

There are very few words used
more often than “rebuilding” in
sports lingo. Nevertheless, 1993
had to be characterized as a rebuilding year for both the men’s
and women’s crew teams. Fresh
off a 1992 season which saw the
two teams combine to take the
New Englands, the Jumbos did
not fare quite as well this season.
But even the most optimistic of
Jumbo fans didn’t expect a repeat.
Last week, the Jumbosparticipated in the Championship
IntercollegiateRegattain Worcester. 1993 marked the first year of
the Regatta, as it replaced the
poorly-run, debris-strewn course
at the Dad Vails in Philadelphia.
Jumbo coach Gary Caldwell will
chair the Regatta next season.
The race serves as the championship for Divisions I1 and 111.
One of the high points on the
women’s side involved the JV
crew, who won the petite finals.
Tuftsracedagainstthe otherteams
who finished 7- 12 in the preliminaries, and beat some very stiff
competition. Boats from Michigan,theUniversityof New Hampshire, Ithacaand Mass-Amherst
all fell to the Jumbos in the final.
“We had a very strong finish,”
said women’s seventh seat
Susanna Pueschel. “Finally, the
team settled down, relaxed and
just raced. We took fist by open
water.”
The win was extra special for
the Jumbos, becauseat thestartof
theday the teamchristenedanew
boat in honor of Frank Hoch, a
long time contributor to Tufts
rowing. Hoch and his wife pro-

vide matching funds for all the
Jumbo crew equipment, and the
team felt they owed it to him to
earn a win.
“He’s been amajor contributor
to Tufts rowing, and done wonders for theentirecrew program,”
said Pueschel.
The novice women also had a
strong day, riding a marvelous
comebackin their openingheat to
a spot in the finals. The team then
took fifth overall, as they were
overmatchedbysomeofthelarger
schools involved.
Unfortunately, the varsity
women did not fare nearly as
well. They placed second in the
third finals for teams who finished in the bottom third during
the preliminaries.
Unlike last year, the men did
not have any reason to toss
Caldwell into the water again.
But the team did seem encouraged by their performance, even
if they didn’t bring home a win.
The heavyweight men rowed
their best time of the season in
their opening heat, rowing a 6:02
to land in thepetites. The Jumbos
rowed valiantly in the finals, but
fell to Michigan, among others.
“It was tight the whole way,”
said sophomore David Tohill.
“Only five seconds separated boats
one through six. Still, it was a
good race for us, competing
against so many huge crews.”
Sophomore heavyweight Peter Velyvis was equally pleased
with the Jumbo performance, especially the 6 0 2 morning heat.
“That was our personal best
race of the year,” he said. “We’re
happy with the way we rowed,
just a little disappointed with the
sixth-place finish.”

The junior varsity men placed
fifth in the petite finals, while the
novice men finished last in their
class.
In the end, 1993 turned out to
be theyearthatneverreallybegan
for the crew teams. Inclement
weather delayed the start of practice for almost a week. Once the
season was under way, the Jumbos fell victim to boats flipping
and sinking, rescheduled races,
and more inclement weather.
To make matters worse, both
teams lost rowers to graduation,
andRiversidestoletwomore male
heavyweights. The women had
hoped for a greater contribution
from last year’s novices, who
graduated-up to varsity this season. Unfortunately, the group did
not row up to their previous standards.
So the men and women .may
not have duplicated last year’s
incredible championship feats.
However, as is the case with most
rebuilding teams, there is hope.
The women have tobeencouraged with the performance of the
novices, who provided the Jumbos with apromisingglimpseinto
the future.
And the men should benefit
from another year’s worth of experience.
“Over half the [heavyweight]
boat’s coming back,” said Tohill.
“This year, almost the entireboat
was sophomores,and in terms of
experience, we were all sophomores. Only two are graduating,
and one member will be abroad.
There are some really huge freshman coming up as replacements
too. They’re big, very big. Likc
6‘6” and well over 200 pounds
We should be pretty fast.”

The men’s tennis team completed their 1993 season with a
third-place finish at the New
England Small College Athletic
Conference tournament running
from April 30 to May 2. Coach
Jim Watson said that his team’s
effort at theNESCACsshowedits
determination.
“That was a very good showing considering several players
lost in the first round,” Watson
said.
Watson had to be concerned
when his two top singles players,
seniors Blake Inouye and Barrett
Evans, each fell in their firstround match.
“It’s a tribute to these guys
[that] they came out and went to
work on the consolation tournament,” he said. “They racked up
alotof points that got us into third
place... I was pleased in that respect.”
The Jumbos finished the regular season with an 8-5 record,
anchored for most of the year by
Inouye and Evans. Inouye, voted
most valuableplayer by his teammates, finished with an 8-5 mark
at first singles and was selectedto
play in the nationals. That tournament took place late this week
at Kalamazoo College in Michigan.
In addition, the doubles team
of Inouye and Evans, who finished with a 7-4 mark, were the
fourth alternate team to go to the
nationals, and it was uncertain at
press time if they had been selected.
One major hurdle the Jumbos
were forced to overcome was the
mid-season loss of junior Greg
Radinsky. The third single and
third doubles player popped a
hamstring, forcing other players
to play out of position.
liams,lastedtworounds,but most
Among those players forced to
of Tufts’ fine golf was played
early on. Four Jumbos broke90 in
the first round as parity was the
TRACK
word of the day.
This time, Radwanski and continued from page 16
Alex Kong ledthe way, each card- them back against such powerful
ing impressive 83’s. Mau had an opponents as Williams.
86 and John Alderson carded an
“Coming out of the running
89. Unfortunately, only Mau was events, our margin of points beable to keep up the fine play, hind was not as large as in the
shooting an 85 in the second fieldevents,”Putnamsaid. “Overround.
all, our performance was good,
despite a few glitches. The only
Looking back, Sheldon said, mistakes we made were concen“This was a tough season because tration errors.”
we had no chance to practice. All
Putnam again emphasized inof the courses we play on were dividual efforts, and again lauded
closed early in the year and when Dinino’s competition perforthey opened they were crunched mance.
in [with the rescheduling of pre“Pathadagreatday, though he
viously canceled events].”
would say he had a fair day. He
But, of course, the season had an off day in the high jump,
helped out the younger playersby but he finished first in the triple
throwing them into the f i e of jump in just under school-record
competition early.
distance,” Putnam said. Dinino
“People like Dalton, Mau, and placed first in the triple jump,
Kams have gainedvaluablematch second in the decathlon, and
experience,” said Sheldon. “But fourth in the 400-meter hurdles.
Andy’s coming back and we’ve
0ther notableefforts were congotafewnew guyscominginwho tributed by freshman Soderquist
look good.”
who placed second in the long
jump, “after leading all the way
While this year the team con- until the end,” Putnam said, and
sisted mostly of inexperienced senior captain SteveRomero and
underclassmen, the team will be freshman Mike Harty, who finmade up of experienced under- ished fourth and sixth in the
classmen nextseason. That,com- steeplechase respectively.
bined with the return .of their
Putnam commendedfreshman
strong leader, could make them a Andy O’Brien’s “continually convery dangerous team to meet on sistent effort in the javelin,” and
the course. Now if only Mother his championship throw of
Nature would cooperate.
173’10 which placed fifth. He

Rain shortens season for golfers
Jumbo linksters finish fifth at GBCs, sixth at NESCACs
by PHIL AY OUB
Daily Editorial Board

The Jumbo golf team had to
battle many elements other than
their opponents this spring, but
despite those setbacks, they were
able to be competitive and fire
some impressive scores.
The first problem did not come
as a suqrise to the team. The
services of junior Andy Chapin,
the team leader and by far thebest
golfer, would not be availablefor
the spring semester, as he spent
the spring studying in London.
Knowing that they would all
have to take their games to a
higher level to make up for the
loss of Chapin when the spring
came around, the Jumbos were
ready to practice hard and start
their season. But Mother Nature
had other ideas.
All of their pre-season practiceroundswerecanceledbecause
of the inclement weather, as was
their first match against Amherst
andHarvard. Infact,oftheteam’s
seven scheduled dates, rain
washed away three of them.
So they went into their first
match against Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Northeastern without a single round of
practice. Anyone whoknows golf
knows that means disaster.
The match was supposed to
take place at a local course, but
was moved to Cape Cod because
the scheduled course wasn’t playable, also due to the weather. The
course on the Cape was horrible.
It was sloppy and out of shape.

The weather, not surprisingly,was
windy and wet.
The Jumbos came in with a
team score of 481, six strokes
behindMITand 12behindNortheastern. Tufts was led by freshman Greg Mau, who carded an
88. Following him was Rich
Radwanski who shot 95, Nate
Bernstein, 97, Ken Kams, 100,
and Matt Dalton, 101.
Although these scores are below average, they are respectable
considering that it was the first
time that some of these guys have
touched a club in months.
The Jumbos next competed in
the Massachusetts Intercollegiates, finishing 18th out of 22
teams.
“That’s nothing to write home
about,” said head coach Bob
Sheldon.
Moving on, Tufts had a better
showing at the GBCs. The competition level was high as the
tournament featured some Division I schools, and the Jumbos
came in fifth out of nine strong
teams. They came in ahead of
Boston University, Brandeis, and
they even got revenge on their
rival MIT. Once again, Mau led
the team with an 88.
Finally, theclimax to theshort
season was the New England
Small College Athletic Conference tournament. The Jumbos
were swinging well that day as
they finished sixth out of 11
NESCAC schools.
The tourney, hosted by Wil-

by PAUL HORAN
Daily Editorial Board

move up were sophomore Alex
Chen, going from fourth to third
singles and compiling an 8-3
record and senior Steve Maloney,
who went 10-3 in the fourth and
fifth slots. Senior David Brandon
tallieda7-6mark,playingmostly
in the sixth slot.
The Jumbos, who were 4-2
after a loss to Williams when
Radinsky was lost for the season,
lost twoof their next threematches
both to Division Iopponents(Boston College and Boston University).
But the squad bounced back
with a strong showing over their
last four matches, crushing Connecticut College, Bates, and
Babson. Their only loss came at
the hands of Amherst, the numberone team in New England that
tied Williams for the NESCAC
championship.
Watson said the injury to
Radinsky also forced Jonathan
Baker into more match play. The
talented sophomoregarnered a 34 record in part-time action and
couldbeakey to next year’s team,
according to Watson.
‘ ‘ m e injury] provided some
needed experience to Baker,” the
coach said. “He’s going to be an
important player for the next two
years. So out of the bad came
some good.”
Next year’s team will miss the
play of Inouye and Evans among
fourgraduatingseniors.The Jumbos promise to, be a very young
squad, with Radinsky as the only
returning senior. Watson pointed
to this year’s freshman class and
the group of incoming players as
a strength.
“We shouldbeback on track,”
he said, saying that the Jumbos
could reach their usual lofty position among the top five teams in
New England and the top three in
the NESCAC.

Men losing only eight seniors
added that senior Mike Jerstad
posted his career-best time of
15.72 in the 110 high hurdles.
“We placed three runners in
the finals for the400m,” Putnam
said, outlining the finishes of
sophomoreThe0 Ivanovic,junior
Adam StarrandfreshmanDamon
Adams. “Starrran his career best
time of 50.70, while Damon
Adams ran a good, brave effort
after only three weeks of training
coming off a broken foot.”
In the end, Putnam was
“happy” with his team’s performance.
“I have the utmost respect for
the team, and the way they’ve
managed to balance their schoolwork and their excellent track
performances,” Putnam said.
ThoughtheDivision IIIChampionships marked the end of the
team’s season as a group, individual team members competed
this past weekend at the Tuftshosted Division I Championships
and many have qualified for the
provisionals of the Nationals in
Ohio next week.
Putnam looks forward to a
strong futurefor Tufts men’s track,
as the 43 member team bids farewell to only eight graduating seniors: Mike Baird, Ken Fox, Mike
Frisoli, Eaic Hoyt,cocaptainGreg
Hutton, Mike Jerstad, Marty
Keane, and co-captain Steve
Romero.
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Boston sports teams have a very disappointing year
by PHIL AY OUB
Daily Editorial Board

-

Since Boston is the greatest sports town
on earth, it is worth taking a quick look
back on everything that has transpired
here during the school year.
Red Sox
September saw the worst of The Olde
Towne Team. They finished the 1992 season in the American League East cellar
and there wasn’t much hope for this year.
Someoff-seasonmovesrevampedtheheart
of the team (Wade Boggs, Ellis Burks, Phil.
Plantier, and Tom Brunansky all were
issued walking papers), but there was only
pessimism from usually optimistic Sox
fans. Even the addition of Andre Dawson,
Ivan Calderon, Scott Fletcher, and Jeff
Russell could not keep the fans and journalists from crucifying the team and predicting certain doom.
Manager Butch Hobson was desperate
forastrongstart.Ifhedidn’tgetit, heknew
he’d be out of a job. He got it. The Sox
started out red hot, winning 11of their first
14 gamesandcruising tothetopof the A.L.
East. Everything was falling into placeand
those critics who earlier predicted disaster
were pinching themselves. Mo Vaughn
and Scott Cooper were two of the many
heroes on the team. Vaughn, “The Hit
Dog”as he’s affectionately known, started
outlikea houseoffire, hitting over .4oofor
muchof April. Cooper has proven tobe the
most consistent hitter on the team and he’s
been near the league leaders in RBI’s also.
Mike Gre.enwel1, a pre-season question
mark, has been ripping the ball.
As far as the pitching is concerned,
Roger Clemens is, well, Roger Clemens.
Frank Viola has also come up huge on the
mound this year andRussell has been nearperfect in the bullpen. As for therest of the
staff, the jury is still out. Most have shown
flashes of brilliance, but have been hurt by
inconsistency. Someone will have to step
up and throw some consistent wins.
The Sox have cooled down a bit and
fallen out of first place, but the surprising
start has once again re-captured the hearts
of the Fenway “Faithful” and kept Butch
Hobson’s job intact for at least a while
longer. Ifthey continue tocontend, itmight
just be another fun summer in Beantown.
Bruins
Other than the Red Sox, this town is not
used to underachievers. That’s why the
Bruins’ playoff loss has stung so much.
TheB’s finishedtheregularseasononfire,
coming back from thirdplace in the Adams

Division to capture the division crown.
They wereexpected tomeet thePittsburgh
in the Wales Conference finals and possibly contend for the Stanley Cup. The Buffalo Sabres had other plans. They beat the
Bruins in four straight games in the first
round of the playoffs. Head coach Brian
Sutter and his boys were forced to the golf
course way too early this year.
Cam Neely returned from a knee injury
that’s kept him out of most of the last two
seasons to play semi-regularly and
defenseman Raymond Bourque is still
steady and strong at the blue line. Adam
Oates is a candidate for the Lady Byng
Trophy astheleague’smostvaluableplayer
and was consistently among the league’s
leaders in points. Goalie Andy Moog suffered through some personal problems, but
was on top of his game during the B’s drive
to the division title.
So what happened in the playoffs? The
Sabres out-skated, out-hustled, outchecked, and plain out-played the Bruins
for four games, three of which were in
sudden-death overtime. For fans of the
Black and Gold, it was somewhat of an
embarrassment. The Sabres had been the
Bruins’ whipping boys for many years and
fans were looking ahead to a Penguin
matchup. Now, Sutter and the Bruin management must face the tough job of assessing problems and making changes. The
first change should be with Sutter’s dismissal.
Patriots
What have thePatriots,a2-14 team last
season, done over this off-season? All the
right things. First, they got a new coach.
Not only is the identity change good to turn
the team around, the new guy is former
New ’Y‘orkGiantscoach BillParcells,owner
of two Super Bowlrings. Parcells has made
it known that this is his team and that he’ll
call the shotsand turn this franchise around.
Also, with the first pick in the draft,
they took quarterback Drew Bledsoe from
Washington State. For weeks prior to draft
day, the Pats entertained trade talks concerning the number one pick, but decided
to hold on to it. They made the smart move.
The ieam needed a leader, a franchise
player, someone to build the team around.
Also, they needed to fill seats in the stadium right away. They weren’t going todo
it by getting a bunch of no-name linemen.
Now if Bledsoe’s a bust, then he’s a bust.
No matter what, the team made the right
move.
The final change has been with their

uniform and logo. While it was a good
public move to change the team’s image,
the new logo is, as someone said, a cross
between Elvis and Evil Kenevil. It’s dorky,
off-center, and really pretty disgusting.
The team needed an image change, but
gettingridofPatPatriot,theteam’sformer
logo, was not a good move.
Other than the fashion faux pas, the
team changes will spark much interest
(season ticket sales skyrocketed the week
after they signed Parcells) and shouldpropel the team to a surprisingly strong season. They really have no excuses now.
Celtics
If any soap opera needs material for
their show, they can always write in a
basketball team and call the Celtics for
advice. As eveqone knows, the Boston
Celtics are the greatest franchise in the
history of professional sports. This year,
though, they made more news than ever.
Larry Legend retired and had a night all to
himself at the Boston Garden. It was the
hottest ticket in town and the Celts didn’t
disappoint. The evening was classy and
exciting there weren’t many dry eyes in
New England that night. Larry’sthegreatest and the fans let him know it.
But the cold fact was, of course, they’d
be without his services on the court. With
Robert Parish and Kevin McHaIe brilliant
but aging, Reggie Lewis had to step up andmake it his team. The new captain didn’t
disappoint, but the team did. They were
inconsistent, on occasion beating the
Knicks and Cavalierson one road trip, and
other times losing to the weaker of the
expasion teams at home.
There was a controversy at point guard
as Dee Brown and Sherman Douglas battled
for time at the job. Brown, among other
Celts, complained about head coach Chris
Ford’s handling of the players and their
playing time. Douglas, at one point, was so
frustrated over his role on the team that he
took off his shoes and socks on the bench
in the middle of a game. The next day he
asked for some time away from the team.
Surprisingly,though, General Sherman
was the story fortheceltsdownthestretch,
scoring and dishing out assists like an allstar point guard. Unfortunately, his brilliant play wasn’t enough to lift them in the
playoffs,where they lossa tough four game
series to the upstart Charlotte Hornets.
The final game was lost when Hornet
center Alonzo Mourning drained a jumper
from the top of the key with less than a
second left in Game Four. But that’s not

what Celtic fans will remember about the
playoffs. In fact, the loss will probably be
soon forgotten. What will be remembered
will be separate situations of Lewis and
McHale.
Lewis collapsed during the first game
and sat out the remainder of the series.
Days later it was revealed that he had a
series heart condition and that he might
have played his last basketball game. The
Hank Gathers incident was in the back of
everyone’s mind when Lewis’ situation
was being assessed. Gathers, a Loyola

Marymountplayer,diedofairregularheart
condition after collapsing on the court
during a game. Lewis got another, more
positive opinion recently, but his status is
still up in the air.
Kevin McHale, to the disappointment
of everyone, has decided to call it quits.
The C.eltic designated fun guy has been a
crowd favorite for the last decade and has
been one of the greatest low-post players
that thegameofbasketball haseverknown.
Injuries and age have cut down on his
minutes and his effectiveness, but he
showed flashes of the old Kevin in his last
regular season and his last playoff game in
the Garden. In the latter, he scored 30.
So what’s next for the boys in Green?
Transition,transition,transition. The team
needs another franchise player to build
around. The team is a mess and someone
has to lead them out of it, just like Bird did
14 years ago.
Other Sports Notes
The Boston University Terrier hockey
team reached the Final Four before losing
to the eventual champion Maine Black
Bears. The Terriers were the only team to
beat Maine in the regular season, but they
couldn’t pull off the upset in the NCAA
tournament.
So this sports year in Boston should
probably be characterized a pretty disappointing one. Maybe it’s because the fans
of this area have had such a rich sports
tradition, they’respoiled. They expectgreatness. The Celtics can’t win the World
Championship every year.
But more than a disappointment, this
has been a year of goodbyes. Huge farewells were wished to Lany and Kevin.
Boggs is no longer pounding The Wall in
Fenway, nor is Burks. The Patriots made a
coaching move and the Bruins should do
the same. And the saddest goodbye this
yeargoes toaformer Soxpitcher,who’llno
longerbepitching beers toNormandcliff.
Sam “Mayday” Malone, we’ll miss you.

Jumbos win NESCAC championship, beating Williams by a 4-0 score
SOFTBALL
continued from page 13

out that Tufts was getting less
production from the usual sources,
as senior first baseman Megan
Zuckerman (.343, 28 RBI) was
hitless in four at bats and sophomore third baseman Jodi Beach
(.465, 32 RBI) was just one for
four with a single.
To Herman, the key to the win
was fundamentals. Tufts simply
executed on defense and played
smart, simple, offense. Once
again, the defense was able to
turn timely double plays, such as
a big one in the bottom of the
sixth. Meanwhile,theoffense was
laying down strong sacrificebunts
and running the bases resourcefully.
The final play of the game was
a perfect example. Down to their
last batter but with a runner on
first, theEphman batter lined what
appeared to be a single to right.
But Pohl charged the ball, picked
it up on one hop, and fired to
Zuckerman atfirst in time to get
the batter. On the stats page it was
scored as a 9-3 out, but on the
field, it was a dramatic end to a

long and rewarding season.
Tufts has more to show for
itself than just ii good record and
a NESCAC championship. The
Jumbos were proud to know that
they had their first ever Division
I11 All-New England team members, as Zuckennan was named to
the first team and Beach to the
second team. The honor was a
fitting end to a great Tufts career
for Zuckerman, who was an offensive powerhouse and a rocksolid first baseman.
“Megan had a temble season
last year, but she bounced back
this year and then some,” said
Herman. “She really did the job,
and made a lot of our other defensive playets look better than they
really were. Zeke did a lot of
things that the average person
doesn’t notice, ’but everyone on
the team notices her scoops and
saves at first.”
Offensively,her .545 slugging
percentage and team-high 11
doubles were good indicators of
her hitting prowess. But Herman
knows that the first base job will
be tough to fill next year in
Zuckerman’s absence.

“We have some players ready
to step in, but it won’t be easy,”
she said. “Lorie Stoopack and
Lisa Grossman can both play
there, but neither of them have
had much of a chance to practice
there yet. It’s a critical position,
probably much more than others
realize. But we have 13returning
players and I have an excellent
feeling about therecruitingclass.”
Another vital cog that Tufts
will be graduating this May is
Megan Judge, who stepped aside
at third base this season to allow
Beach to play. However, Judge
saw extensiveaction as the designated player, where she batted
.344 with 19 RBI and eight
doubles. She willbesorely missed
off the field, though, where she
was a stable team leader and an
influence to the younger members of the squad.
“Shewasinanextremely tough
position, after starting at third
base for two years and then getting hurt last year,” said Herman.
“But she said from the beginning
that if she had to lose the job to
anyone, she should have lost it to
Jodi, because she’s such a phe-

nomenal athlete.
“I can’t say enough about
Megan and her role for the team.
She always did what was best for
the team ... if Colleen wasn’t the
MVP [of the NESCAC toumament], then Megan should have
been. She was impressivestatistically as well as off the field.”
The third and final graduating
senior is centerfielder Karen
Cooke. Seemingly unrioticed
amidst the offensive superstars
on the team, Cooke was consistently solid at the plate, finishing
the season at .250 while batting
out of the nine hole. Meanwhile,
she labored in relative anonymity
in the outfield, but displayed
strong defensive skills when
needed.
“She had acareer game against
Bowdoin, with six putouts and an
assist,” said Herman. “She was
all over the place, making great
catches.For four years,she’sdone
a little bit of everything for us,
pinch running, catching, infield,
outfield -- but she did a great job
for us this year. She is solid and a
great leader.”
While the Jumbos will surely

miss these three players, the good
news is that there are only three of
them. Except for Zuckerman, the
young and talentedinfieldremains
intact, with Beach, Milligan,
Dellagala, and Arruda all entering their junior years.
Lashway is just a freshman,
and seemingly has the stuff to
replace Tracy Cleverdon ( ~ K 9 2 ) ,
the all-time greatest pitcher in
Tufts history. Furthermore,
Herman is confident about a prefreshman pitching recruit who
should help ease the burden on
Lashway and junior Heather
Welch.
In all, expectations are high
for the-1994 Jumbos. Although
the 1993 season hasbeen over for
only about two weeks, thoughts
for next season are already running through players’ heads, as
they wonderif they might makea
run for the Eastern College Athletic Conference tournament.
With a championship under their
belts, they have the talent, the
drive,,and the confidence.
Now, all that they need are
some games.
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Track team remains among top three at NESCAC and ECAC competitions
WOMEN
continued from page 16

“Trecia had her first exposure
at a conference meet, and now
she’s just going to get better,”
Smith-King said.
SophomoreEsinGilesalsohad
a great day at NESCACs, said
Smith-King, who labelled her
showing in the 400m as “awesome.”
“Erin’s finish was aphoto finish, as she placed secondjust by a
nose. She’s really running well,”
Smith-King said, adding that
Giles’ time was a personal record
and qualifies her for all-New
Englands and all-NESCAC.
Smith-Kingalso lauded senior
co-captain DianeHevehan’ssixth
place finish in the 800m, in light
of the fact that she has been injured for a portion of the season.
“Diane has been injured, and
not able to run at the level that
she’d like. It’s very difficult for
her, since she’s been an AllAmerican. But she runs a great
leg for the relay,” Smith-King
said.
SophomoreTiifany Tobiassen
finished fifth in the 1500m, with
sophomore Kristen Galante and
freshman Cheryl Gross close behind in sixth and seventh positions, respectively.
“It’s very, very exciting for me
to see three of our younger team
members achieving together. It’s
great as it shows our distance is
getting stronger,” Smith-King
said.
Other notable performances
included sophomore Kara
Fothergill’s fourth place in the
high jump and sixth place in the
high jump, Heather Hartford’s
fifth place in the long jump and

her two sixth places in the high
jump and javelin events.
Highlighting senior Anne
Hanovich’s second place in the
lO,OOOm, Smith-King said that
she feels it is valuable for the
seniors especially to succeed in
thelastcompetitionsof theirTufts
careers.
“For all seniors,it is important
to me for them to feel that they
have achieved something athletically,” Smith-King said.
Between the NESCACs and
theECACs,membersof theTufts
team split up into two groups, one
competing in the Division I11
Championships and the other
travellingto the Division I Championships.
Stand-outs in the Division 111
meet included sophomore Kara
Fothergill’s sixth place in the
heptathlon, which Smith-King
noted was especially impressive
due to the fact that she had knee
surgery eight weeks ago.
At the Division I meet, several
team members qualified for
NCAA provisionals, including
senior co-captain Cindy Augat in
the 400m hurdles, Manning in
the 200m, and the 1600m relay
team of Giles, Augat, Hevehan,
and Manning.
Though the team split up for
the final competitionsof the year,
Smith-Kingfeels that it is important for her runners to achieve
their best on an individual basis
in the end of the season.
“We did sacrificea team showing in the interest of the athletes.
This time of the season it is easy
to fall apart as a team. And they
don’t deserve that. This part of
the season is for them,” SmithKing said.

Yet this past weekend,the team
got back together for one last
hurrah at the ECAC Championships held at Tufts’ own Ellis
Oval. Though Tufts had twice as
many teams to compete against,
they met their competition with
the trademark skill and energy
they’ve been showing all season
and placed third as a team behind
Williams and the University of
Massachusetts at Cortland.
ManyrunnerssawtheECACmeet
as one last chance to post a qualifying time for next week’s Nationals in Ohio and were quite
surprised that the team fared so
well againstso many tough teams.
“This past weekend’s meet
definitely had its ups and downs.
Wereally weren’t expecting such
good results. Everybody worked
really hFd, and we pulled it
through,” said Manning, whose
performanceat the meet was nothing less than sensational.
Manning won the 400m dash
with a 57.75, a time which has
placed her in the provisionalclass
for qualification for Nationals.
Sheandotherteammembers with
times in theprovisionalclasshave
requested a waiver from the university Administration approving
their entrancein next week‘scompetition. Awaiting this decision
until Sunday, Manning said that
she felt “confident” about her
performance in the 400m last
weekend.
“I was really happy with my
time in the 400m. I was in the
eighth lane and I really couldn’t
see anybody, so I had to run my
own race,” Manning said, noting
that she “just managed to stay
aheadof the secondulacerunner
in the “neck and neck race.”

Thirty minutes later, Manning
raced in the 200m and placed
fifth with a time of 26.64. She
expressed disappointment with
this time, and discussed how difficult it is to run another race so
soon after a first.
“In the 200m I was really still
flushed from the 400m. Running
the 400m takes a lot out of you,
and my muscles really were not
ready,” Manning said.
Zimney placed thud in the
lOOm hurdles, posting an amazing time of 15.59. She is also
awaiting herwaiver’sapprovalto
allow her to compete at next
week’s Nationals.
Zimney and Manning joined
McDermott and Augat to run the
400m relay in 50.07. According
to Manning, the relay team was
expecting to post a faster time in
order to legally qualify for Nationals.
“It wasn’t a very good performance. It was okay. We were hoping to get a49 to help our chances
to Nationals,” Manning said.
Not all of the Jumbo relays
teams should have been disappointed, though. The 3200m relay featuring Tobiassen, senior
Sue Frost, Hevehan, and Giles
placed first overall with a time of
9:38.84, a facility record for the
race. The 1600m relay of Giles,
Manning, Augat and Hevehan
placed third with a speedy
4:02.3 1, which Manning said is
“not their best time.”
“It was an average, but not an
amazing race. It had really been a
long day,” Manning said.
As a team, Tufts scored 50
points, placing them behind Williams’ 78and UMass’ 67. Though
the meet marked the end of the

team’s season, the continuation
of Zimney, Manning and several
relay teams’ future rests on the
decision of the University.
On the whole, ManRingsaid
that she is happy with the way that
theseason turnedout, but hates to
say goodbyeto the six graduating
seniors.
“I’m looking forward to next
year, but we’re losing six great
seniors. That’sa hardloss.Butwe
do have a lot of underclassmen to
keep the team strong,” Manning
said.
Smith-King said that though
shelooksforward toa futurewhere
she hopes to maintain the level of
running excellencewhile expanding and improving the field aspect of the program, she said that
it is difficult to say goodbyeto the
six graduating seniors: Cindy
Augat, Christy Bonstelle, Sue
Frost, Anne Hanovich, Diane
Hevehan, and Biz Zimney.
“We’re losing six great seniors
this year, and thosesix women are
team members we won’t be able
to replace. They have been the
core of our team since freshman
year. I really can’t say enough
about them. All of them. They’ve
developed our program to what it
is today, and their commitment
and energy has been such apart of
our success. They’ve done a lot
for the team and for me,” SmithKing said.
As Smith-King looks to the
future of women’s track, she says
that it is impossible to forget the
seniors like this year’s who have
made a “tremendous impact”
uuon the Tufts track and field
Gogram.

t o the
And a special congratulations to the Daily’s Class of ’93:
Kristin Archick, Constantine Athanas, Larry Azer, Emanuel Bardanis,
Christopher Bodeen, Chris Capotosto, Julie Cornell, Nathalie Desbiez,
Neil Fater, Dan Ferat, Laura Fish, Jason George, Patrick Healy Paul Horan,
Rob Mirman, Kris Muffler, Caitlin O’Neil, Dirk Reinshagen, Stephanie Romney,
Allison Smith, Alyssa Soracco, Tabbert T. Teng, Olivier Tittman, Elizabeth Yellen
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Congratulations to
the graduates of
the Class .of 1993
2

and their families
.

- John

.

DiBiaggio, President

To the Tufts Community:
During the past weeks, a number of students and administrators have met several times to discuss, among other concerns, the effect of the Controversial
Speakers Policy on the recently proposed forum on Gays and Lesbians in the Military.
As a result of our discussions, the following initiatives are underway or will be undertaken in the fall: a review of the Controversial Programs Policy by
the Committee on Student Life, with participation by student leaders; an invitation for students and faculty to join the Diversity Committee, and
encouragement of the Committee on Intellectual Life to offer programs dealing with a broad range of topics, including those reflecting the diverse
experiences of our community.
Beyond these undertakings, a bimonthly meeting of students and members of the Dean of Students’ staff will facilitate discussion of campus issues as
they arise.
We look forward to continuing the dialogue among administrators, students and faculty and believe these initiatives will encourage intellectual discourse
on controversial subjects and will work ,to achieve an environment in which such discourse can be safely engaged.
Sincerely,

Sol Gittleman

Lauren Mishkin

Bobbie Knable

Sue Frost

Bruce Reitman

Andy Saker

Bill Stackman

Henry Ofori-Atta

Me1 Bernstein

Eric Schdeisser

John B. Stone

Sandra Hanna

a - + i
Jim Sherred

Nick Jehlen

Rachel Fouche
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We invite you
to stay at
Tufts a little

...

longer

J Complete graduate or professional school prerequisites.
J Test your abilities in graduate courses while earning
graduate credit.
J Strengthen your academic record.
J Earn a professional career credential through a
cedcate program.

For more information,

please call:

(617) 627-3562
Or wrife:
Professional and
Continuing Studies

Tufts University
112 hckard Avenue
Medford,MA 02155

‘TUFTS

Through the Graduate Specid
Student Program, you can take
Tufts undergraduate or graduate
courses on a nondegree basis for
credit or audit. Or you can
pursue one of our professional,
graduate-levelcertificates:
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Are we just at Tufts to make the big bucks?
v

TICKY-TACKY
continued from page 7

our society that makes violence
against women acceptable and
often honorable.And we can’t lock
up everyone who has the potential
to rape anyway-who’d writemy
articles?
But I digress.Back to Tufts. All
these programs for African-American studies, Women’s studies, and
(gasp!) Queerstudiesetc. are great,
but the way the administration and
just abouteveryone elsetalks,we’ll
just hand them a few more dollars
andthese problemswill disappear.
This plan actually seems to be
working, considering the fact that
the number of African American
students at Tufts has dropped to
under five percent. With a little
more work we’ll be able to build a
wall around our little compound
and live a @iet four years without
seeing anyone whose relatives
didn’t swim their way here from
Europe.

Oncewe’ve done away with all
those folks who don’t look and act
like us, we can get down to the
business of raising the tuition and
drying up financialaid to keep out
all those people who don’t have a
hundred thousand dollars just lying around in their bank accounts.
Laugh now, but did you notice
how many ofthis year’s freshman
classrented U-Haulsto move here
because their families didn’t want
to scratch their new BMWs? How
on Earth are we going to be able to
tell who the frat brothersare? Hell,
, the University already admits that
one of the questionsthey consider
whenthey accept us is “How much
money does your family have?”
Sure, they give out some financial
aid and set up work study programs, but everyoneknows thatat
Tufts, the bottom line is the bottom line.
There it is. Everyone knows
that Tufts isn’t about education or
opening minds, its about getting

this little degree so we can go on to
make money and live comfortably. Anyone who isn’t headed in
that direction slipped through the
cracks or got pulled in by fellow
students and faculty. We’ll all become doctors and lawyers and
business executives, and we’ll all
be made out of ticky-tacky and
we’ll all look just the same. But
you know what? The more I learn
about ticky-tacky,the more it bores
me to death.
That’s why people got so mad
at last year’s graduation. So many
of us just did our “activism thing”
for a few years, collecting soup for
the homeless and rallying about
financial aid, but now that we’re
off to the real world, we don’t
want to deal with such distractions. We wouldn’t want to make
any changes out there. So did we
really learn anythingat Tufts these
past few years? If we did, how did
they con us into wearing these
ridiculous hats?

Programming to explore different themesMETCALF

continued from page 5
of Students Office sends a list of
housing optionsto incomingfieshmen, a randomly selected pool of

which are offered the Bridge/
Metcalfprogram.On a first-come,
first-serve basis, 30 freshmen will
be housed in Metcalf and be included in next year’s program,

according to Knable.
The complete list of students
taking part in the program will be
finalized sometime this summer,
Knable said.

Bwtechlqy Engineering
ComputerEngineering
Eledm-OpticsTechnology
Manufactuhg rjlgineering
Mimwave Engineering
CommunityOrganization M p t .
Museum Studies
Occupational nmpy
Pre-Medical Studies
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Jane, Janie and Maria
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If you can’t come
to Tufts, let us
bring Tufts to you.
For only 20 cents a day - $25.00 for a full year
of 130 issues - you can receive a subscription to

The Tufts Daily, and keep informed on the many
important issues on and around the Hill, such as
the future of the Greek system, financial aid
shortages and the social policy.
Each week, you will receive five papers mailed

.

to you in a convenient package. We invite all

parents, alumni and friends to bring Tufts home

by subscribing to The Tufts Daily.

THETUFTS
DAILY
Where you read it first.
P.O. Box 18, MEDFORD,
MA 02153
(617) 627-3090
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President believes that community service should be hallmark of Tufts
DIBIAGGIO
continued from page 4
Because of his unusual position, DiBiaggio was not aware of
some of the deficiencies of Tufts,
which have been long lamented by
the students. He said that if he had
been an active candidatehe would
have visited the library first in
order to assess the quality of the
University as a whole. It was not
until he accepted the position that
he appreciated the library’s inadequacies. He stressed that the library is the “most importantthing”
for a university and that the Tufts
library must be expanded both in
size and in resources.
In addition,last year DiBiaggio
“had no idea how archaic the recreational facilities” are. He said it
is clear they must be improvedand
he hopes to accomplish this.
Along with building new facilities, the University needs to
increase its endowment, according to DiBiaggio. He said that last
year he was not fully aware of the
University’s low endowment, the
repercussion of which is a tuitiondriven school.Due to the financial
difficulties, Tufts recently rescinded its “need-blind” admissionspolicy, which acceptedqualified students regardless of their
ability to pay.
“The only variable that determines whether a student comes to
Tufts should be intellectual capability,” not economic status,
DiBiaggio said.
DBiaggio applauded his predecessor, Jean Mayer, for greatly
increasingthe University’sendowment, but noted that the 1980s
were more affluentthan the 1990s,
allowing for the construction of
many newprograms andtheretention ofthe strong ones. Now, however, as the poor economy diminishes Tufts’ competition, Tufts
must identify its strengths and devote its money to them, DiBiaggio
said.
One such strength, according
to DiBiaggio, is the strong liberal
arts education Tufts provides. He
pointed out that Tufts was a liberal
arts college before becoming a
researchuniversity and“we should
never lose sight ofthat.” Evidence
of this commitment is that 80 percent of Tufts classes have 30 or
fewer students and are taught by
faculty, a characteristicrare in research universities, DiBiaggio
said.
Such a forte also has its downfall, however,causingTuftsto “fall
between the cracks.” While
DiBiaggio cherishes Tufts’ dual
role as liberal arts college and research university, he said this status makes it difficult for outsiders

to assess the school because it is
that he has failed to voice an opm- However, he was not aware of the
unclear with whom to compare ion on controversies such as the Controversial Speaker Policy
Tufts.
fate of the Greek system and the when the forum was planned. He
Another aspect DiBiaggio
said he did not soothe the objectlauded is Tufts’ international fo- fate ofthe Greek system and the ing students by allowing the focus, which might be attributed to University’s investmentinHYh0- rum to take place because he does
the presence ofthe Fletcher School Quebec, DiBiaggio Strongly be- not have the authority to overrule
of Law and Diplomacy. Although lieves that a University President the practice. Perhaps the rule
should be changed, he said, but
many schools attract international should take a stance.
“[Universities]
have
a
responthis
cannot be done without disstudents mainly on the graduate
level, the fact that Tufts boasts an sibility to set a certain moral tone” cussion.
On other subjects, though,
international undergraduate stu- and are supposed to help students
dent body is a “very strong com- establish values, DiBiaggio said. DiBiaggio has refrained from
‘‘It’snot enough for us [university making a public statement. One
ponent of Tufts,” he said.
DiBiaggiostressedthat hurdles presidents] to be a microcosm of such matter is the fate ofthe Greek
such as inferior facilities and low society.” Rather, their mission is system at Tufts. In the fall, after
completing its study on the Greek
endowment represent logistical to lead and set an agenda.
Although presidents ‘‘don’t system the Ad Hoc Committee on
challenges, not problems. In contrast, he said, a problem would be controllotsofthings,...weprovide Fraternities and Sororitiesrecoman unsatisfactory faculty and stu- leadership” and therefore influ- mended to the faculty that the sysDiBiaggio said. Therefore, tem be coedified and forced to
dent body, but both the Tufts faculty and students are of high qual- he feels compelled to speak out comply with the rules imposed on
when he Sees Chumst~nceshe other Tufts Community Union
ity.
deems inappropriate, insensitive, Organizations in order to combat
and immoral.
the racism, sexism, and
Although he is unsure of the
One recent sensitive incident homophobia the Committeefound
steps he will take to overcome involved the Painting of swastikas rampant. In November the Arts
these challenges and wants to in- on Campus. DiBiWZiOsaidthatas and Sciences faculty voted to recclude as many people as possible University President he certainly ommend to the Board of Trustees
in the decision making process, must k t the community know that this change. The vote sparked deDiBiaggio said he has initiated anti-Semitic graffiti is not accept- bate among pro- and anti-Greek
work toward overcomingthe chal- able and he Will Prosecute to the students, and at its February meetlenges. He has begun attempting fullest extent those responsible. ing the trustees decided to conduct
He conceded that the issue of its own study.
to raise money for the library and
athletic facilities, exploring the graffiti is delicate because ofthe
DiBiaggio said that from the
building structure at the medical questions it raises about free beginning he has endorsed debate
school, meeting with potential speech. He said that although he onthe issue. Although he feelsthat
contributors, and strategically re- supports and wishes to protect the the Greek system is sexist, he is
viewing what already exists. He First Amendment, he considers unsure whether this reflects only
also plans to hold aretreat with the free speechan opinionwhich must the action of a few or the need to
Board of Trustees.
be exercised in a context in which modify the entire system.
Another of DiBiaggio’s major dissentersmayrespond.Therefore, “I’m trying to be fair andobjecgoals over the past year has been to Painting graffiti is not f r m h n of tive,” and he believes the trustees
become acquainted with the Tufts speech: ‘‘That’s cowardly. That’s have the same attitude, DiBiaggio
communitywhile letting the com- not to be permitted,” he said, add- said.
munity come to know him and his inghat as unacceptableas hemight A controversydominatingcamwife, Nancy. “Being accessible, I find hate speech, he cannot Pre- pus dialogue during the second
think, is important,” he said.
vent it but Can at least assure that semester was the University’s investment in Hydro-Quebec. EnviDiBiaggiorecognizesthat there others may challenge it.
is a delicate balance between imSimilarly, ifa speaker does not ronmentalistsurged the trustees to
posing on students and making allow his audience to respond, divest because the corporation’s
them feel uncomfortable and let- “that’s not free Speech a n p o r e . policies displaced native Cree and
ting them know he is concerned. That’s demagoguery.”
Inuit tribes. At its last meeting the
He said, for example,thathe would
trustees abstained from making a
Another recent subject of de- decision, much to the resentment
not appear in a dining hall
unannounced, but would schedule bate on campus was the of student demonstrators.
beforehand. “I just want them to Administration’s cancellation of a
DiBiaggio, who has not issued
know who I am and make them forum about lifting the ban on a statement on the issue, said he
feel comfortable with me...We’re homosexuals in the US military. thought the students advocating
[administrators] here for you and The debate, scheduled for early divestment made a strong case for
if we don’t care about you, why May, was canceled because it their opinion, supporting it
are we doing these jobs?“ he said. qualified as “controversial” and thoughthlly. However,he saidthat
DiBiaggio said he has been accordingto the University’sCon- thetrustees “are lookingat it strictly
accessible this year, stressing that troversial Speaker Policy, guests in terms of an investment issue,”
his attitude demonstrates not a fitting this description are barred examining how much profit the
public relations effort but an effort from campus during the Period investment provides. Divesting
to understand what people at Tufts two weeks before final examha- would compel the trustees to find
believe and feel about the Univer- tions.
other methods ofsecuring money,
sity. He also wants to convey that
DiBiaggiosaid that he 10% ago possibly by raising tuition. Reluche “has a sense of what Tufts is all clarified his position on the gay tance to take such actions causes
about, and that I care.”
ban by writinga letter ofsupport to the trustees to set aside other arguPresident discusses debated
President Clinton, and that he en- merits about energy, DiBiaggio
issues
couraged the Tufts forum because said. Still, the trustees are seriIn the face of recent criticism of the balanced view it provided. OUSIY considering the students’

argument and recognize the work
devoted to it, he added.
DiBiaggio contrasted this case
to that of the University’s divestment from South Africa. He said
the case of South Africa is more
clear, and he did not hesitate to
speak against reinvestment because ofthe lack of freedom available to citizens of South Africa.
DiBiaggio added that he was
“delighted to see that students are
overcomingapathy” and speaking
out on issues of social conscience.
Formerly,studentswere more selffocused, he said.
Community service vital
In their inaugural addresses
both Shalala and DiBiaggio
stressed community service,
Shalala focusing on the United
States and DiBiaggio emphasizing Tufts. DiBiaggio has established a public service task force
to enhance service at Tufts.
DiBiaggio said that when deciding to accept his current position he asked the Trustee committee on transition whether or not
Tufts students are committed to
community service. He said he
has not been disappointed by the
level of service on campus, manifested particularly in the Leonard
Carmichael Society, and that the
caring environment ofthe University fosters service.
Taking community service
even further, DiBiaggio said,
“Community service ought to become the hallmark of Tufts. What
we are preparing you for is a good
citizenship.”DiBiaggiowantsthis
attitude to pervade the University,
and the goal to prepare students
for good citizenship does not preclude a quality education,but simply demandstherecognition ofthe
need to care for other people.
According to DiBiaggio, public service can pervade even the
Tufts curriculum. He explained
that community service is the responsibility of education, and in
teaching the faculty can point out
the relation between receiving an
education and responsibility to
society. For examde. one cannot
study literature without recognizing that it reflectsthe time in which
it is written. Moreover, exposure
to a broader constituency,cultural
and otherwise, lets one understand
the world beyond western civilization, and makes one more supportive, he said.
The notion of public service
may also permeate the studying of
technology, he said. For example,
one may consider technology’s
impact on the quality of people’s
lives, as well as moral and ethical
impacts-

-

-

-

Policies of avoidance do not help anyone
QUESTIONS
continued from page 3
“Talking about Talking” became
a muted endeavor once there were
no studentsto talk until September
-- fivemonths aftertensionsboiled
and the springtime Hill seemed
not as green and pleasant as it
should have. Indeed, when students returned last fall, the
Muhammad controversy was a
memory.
Furthermore, the Administration expressedlittleinterest in continuing any dialogues of understanding. Had the issue been
settled? Disappeared?Was senior
Marcus Q. Pryor wrong when he
wrote in April 1992,“Blackpeople
walk around this campus feeling
isolated and separate. Please don’t
start with the bullshit about, ‘if
Black people would come out of
their house [Capen House, Afri-

can Amerikkan Center] and make
an effort to interact then things
would be different.”?
Because it was a new year, and
many of the voices indicting or
defendingMuhammad had graduated from TCU Senate meetings
to board room seminars, these
questionswere not raised. Instead,
over the summer the Administration retreatedto an old tactic which
had servedtheir interests concerning past divisive tuition remission
plans, investment choices, and
presidential ;elections: make controversial decisions when no one - students, faculty, staff -- are here
to challenge or protest.
The gays in the military forum
was ostensibly cancelled because
the Administration,on the heels of
the Muhammad brouhaha, hnplemented a policy barring controvenial speakers from campus

within two weeks of finals. This
new policy was conceived over
the late spring and summer, and
few students on campus knew of
its existenceuntil last month when
the forum was cancelled.
Several students and a few facultymemberschallengedthenew
policy, but the Senate resolutions
and large-scale rallies of the past
never surfaced.But in this issue of
the Daily,there is an open letter
from students and administrators
pledging to review the policy and,
through othermeasures,jump-start
the “dialogue” which was abandoned last fall.
The heat and anger of
Muhammad was not replayed in
recent weeks with the gays in the
military forum, but as the former
aftermath was quickly forgotten
so too might the current desire for
dialogue fade again. Many of the

students who signed the open let- daughter rejecting a University
ter are graduating, and, judging offer of admissions:
from last fall’s quiet start, the
“Ourreasons arethe prevalence
Administration is contentwith let- of indications of anti-Semitism
ting sleeping dogs, while rabid, (swastikas on walkways and elsenevertheless lie.
where), violence directed towards
Meanwhile, the number of women (the painting of a rape
black students at Tufts remains scene on an auto), a black-white
paltry, even declining. Many presumably self-segregated dinCatholic students feel silenced by ing facility, and a social life domia covert double-standard on cam- nated by “Greek life”, whose hispus, and out-of-touch with a con- tory of infractions of civility and
servative leadership. Students are instances of vandalism the Adstill forced to leave Tufts in large ministration seems unable to condroves due to exorbitant costs, trol.”
despite the recent low rise in tuition.
The writer, a graduate of the
And in a letter to the editor
Tufts
Medical School, ends the
delivered after The Daily ended
letter
with
a plea for the Adminissemester publication, a potential
Tufts parent cited the swarm of tration to act: “IF NOT NOW,
anti-Semitic graffiti and other WHEN?” Indeed, it is a question
Tufts problems -- not incidents, that the University cannot conbut problems 5 - as reasons for his tinue to avoid for long.

.
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Keep Tufts a part of your life...
Networking
Career Guidance
Continuing Education
Just plain fun

Join your local Tufts Alliance!
BOSTON
Annual Meeting & Food Festival - September I9
Tufts Night at Miss4aigon - September 30
Homecoming Tailgate - October 30
Holiday Foster Children’s Party - December 5

Call Cathy Palmerino, 1’85, at (6 17) 893-3367

NEW YORK
Party to welcome I993 grads at Mo’s Caribbean -June 9

Lecture Series with JonathanTisch, A’76, CEO of Loews Hotels - September
Brunch with Sol Gittleman - October
Big Homecoming “Away” celebration

Career Networking Forums
Museum Events
Call the New York Tufts Alliance Hotline for info on current events,
and to change your address at (2 12) 576-9060

WASH INGTON
Annual Garden Party -June 8

Red Sox vs. Orioles at Camden Yards -July 3 I
Young Alumni “Happy Hours”
Columnists, Commentators and Political Pundits
Holiday Party
L’Academie de Cuisine - French Cooking Lessons
Embassy Buffets / Receptions

Call Bill Nelson, A’53, F’54, at (301) 657-9356

For more information on the Tufts Alliance i n , our area, contact
the Alumni Omce at I -800JHE=ALUM (outside Mass.)
or (61 7) 62713526.

LUMNI

ELATIONS
1 Section

Tuftonia’s Day 1993
Tuftonia’s Day 1993 was a lot of gives us to celebrate.
things to a lot of people.
Tufts was high in the air, emblaIt ran the range from nationwide zoned on the great Sony electronic
receptions for prospective students to billboard above Times Square. Tufts
the gala inauguration of Tufts’ elev- was below ground, heard by all who
enth president, from a fast-paced presi- listen to Boston Tunnel Radio. Tufts
dential tour to a leisurely boat cruise, was on the road, for the 26-mile run of
from a stunning Civil War photo-ret- the renowned Boston Marathon, on a
rospective to a super student-alumni Tuftonia’s Day T-shirt worn by Tufts
JumboFest celebra ting Tufts spirit and staffer a n d Marathoner Kathleen
unity.
Beebe for all to cheer.
It was a time to be with fellow
It was the season to plant a
Tuftonians: at a play, reception, din- Tuftonia Tree in your own back yard
ner, concert,jam, dance performance. or in a national forest. The season to
It was a time to recognize alumni scatter the seeds of forget-me-not, the
distinguished service to community, official flower of Tuftonia’s Day, for a
profession, alma mater. It was a time summer bloom. The season to build a
to phone to a n old roommate, jot a “pillar ofwishes” for Tufts’ tomorrow.
It was an opportunity for the Bosnote to a professor who made a difference in our lives, dig out our class ton Tufts Alliance to raise money for a
yearbook and listen to “Tufts in Song.” scholarship and for the New York
It was a week for mayoral and Tufts Alliance to join a community
gubernatorial proclamations wherever service project to adopt and renovate
a sizable number ofTuftonians reside, a house in New Jersey.
It was a day to wear a bit of brown
and for Congressional recognition of
our unique holiday and all that Tufts and blue.

The one event you’ll remember for the rest of your life is the Candlelight
Procession, departing from the Mayer Campus Center at 11:15 pm on Saturday,
May 22. For seniors, parents, alumni and everyone else!

...

Across the country and around large gathering, we could hail our
the world, Tuftonians paused in their T u f t s connection, o u r common
day’s occupation to mark the month of ground, our alma mater.
the ninth annual Tuftonia’s Day, to
And we did so, with pride and
think Tufts, thank Tufts, and toast -panache.
Tufts.
After all, it was Tuftonia’s Day
Alone o r with a few friends or at a 1993, and that’s what it’s all about.
*
‘
I

e

Homecoming away
from home

Iit. Leaves from the Goddard Chapel area at 11:30 am on Saturday, May 22.

Distinguished
Service Awards
Six individuals were honored recently by the Tufts University Alumni Association (TUAA) with its highest honor, the
Distinguished Service Award, for accomplishments that credit
themselves, their communities, their professions, and the
University. This year’s recipients are:
*

*

*

*

*

*

Louis Berger E36, H65, Chairman of Louis Berger
International, Inc., and Tufts Trustee Emeritus
General Joseph P. Hoar USMC A56, Commander
in Chief of the U. S. Central Command
Kenneth F. Leach E44, civil engineer and Tufts
Trustee Emeritus
Grace L. Mitchell S54, leader in early childhood
education
Richard F. Syron G7 1, President of the Federal
Reserve Bank of Boston
Ione Dugger Vargus A52, Vice Provost for Undergraduate Education at Temple University and
Trustee Emerita.

I

It’s never too early to start making plans for Homecoming
1993 on Saturday, October 30. While our Jumbos tackle the
Amherst Lord Jeffs at the Ellis Oval, Tufts alums across the
country will be joining in Homecoming Away celebrations with
their NESCAC counterparts.
Alumni in every city are encouraged to band together with
their fellow Tuftonians to “challenge” Amherst alums to a n
afternoon of fun, frolic, and fanaticism on that day. Whether
it’s touch football in the park, volleyball on the beach, o r a
round of golf at a local club, your alumni “team” can experience the next best thing to being back at the Hill for Honiecoming.
After your contest and conquest, you can celebrate together with a tailgate party, while calling our toll-free Homecoming Hotline at 1-800-THE-ALUM to report your score and
find our how our gridiron battle is going. All scorescalled in will
be announced to the Homecoming crowd at the game.
Wherever you are, whatever you do, you’ll still be able to
join in the Homecoming celebration on October 30.

. .

.
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Tufts Alliance Network
Tufts alumni across the world now have the opportunity
to become part of a revolutionary idea in alumni programming -- the Tufts Alliance. Although there still remain a few
active “alumni clubs”, alumni everywhere are excited about
the new Tufis Alliance program.
The “Alliance” concept was introduced in 1984 by Director of Alumni Relations Ron Brinn, A58. “Since we had
virtually no organized national network at that time, we were
able to devise a contemporary format -- somewhat less complex that the traditionaldumni Club -- which would encourage volunteers to work for the University exclusively in their
own areas of special interest,” Brinn said. “We also broadened
the membership to welcome parents and other friends of the
Alliance.”
T h e program does just that. By assembling varied volunteer interests under the Alliance umbrella, Tuftonians can
become involvedin any (or all) of the following areas: Career
Networking, Continuing Education, Social Activities, Cultural Events, Student Recruitment, and Community Service.
There’s no limit to what you can do as a n Alliance
member. Medical School alums, for example, can run programs expressly for their alumni, while still being involved in
and aware of all Alliance functions. T h e goal is to diffuse the
light of Tufts spirit across the globe.
If you’d like to be part of this light brigade, join the
Alliance in your area. Here is a list of alumni groups, with
contact information and a n example of what you might
participate in as a member:
Arizona
mode Island
C. June Tow 562
Robert Wilson A60
602-264-3541
401-421-7660
Atlanta
Barry Rosenbaum A60
404-294-7933

Tufts in your living room

-

,

Would you enjoy seeing a bit of Tuftonia
“Comeback 88”, documenting the activ
on your video screen at home? T h e Office of ties of Alumni Weekend in May 1988, fro1
Alumni Relations has produced a series of Night at the Pops to the Top 0’ the Hi
videotapes, known collectively as the Signa: Illumination Ceremony and Commencemen
ture Series, featuring profiles of prominent. If your reunion time is r o b around so01
alumni, as well as special events involving see what you have to look forward to.
Tufts people. These can be rented free of
“The Great Tuftonian Train Ride” wit
charge, with postage paid both ways, if you are the Beelzebubs, who undertook a n Amtrak
interested in getting together a group ofJum- capella journey from Boston to Washingto
bos in your area in front of your VCR.
DC in April 1989 to celebrate the fifth annivei
These tapes are currently available: sary of Tufts’ own holiday and to bring th
“Touchdown at Tufts”, a profile of a n authen- spirit ofTuftonia’s Day to alumni, parents a n
tic American hero, astronaut Rick Hauck A62, students along the Northeast Corridor. Fu
commander of the space shuttle Discovery, on and Music!
a return visit to campus.
“Passing the Torch” featuring Brooks
T o host a “TeleTufts” evening at you
Johnson A56, Stanford University track coach home, office o r club, contact the Office c
and head coach of the 1984 US Women’s Alumni Relations at (617) 627-3526 or outsid
Olympic gold medalist track team.
Massachusetts, 1-800-THE-ALUM.

Twelve receive Seniors Awards
Twelve seniors were selected by the Tufts University Alumni Association’s Awards
Committee to receive Seniors Awards for their academic achievement, wide participation in
campus and community activities, outstanding qualities of leadership, and potential for
future alumni leadership and service.
Pictured from left to right are Eric Schliesser, Jessica Singal, Peter Khang, Jonathan
Fisher, Susan Frost, Rachel Fouche, Christine Melich, Patty McDermott, Diane Hevehan,
Megan Judge, and Randy Ravitz. Not pictured is Amy Dunlap.

Baltimore
Felicie Gerliczy 582
110-765-5556

Rochester
Sara Gottovi J91
716-328-6031
.

San Diego
hfarilyn Kneeland 558
6 19-469-1 127

Boston
Cathy Palmerino 585
617-893-3367

San Francisco
Patty Currier 589
4 15-365-8922

Cape Cod
foseph Cafarella A41, hf44
508-548-5735

Seattle
Patty J91, Pat Hurley E88
206-783-6064

Central Connecticut
Nick hferritt A80
203-956-8448

South Florida

Chicago
Peter Sonnenreich -G9O
708-332-2525

St.

EainA81, Beth Kistner 579
314-872-3913

Cleveland
Zarold Peltz 587
216-791-8866

Syracuse
Mark Reuss A+E88
315-682-1759

Zolorado

Texas
Allen B. Potvin E65
7 13-729-4568

Sam hfeline A54, D58, K62
305-962-7200
~

loan Beldock T58
503-758-4940
Delaware

Louis-

Zharles Seymour; Jr. A73
!15-328-0751

Washington
Bill Nelson A53, F54
301-657-9356

Detroit
Jan Alpert 584
3 13-442-9558

West Florida
.
Harold Goldberg A38
8 13-955-2445

Hawaii
Carla Yee Pang 585
808-955-4355

Argentina
Jose Pablo Elverdin Jr. A89
541-803-6449

Long Island
Leslie Wollin J69
5 16-487-8894

England
Alexandra Ciardi 578
01 1-44-71-235-8719

Los Angeles
Esther Rudis G74
3 10-556-5658

France
William Wainwright F65
01 1-331-3486-36-12

Neponset Valley
Bessie Papas 546
508-584-9723

Geneva
Carole Hambleton F82
022-36-63-01

New Hampshire

.

Florence Goldman 538
303-924-6224
?Jew York
rufts Alliance Events Hotline

!12-576-9060

Pittsburgh
Liz Jackson J81
i12-741-7162 .

Hong Kong
Walter Loh D83
01 1-852-2-253359
Japan
Hiroshi Tanaka K73
034-75-1 188
Pakistan
Samir A86 and Melanie
Zekian Saigol J86. F88
2-42-87 1-990
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Alumni Weekend
Circus Days Events
From the “Night at the Pops” to the “Top 0’the Hill” illumination ceremony, the choice is
yours during the Tufts annual Alumni Weekend. Each May, alumni who graduated five, ten,
twenty-five or even fifty years ago o r more, converge on campus to mingle with old classmates,
visit old and new buildings on campus, enjoy socials events and intellectual discussions, dine on
lobster and steamed clams, and symbolically welcome the latest graduatingclass into their ranks.
It’s a time to turn back the clock, when alumni make the choice to relive the times of their lives.
T h e Office of Alumni Relations and the Tufts University Alumni Association, with the
invaluable assistance of volunteers, students and reunioners, schedule a full calendar of events
on the Hill during the four days preceding commencement.
Traditional events include:

-

\

Tufts Night at the Pops: Every year since 1901 -- longer than any other school --Tuftonians
have taken over Symphony Hall in Boston for an evening of entertainment by the Boston Pops
Orchestra. At the finale, the audience joins in with a rousing chorus of “Tuftonia’s Day” and
“Alma Mater”. May 20, 8:OO pm.
Pops After Pops: Agala post-Pops party held back on campus -- a stylish, schmoozy nightcap
held in the Aidekman Arts Center.
Lobsterbake: The traditional New England outdoor feast with all the trimmings, with cornon-the-cob, steamed clams, roast chicken, and camaraderie. May 21,5:30 pm. President’s Lawn.
(Rain site: Jackson Gym)
“The Comedy Connection at Cohen”:The spirit of Boston’s oldest comedy venue comes to
Cohen Auditorium, presenting promising local comedians and rising stars for the amusement
of returning alums. May 21, 9:00 pm.
Reunion class meetings and class photographs: T o carry on the tradition and preserve the
moment for posterity. May 22, 9:OO-11:30 am.
TUAA Annual Meeting & Alumni Day Luncheon: With briefings by President John
DiBiaggio and Senior Vice President Dr. Thomas W. Murnane A58, D62, K65, G68. Alumni
Relations Director Ronald C. Brinn A58, and President of the Tufts University Alumni
Association Cynthia McCarthy E56, along with 25th and 50th Reunion Class Gift presentations.
May 22, 12:OO noon. President’s Lawn.
Friends of Bill W. and Dr. Bob: Join in this open discussion o n alcoholism. May 22,2:004:OO pm, Zamparelli Room, Mayer Campus Center.
Reunion Banquets and Receptions: Each incremental class (5th, loth, 15th, etc.) holds its
own special gathering either on or off campus. 5:OO-11:30 pm.
Candlelight Procession and Top 0’the Hill Tribute: A candlelight march at midnight up
to the Chapel Terrace for a welcoming ritual for the newest Tufts alumni. May 22, 11:15 pm.
Pick u p candles at the Mayer Campus Center.

It’s not too early to begin thinking abo-ut the 1 9 9 4 . N w n i Weekend. 1flpuare-amemberof the class of 89,84,79,74,69,64,59,54,49,44,39,34,29, o r even 24, plan to come back to
the Hill for a n unforgettable experience, a reunion to remember.

Run f o r funeeeand prizes!
What is the second most popular mara-thon (but certainly the easiest and most fun to
run) in the Greater Boston area? It’s Tuftonia
Pursuit -- T h e Race, of course!
This three-mile mini-marathon, with its
three “Heartbreak Hills,” is a n exciting venture for Tuftonians of all ages and abilities.
Beginning with a bang at the Carmichael
Quad in front of the new Olin Center, and
endingwith the shutter ofcameras by Goddard
Chapel, the race can be expected to draw up to
75 men, women, boys and girls eager to accept
the challenge.
How much fun can a race like this possibly
be? One year, two graduating seniors ran the
race attired in their caps and gowns. Fortunately, they finished in plenty of time to pick
u p their diplomas the following morning.
Without a doubt, the most difficult part of

the course is the long, agonizing (for some)
climb u p Curtis Street; at the 2.5 mile mark.
According to Director of Alumni Relations
Ron Brinn A58, it’s at this point that “we
separate the runners from the recreationalists.”
In addition to the overall winner’s prize,
awards will be given to the top two finishers in
each of several categories. Every participant
will receive a ribbon and an official Circus
Days designer T-shirt. All prizes will be awarded
immediately following the race on the library
roof.
Registration for the Tuftonia Pursuit is
$10, and you can register right up until the
1O:OO am start, when the Jackson Jills render
their wonderful version of the National Anthem. Athletic Director Rocky Carzo will then
officially start the race.
T h e rest is UD to vou.
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Greetings to our
newest alumni:
It is my great pleasure to
welcome the graduating members of the Class of 1993 to our
warm and venerable alumni
institution.
Wherever you go, whatever
you do, memories of Tufts will
be with you always. And since
that in itself is never enough for
the average Jumbo, you can be
sure that your new path in life
will intersect the roads of many
fellow Tuftonians. For both business and social purposes, these
people will become welcome additions to your ever-expanding circle of friends.
In order to ensure that your ties to the Hill remain close for
many years to come, 1encourage you to participate actively in
the Tufts Alumni events in your area. Let your Tufts education
continue as a lifelong experience. And always let us know
where you are, so we can keep you posted on what may be
happening in your area.
In this special Alumni Relations section, you will find the
names and phone numbers of pointpersons for our Alumni
groups, along with a sample of past and future events. These
groups exist -- as we do -- for you. Through The Tufts Daily,the
Tups Crderion, and other alumni mailings, you can stay tuned
in to Tufts.
Congratulations and Godspeed!

Ron Brinn A’58
Director of Alumni Relations

-4IRGIISDAYS
Alumni Weekend Symposium

Friday, May 21,1993
2:OO = 4:OO pm
Cabot IntercuItural Center
Fletcher School of
law & Diplomacy
2:OO - 3:OO pm
Skits from “The Christopher Columbus Follies: An
Eco Cabaret“written by Tufts Professor DowningCless
and performed by members of the Underground
Railway Theater. tn a funny and poignant cabaret
style, URT actors will explore relationships between
humans and the natural environment from the time of
Christopher Columbus’ arrival until today with some
lessons for the future.

3:OO - 4:OO pm

The second most popular race in Boston begins in front of the Olin Center at 1O:OO a m on
Saturday, May 22. Register right up until race time, or join the crowd to cheer the runners on.

Members of the Tufts Class of 1968 will lead a
seminar that will explore how humans have regarded
and interacted with the natural environment over the
past 50 years and will look forward to the human and
economic development strategies necessarytoachieve
an environmentally sustainable future for the next
generations. Tufts’ role in education, research, and
citizen participationover the past several decades will
be highlighted.

-
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Tufts University’s Art and Entertainment Guide

Flicks For The Long, Hot Summer
UMMER COMES AND
summer goes,but its movies
usually stick around for
some of the fall, then have a
winter video release, eventually
making it to cable in the spring. And
And only then will some of them
take a rest, just in time for another
flock ofnoisy action flicksand ditzy
comedies to take their place. Some
of them just won’t stay down. Not
until they’ve exhaustedtheir moneymaking potential. They spawn
sequels.
The staples of the summer movie
diet have always been action,
violence and special effects. The
studios spend big money in hopes of
getting big money back from kids

in that samebuilding, and there seem
to be a few more security cameras
thanthe building needs. It’s asteamy
thriller aboutmurder and voyeurism,
in which Ms. Stone disrobes
frequently. It’s not a sequel to
anything, we promise.
The next weekend, May 28, we
have Clzflanger, starring Sylvester
Stallone, John Lithgow and
Northern Exposure’s Janine Turner.
This marks Stallone’s return to
action movies after his unsuccessful
foray into comedy (did anyone
actually see Stop or My Mom Will
Shoot?). If you’ve seen the fulllength preview for this one, you
know what it means to finally say,
“Welcome home, Sly.” There’s no
dialogue in the preview, only
Wagner music. We see who the

June 11, when Spielberg’s Jurassic
Park is let out of the starting gate.
Based upon Michael Crichton’s
popular novel, this is the most
eagerly awaited film since Malcolm
X. Its story: a scientist (played by
Gandhi and Chaplin director
Richard Attenborough) discovers a
way to clone live dinosaurs from
fossils. He opens a theme park, and
gives a preview visit to a
paleontologist, his assistant and a
journalist (Sam Neill, Laura Dern,
and Jeff Goldblum, respectively).
And of course, things go awry. The
dinosaur effects are rumored to be
the greatest and most realistic ever
seen anywhere. Every once in a
while,there’s amovie that is destined
to go down in history as a classic
and maybe have a few sequelsmade.

summer, right there. There are quite
a few other notable films on the
way, though. One to watch for and
beware of is John Hughes’ Dennis
the Menace, based upon the comic
strip and old T.V. show, and starring
Walter Matthau as Mr. Wilson.
Maybe Matthau will be good. But
Mason Gamble,the hyperactivebrat
selected to play Dennis, is being
placed in the on deck circle to step
up to the plate after Macauley
Culkin. Be afraid. Be very afraid.
That same sentiment goes for
Super Mario Bras., starring Bob
Hoskins and John Leguizmo as
Mario and Luigi, and Dennis Hopper
as a bad guy named Koopa. Rocky
Morton and Annabel Jankel are
directing. They’re the same team
that made the shortlived Max

This summer’s line-up fits
that descriptionpretty well, but with
a very notable exception. Where are
all the sequels? The only one being
urgently anticipated at this point is
Hot Shots! Part Deux. The
disappointing results of last
summer’s Alien 3, Lethal Weapon 3
and Batman Returns must have
gotten Hollywood to consider
cleaninghouse. No complaintshere,
mind you. It’s always nice to see
some new and original characters
on the screen.
This summer our choices include
a comedy, a sex thriller, two massive
action flicks, and a little thing from
Steven Spielberg about dinosaurs.
So here’s something to do for the
first five weekends of your summer
vacation.
Opening May 21 at that fabled
theater near you, we have Sliver.
Sharon Stonemoves into a high-rise
apartment building in New York
and begins having an affair with the
building’s manager (William
Baldwin). Several mysterious
murders have taken place recently

good guys and bad guys are, and
then we watch them jump over
crevices, blow stuff up, and dangle
from ropes high up in the Rocky
Mountains. That preview is the best
thing some of us have seen in a
movie theater in a long time. If this
movie is half as good as it looks,
Stallone will once again be sitting
on top of the world.
Hot Shots! Part Deux opens the
following weekend, June 4. Charlie
Sheen, Valeria Golino and Lloyd
Bridges return to make sure that
Stallone’s ego doesn’t go out of
control with Cliflanger. Rambo
replaces Top Gun as the target film
this time around. Richard Crenna,
who played Rambo’s C.O. Col
Trautman, even has arole. This film
could repeat the Honey IShrunk the
Kids phenomenon and become a
monster hit by pulling in all the
audiences who arrive at the
multiplex only to find the other
movies sold out.
That spillover money will start
flowing in the very next weekend,

With Jaws, Raiders of the Lost Ark,
andE. T. Spielberghas done it before,
and he just might do it again this
summer. Keep your fingers crossed.

just before those fateful Oscars
severalweeks ago, youknow Clint’s
now nefariously over-hyped line:
“That’s not gonna happen.’’ Go get
‘em, big guy.
And finally, The Fugitive,
starring Harrison Ford. It’s based
on the television series starring
David Jansen as a guy who chases
his wife’s murderer, a one-armed
man, all over the place for years and
years. Ford plays the grieving
widower, and Tommy Lee Jones o f
UnderSiege fame plays the amputee,
teaming up once more with Under
Siege director Andrew Davis. Ford
did arespectablejob with the familyman-pushed-too-far thing last year
in Patriot Games, and the smart
money bets he can slip right into this
slightly meaner role too.
So that’s that, American MovieGoing Public. The cost of going to a
movie is getting so high, and home
video is getting so much better and
easier, you’d better choose your
filmswisely in these coming months.
Until autumn, then...

by MATT CARSON
Daily Editorial Board

saw the commercial that aired

a

And who’s the only person who
can follow an act like that? None
other than Arnold Schwarzenegger.
His The Last Action Hero opens
June 18. Director John McTieman
adds this to his resume, which
already includes Predator, Die
Hard, The Hunt.for Red October,
and, ahem, Medicine Man. h o l d
plays Jack Slade, a movie character
who steps off the screen to aid a boy
who idolizes him. Taking a few
cues from ThePlayer, this one sports
numerouscameos from celebs, most
of whom are just looking to get in
good with the Big Guy. Don’t hold
your breath for this one to be
anything but the classic Arnie
formula: he totes a gun, cracks bad
jokes, and destroys property. But he
does them all so well, and if it ain’t
broke...
So there’s the first month of your
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Even sexscenes can’t save
P oinths ‘Sarga~~so
Sea’
Patrick Healy

Feeding The Family

b MADHU
IKRISHNAN

d
Daily Editorial Board

D

So along comes Rochester
(NathanielParker) from England.
He knows little of Antoinette’s
past, but he does know that she is
fabulously wealthy, and all that
is hers will become his when
they marry. Essentially,
Rochester is a bought man.
Their romance progresses at
an alarmingly fast rate. After
marriage, thenewlywedsdo little
else but spend the day in bed.

deserve nothing more than
failure and death.
0

ESPITE GREAT
The only saving grace of this
s F ~ M I L I E SCONVENE (IN
success with the
movie is Christofine (Rowena
the Hill for Commencement 1993,
King), Antoinette’s nanny.
sensitive
and
the reservation rosters of Boston’s
beautiful Flirting,
Christofine is a practitioner of
most popular restaurants are likely director John Duigan really
Jamaica’s form of Voodoo, and
to fill out faster than the food reaching the
misses the mark with his latest
thus, because of the fear with
table. The graduation day lunch on the Hill,
effort, a period piece set in
which the black population
when sunny, is always a pleasant occasion, but mid-nineteenth century
regards her, she protects the
the spread is rarely extensive enough to glut’
Jamaica titled Wide Sargasso
family from all manner of antilittle Jimmy or Grandma Ann after they have
Sea.
colonial
revolts.
endured the five-plus hour ceremony.
This film, which is
Moreover, she is
Therefore, putting in a quick reservation at
based on the 1966 Jean
The viewer wants neither Of these Antoinette’s spiritual
one of Boston’s best eateries is not a bad plan; Rhys novel, attempts to
two to succeed in life;
mother, and she guards
indeed, the relations are more likely to fork
explain
Charlotte indeed, they deserve nothing more her young ward from the
over the big fat checks over pasta in the North Bronte’s masterpiece,
tyfanny that is Rochester.
than failure and death:
End than Papa Gino’s in Davis Square.
Jane Eyre. That is, the
One thing to Duigan’s
Therefore, a few recommendations are in
hero of this novel is
credit is that the movie is
order (all accessible via 41 1):
Edward Rochester, the ever This movie was rated NC-17, visually stunning.Jamaica looks
For pasta, the best calls are situated in the
unhappy landowner in but it really did not need to be. overpoweringly lovely, and the
North End. While the tony district is familiar
Bronte’s novel. Those who Widely touted as an artsy skin costumes are fabulous. In a bit
to most Tufts students, and reservations are not have read Jane Eyre will know flick, Wide Sargasso Sea does of realism, the viewer is treated
taken everywhere, the fare on Hanover St. and that Rochester’s secret is that not live up to its reputation. Yes, to pictures of the stars sweating
Salem St. -- and byways in between -- is
his mad wife is kept locked in there is nudity, on both sides, but from a combination of tropical
splendid. Highlights are La Familia (busy, but the attic. Wide Sargasso Sea it is not enough nudity to warrant heat and heavy nineteenth
a free limo could sweep you to the other
chronicles
Rochester’s more than an “R” rating. Even century clothing.
outlet); Villa Francesca; Mamma Maria
marriage and descent from still, the love scenes are hardly
King, Parker, and Lombard
Ristorante; Cafe Pepe; and Pinnochio’s.
adventurous young man to satisfying. In other words, the all offer consummate perRegarding seafood, the best choices run
brooding English landowner. skin shown is shown simply to formances, yet even this is not
from Legal Seafoods to Jimmy’s
Antoinette
(Karina elicit excitement; the movie enough to save this wholly
Harborside, both of which are located
Lombard) is a spectacularly would, in fact, benefit from the insipid film. Althoughthe acting
downtown and close to Boston Harbor. The
beautiful French Creoleheiress cutting of all nudity.
is superlative,there is no saving
Sail Loft, near the Aquarium, is a good call,
in Jamaica. She is a catch that
Wide Sargasso Sea in general a sinking ship with as many
and Union Oyster House is a stone’s throw
any man would give his right is a wholly unsatisfying holes as Wide Sargasso Sea.
from Quincy Market -- every tourist’s fave.
arm to marry. Unfortunately, experience. Neither Antoinette
If you want to see a good
Closer to home, Harvard Square is ripe for
she has a troubled past -- apast nor Rochester is a decent human foreign movie, skip this one,
the diversity palate -- surely a safe bet folr
of disreputable parents, being. Rochester is, in short, a and find something else at the
Tufts seniors. Because Harvard’s
madness in the family, and, monster -- a controlling, self- Nickelodeon or at the Harvard
Commencement exercises are not until June
worst of all, uncertain ancestry. righteous failure as a human. And Loews. But if you want to see
10, Tufts families can safely invade the Square Antoinette is a sad and deeply Antoinette, to be perfectly pretension and self-consciously
without fear of those tie clips and broaches
mysterious woman. Ostracized honest, is a half-wit. The viewer literary filmmaking at its worst,
proclaiming how old and rich Harvard is.
from society,she can only hope wants neither of these two to then by all means, go see Wide
The well-known establishments like The
succeed in life; indeed, they Sargasso Sea.
to marry an outsider.
Border Cafe, Chili’s, and Pizzeria Uno’s
usually do not take reservations, but if the
timing is right, a short wait might be feasible.
The Border and Chili’s offer a range of TexMex fare, but strangers beware: these places
get very crowded and very hot.
But the Square is certainly known for its
eclectic offerings, and adventurous grads
hungry for the big real world should give a
new place a try. Less-known gems include
Grendel’s Den (next to the more off-beat
Spaghetti Club), The Stock Pot (located
across from the Loews Janus, the all-you-caneat soup and salad buffet is a steal), Skewer’s
(great Middle East cuisine, across from
Bruegger’s Bagels), and the Cafe Algiers,
normally considered a coffee & espresso joint,
but which also includes terrific sandwiches
and salads.
Other Square greats are Casablanca
(underneath the Algiers, it’s classy and offers
plenty of American, Middle Eastern, and
seafood choices); Chef Chow’s and the Hong
Kong, two quality Chinese food
establishments; and Mr. and Mrs. Bartley’s,
which is a swell American restaurant which
offers juicy burgers and big salads.
Most of these establishments take
reservations, but families would be wise to
take an early dinner and beat the evening
crowds. Those grads who have big families
descending for Commencement should
consider saving money from extra Luncheon
tickets and going to a nice, filling dinner.

A

Scene and Heard
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discreetly hiring lookalikes to stand in for
himduringbrief public
appearances, so that he
can pursue other nonexecutive activities.
When one of these
pursuits leaves him
mortally ill, his
Cunning Chief of Staff
Bob Alexander (Frank
Langella) and Communications Director
Alan Reed (Kevin
Dunn) decide to
extend indefinitely
Dave’s servicesfor the
president, which they
initially employed for
a brief public stint.

A

0

Dave discovers
himself in the rather
scuffed shoes of Bill
Mitchell overnight.
What follows is a
highly amusing portrayal by Kline ofwhat
would happen if your
neigh bo r be came
by NADYA SBAITI
Daily Editorial Board

W

HEN HAYLEY
Mills played twin
sisters in the 1950’s
hilarious film The
Parent Trap,she causeda sensation,
both because it was one of the first
times any actor had played two roles
in one film, and also because she did
such a professional job. Since then,
the double role has been done
repeatedly, but never with the same
personality, verve, and outlandish
fun.
That is, until Kevin Kline decided
to take up his recently completed
project, Dave. According to a press

by CHRISTOPHER STRIPINIS
Senior Staff Writer

W

ITH A RICHLY
textured sound laden
with catchy pop
hooks,
Aimee
Mann’s debut solo album Whatever
is a certifiable gem. The former lead
singer for Boston’s own ‘Til
Tuesday, Mann croons her way
through a musical exploration of
emotions and relationships.
Dealing primarily
with
relationships, or rather a lack of
them, Whateveris a touching collage
of tender love, bittersweet nostalgia
and just plain bitterness. As the title
implies, Whatever showcasesMann
shrugging off the worst that life can
throw at her, only to keep on
plugging in search of the best.
Despite an impressive musical
accompaniment, including former
Byrd Roger McGuinn on several
tracks, Whatever is Mann’s baby
and she knows it. Her delightfully
versatile voice takes front and center
as she adjusts from a subtle croon to
a buoyant rock lead. Also, other
than assistance fiom producer Jon
Brion on a few tracks, the album

release, Kline claimed that “the
challenge of playing two characters
who were at once identical and yet
strikingly different was, of course,
intriguing.”
Kline plays Dave Kovic, an
ordinary, honest, hard-working Joe
Schmo who runs a temp business -he finds jobs for people. The
business is sufficient to meet his
financial needs, and he gets ample
satisfaction fiom watching people’s
faces light up when he finds them
jobs.
He also has a side-job of comic
impersonations to reel in the extra
dough. His one unique attribute is
that he is the spitting image of Bill

Mitchell, the 44th President of the
U.S.
President Mitchell (also
portrayed by Kline), on the other
hand, isn’t exactly Honest Abe. The
audience gleansthe fact that he used
to be a fiery president at the start of
his administration, but who
degenerated into the epitome of the
corrupt politician. The only
difference is that he is the President
of the United States, and he
consequently dragged the entire
country through the dirt with him.

was entirely penned by Mann.
Speaking of the music, jangling
guitars (with help fiom McGuinn’s
trademark 12-string Rickenbacker
sound) and richly layered pianos
and strings characterize much ofthe
album. Mann appears to work with
a rather sparse collection of studio
musicians, though, for she takes
creditherself for severalinstruments.
Brion, meanwhile, pops up here and
there with credits for drums, bass,
guitars, pump organ, mellotron,
chamberlin, optigan, tambourine,
vibraphone, glockenspiel and a
kazoo,just to give a sampling of the
album’s musical variety.
The songs themselves are finely
crafted confectionery pop/
alternative, but often with a bitter
aftertaste. Mann struggles through
13 tracks of undeniable optimism,
but she also recognizes sometimes
she needs someone to “put some
hope in the bottom of the box,” as
she sings in “Put Me on Top.”
In “I Should’ve Known,’’ the
album’s first release, Mann laments
her inability to foresee her lover’s
decision to break-up. Despite her
resentment ofhis decision, she finds

time to tenderly reminisce, “but you
still live in those days / When I’d
stay awake just to watch you
sleeping.” Set to a sporadic, heavy,
guitar-driven riff, the song proves
to be one of the catchier tracks on
the album.
With the exception of songs like
“I Could H& You Now,” in which
she asserts herself as self-reliant
enough to make the title’s claim
after a break-up, Whatever takes a
surprisingly less hostile tone than
its subject matter tends toward.
Rather than wallowing in the misery
or bitterness that so often accompany
break-ups, Mann instead looks
ahead and to herself.
She still gets in her subtleknocks,
though. In “Stupid Thing,” Mann
speaks to the aforementioned exlover, being sure to include the
qualifier “speakingof course as your
dear departed.”
In “4th of July,’’ perhaps the most
moving song on the album, Mann
makes a touching acoustic plea to a
departed lover, wondering if he will
ever regret leaving her. Mann sings,
“SO that’s today’s memory lane /
withal1the pathos andpaidanother

the American presidency, fooling
an entire administration, country,
and the First Lady, Ellen, played by
a very suave and sophisticated
Sigourney Weaver who proves that
she doesn’t have to be bald to be a
great actress.
Dave is the idealistic yarn of each
American citizen’s dream of what a
president should do. Yet Dave
discoversthat his obstaclesare many
and that the webs of deception,
treachery and politics woven by the
highest echelon of the govern-ent
Not only does he have proves more complicated than first
bodyguards who would risk their
lives for him, but he has taken to see DAVE, page V
0

chapter in a book where the chapters
are /endless / and they’re always the
same.”
Despite a precarious emphasis on
thenostalgiaofthepast,Mannavoids
over-sentimentalizing and works
cautiously enough to reflect on the
pain of a past we would ourselves
like to remember. “It hurts to even
think of those days / the damage we
do / by the hopes we raise / but how
beautiful it was -’tomorrow”’ she
sings in “Fifty Years After the Fair.”
Written fiom the perspective of
an older generation,the song expands
nostalgia, as well as hope, to a
grander scale as Mann tells us that
“we’ve got decades ahead of us to
get it right.”
In one ofthe more off-beat tracks,
“Mr.Harris,” Mann falls for an older,
white-haired fellow who “looks like
Jimmy Stewartin his younger days.”
Although she knows that “we’ve
only got 10 years, or 20, left,” she is
still content.
“I might be / stupid to think love
is love / but I do,” Mann chimes in
“Mr. Harris,” a defiant ebulliencein
the face of adversity that sums up
Whatever’s attitude.
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press releases are occasionally
wrong, and while Hitchcock’sintent
may have been unambiguity, it
appearsto have been lost somewhere
during Respect’s production.
Like previous albums (Globe of
Frogs, Queen Elvis, and Perspex
Island, to name but a few), Respect
is a collection of songs that leaves
listeners guessing about their
meanings. Consider the album’s
opening lyrics: “This old man, he
was flesh - they wheeled him in
upon a trolley/ Vera Lynn, Vera
Lynn/ Draw a window on his skin.”
Anyonewho can relate to that should
go out and buy this album and/or see
a psychiatrist.
Try as he might, Hitchcock seems
unalde to bridge the communication
gap that he, himself, has noticed in
his songs. Only three ofthe 10 songs
on Respect offer clear-cut lyrics
which reveal Hitchcock’s emotions:
“Arms of Love,” which has been

While aiming for a more direct
lyrical approach to his songs,
Hitchcock also tried to produce an
acoustic sound that moved away
from all the special effects of the
recording studio. Of Respect’s
recording process, Hitchcock says,
“So I thought, let’s do this at home,
just do it in the kitchen where I write
all these songs, and get away from
all this production. Every time we
make a record, we try to get rid of a
few more cliches and trademarks.”
Hitchcockneed not have worried
about the cliches and trademarkshis music remains in a class by itself.
However, the stripped-down sound

he seems to have wanted is evident
only on a few of the album’s tracks.
“Arms of Love” is perhaps the most
simple and tuneful of Hitchcock’s
efforts here. The song lacks all the
background effects upon which
many of Hitchcock’s songs rely,
choosing instead to highlight his
voice and a strumming guitar.
“Railway Shoes” and “Serpent at
the Gates of Wisdom” are other
examples of Hitchcock‘s acoustic
success. “Railway Shoes” makes
sparing use of acoustic guitars and
brings ina rather primitive-sounding
percussion section. “Serpent,”
perhaps the most enjoyable Gack on
the album, introduces a musical
richness which is nicely balanced
by the addition of prominent piano
and harmonica. The song lets us
know that Hitchcock is indeed
capable ofproducingamelodic, even
pretty song. Unfortunately, he
usually insists on taking the
experimental route, offering
compositions that are interesting
upon first listen, but downright
annoying when heard repeatedly.
Respect, along with any other
Robyn Hitchcock album, seems
intended for the intellectual listener,
no matter how hard Hitchcock has
tried to shed that image. To listen to
it out of sheer enjoyment would be
like bringing a copy of War and
Peace to the beach for some light
reading. If that sounds appealing to
you, then give Respect a try; if not,
maybe Whitney Houston is the way
to go.

style in a more complicated, less
soulful direction. They have started
experimenting (remember the first
song on Traveler ’s and Thieves”),
and while trying new things is a
good thing, most of those
experiments have fallen flat.
Blues Traveler is a band that most
people either love or hate. Popper’s
voice is lacking an easy-listening
sound and the harmonica solos in
almost every song may not be for
everyone.For the neophyte, most of
the songs sound deceptively the
same. There is no way to classify
their sound into any easy grouping,
but people who like Blues Traveler
like them for their skillful
arrangements
filled, with
lyricsaboutthe
state of the
world today
(or the state of
Popper’s love
life). They are
capable .with
both
slow
ballads and
more fastpaced, energetic tunes.
The first
song on the

album, “Trina Magna,” successfully combines both of these
styleswith slow-movingvocals that
shift into a blend of quick guitar
riffs and harmonica. Other good bets
are “Letter From a Friend,”
“Conquer Me,” and “Manhattan
Bridge.” That last song is an
instrumental which‘showcases the
rest of the band: Chad Kinchla, lead
guitar; Bobby Sheehan, bass;
Brendan Hilldrums, percussion; and
Popper leading again on harmonica.
However, the album as a whole
just is not that spectacular.Even on
the good songs, they have started to
border on a little melodrama. In
“Defense & Desire,” “Save His
S ou 1, ” and
“Bulls hitter’ s
Lament,” it
sounds like the
band is trying to
mix the ultimately unmixable styles of
rap,
heavy
metal, and folk.
Popper’s voice
is annoyingand
the instrumentals are grating.
With a CD
player you can

skip some of the worst tunes, but
with a tape, some of these could be
unbearable.
Blues Traveler has a tendency
here to wreck some songs that could
have been really good. As soon as a
catchy rhythm and interesting lyrics
take hold, they go off on some
musical tangent that is completely
disconnected and disjointed. Also,
really, how many times must Popper
sing about being alone, or being
broken up with or being destroyed
emotionally by “some woman?”
Anyone who’s ever seen this man in
concert will understand how sad all
this is. He has huge lambchop
sideburns, and is no Richard
Simmons. It just gets kind of sad to
hear about his unfulfilled love life.
In some respects, Blues Traveler
is an acquired taste. At first, the
songs may sound repetitive, but the
more you listen, the more their better
qualities begin to surface. They can
be a great band in concert, but it
does appear that they are on a long
downhill trip after their first album.
For the new fan, it would be good to
buy the CD Blues Traveler. For the
diehard,there are enoughgood songs
on Save His Soul to sport the $1 5.
We can only hope success won’t
spoil too much of their potential.

by ELIN DUGAN
Daily Editorial Board

P

AINFUL THOUGH IT
may be to admit, there is
something to be said for
the transparency of Top
40 pop music. Lyrics along the lines
of “I will always love you” or “I
ain’ttoo proud to beg,” while lacking
poetry and intellectual depth, make
it easy to relate to what’s being said.
With his most recent album,Respect,
Robyn Hitchcock & the Egyptians
make this truth about Top 40 music
abundantly clear by providing the
alternativeto understandable lyrics.
Having dabbled in painting,
poetry, and short stories as well as
music, Hitchcock has proven himself
to be a musician who is entirely
capable of “intelligent” expression.
His music is known for its departure
from typical pop standards, in terms
of both composition and lyrics. In
reference to past albums, Hitchcock
says, “It was a bit of a freak show for
the intelligentsia. Sure, I’m
intelligent, and I’m a freak, but I
.think there’s more to it than that.
The important thing is the emotion
in the songs.”
In Respect, Hitchcock claims to
have adopted a more straightforward approach to expression.
According to a press release, the
album is “Hitchcock’s most
unambiguous collection of songs to
date,” and Hitchcock mentions an
attempt to bridge the “big gap
between
expression
and
communication.” Unfortunately,

by MEGAN BRENN-WHITE
Daily Editorial Board

0

NE YEAR AFTER
that fateful Spring Fling
when Blues Traveler
was forced to perform
in the acoustically disastrous
Cousens Gym, the band has come
out with a new release, Save His
Soul. Sad to say, it seems that this
band climaxed with their first, selftitled album in 1990.
Since that effort, Blues Traveler
has become one of the most popular
groups on the college circuit. In
additionto playing that all-important
venue of Tufts’ Spring Fling, they
have toured with the Allman
Brothers Band, the Jerry Garcia
Band and Carlos Santana. It is rare
to find a college student who is
completely unfamiliar with songs
like “But Anyway” or “100 Years.”
Though their lead singer John
Popper got into a serious motorcycle
accident while the band’s new CD
was being recorded in New York,
the album’s production continued.
Now, both Popper and his band are
rejuvenated and Blues Traveler is
back on the road again.
Unfortunately, Save His Soul
reveals that Blues Traveler has been
moving away from their original

covered by R.E.M., is a simple love
song; “Then You’re Dust” describes
how we all end up; and “Wafflehead”
is a vulgar little ditty about sex. For
the most part, every other song is a
baffling conundrum, understandable
only after careful analysis.
a
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Companion Pieces
By Jonathan Strong
Zoland Books. $19.95
NE YEAR AFTER
the publication of his
poignant, lyrical Secret
Words, Tufts English
lecturer Jonathan Strong has
published two modest novellas
crafted with the detailed, realistic
eye which has become the
cornerstone of the author’s fiction.
Companion Pieces, featuring the
works “Doing and Undoing” and
“Game of Spirit,” relates the similar
stories of two pairs of men whose
fates are interlocked through the
past and the present. The individuals
find themselves at turns frustrated
and enlightened by unspectacular
events and conversations, as the
companions try to gain firmer
footing in increasingly complicated
worlds.
“Doing and Undoing,” the
strongerofthe two novellas, unfolds
gracefully through the voices,
thoughts, and dreams of its
characters. The central story

0

involves Daniel
and
Simeon
Poore, two estranged brothers
who return to their
ancestral home
which is now
occupied by an
order of monks.
Dan and Sim have
a peculiar relationshipwitheach
other and their
curious family -but it is the relationship which
they have with
themselvesthat is
in the most dire
need of attending and rehabilitation.
As the brothers travel through
the family’s former abode, which
for the companions is a monument
to the tangled web of memories that
currently problematize their lives,
they talk of how their mutual and
individual histories upset the
present.
Such a dialogue, as well as the
conversations the pair have with
their great aunt and uncle and an old
family friend, are the narrative

Zast DaF’a realgem
by MADHU UNNIKRISHNAN
Daily Editorial Board

A

USTRALIAN DIRector GillianArmstrong
has produced a real gem
in TheLast Days of Chez
Nous, a moving film the likes of
which have not been made for years.
This film is a touching piece of
“love, betrayal, and other family
values.”
With such advertising, the wary
moviegoer cannot know what to
expect. That is, most people do not
normallythink ofbetrayal as afamily
value, but by the end of this film, it
seems almost natural to think it is.
Set in Sydney,Australia, TheLast
Days of Chez Nous chronicles the
difficult life of an eccentric family.
Beth (Lisa Harrow), a novelist,
works to keep her strange family
from falling apart, but she finds that
it is an almost all consuming task.
Her husband, the incorrigible
Frenchman Jean-Paul/J.P. (Bruno
Ganz), does little to help her.
J.P. is aremarkablycomplexman.
He misses his homeland, and feels
lost in the arid wilderness that he
perceives Australia to be. He longs
for the fine food and finer scenery of
France, but throughout the film, he
expresses almost no desireto return,
except in order to eat some sausage.
J.P.’s sensitivity, his angst, is
constantly defeated by Beth’s
incredible strength.
Beth is one of the strongest female
characters of recent cinema. She
dominates her household by
demanding her way all of the time.
Anyone in her path is bound to be
steamrolledinto submission.In fact,

Beth’s strength borders on
shrewishness.
Into this chaotic family, which is
already beginning to unravel, comes
Vicki (Kerry Fox), Beth’s lovely
younger sister. Vicki is a softer,
more beautiful version of Beth. She
does not have Beth’s power, but she
lacks no strength in her almost
unwitting, innocent seductiveness.
The Last Days of Chez Nous
examines the bond between two
already close siblings, and how it
survives the shocks and traumas of
adulthood. It also looks at love gone
sour, and love beginning anew.
Perhapsthe most outstanding feature
about this movie is its mature
treatment of the beauty of human
emotions and relationships.
Very little about this movie can
be faulted. The acting is superlative.
The viewer experiences both the
pain and the elation of these three
characters, feeling for and with them.
As for the filmmaking itself, this
movie has that characteristic
Australian graininess. It is almost as
if Australian directors do not have
access to decent film stock.
Gillian Armstrong has created a
movie well worth seeing, and even
owning, once it comes out on
videotape. It is filmthat can entertain
for years to come, for like all stories
about human emotion, The Last
Days of Chez Nous has a certain
timelessness. This film is perfect
for people bored of the crass and
almost emotionally arid films that
have been appearing in mainstream
cinemas of late. If you are one of
these people, then by all means,
hunt this movie down.

Lou and Lew, whose lives are
fastened by their homophonous
Christian names. Lou’s sense of self,
which at the story’s inception is
stronger than that of Dan’s or Sim’s
in “Doing and Undoing”, begins to
unravel as he becomes further
associated with Lew.
“Game of Spirit” is a short but
involvedtale, and whilethe narrative
is not as engrossing as “Doing and
Undoing” both stories are told with
equal skillfulness and detail. Lou
and Lew, while dissimilarthan Dan
and Sim, nevertheless possess the
same charged spirit which guides
their collective fates.
0

Through
intimate vignettes between the
characters, there is the sensation of
souls being regenerated, and truth
blending with history in a healthier,
curative vein which assists the
characters.
While “Doing and Undoing”
fashions a revived kinship between
two disaffected brothers, “Game of
Spirit” ventures into less stable
territory than family relations. The
latter novella featurestwo strangers,

Strong’s fiction, from the early
Tike and Ourselves to the recent
Secret Words and Companion
Pieces, is marked by exquisite
writing and a talented eye for detail.
His work continues to construct
engaging plots and infuse these
stories with powerful images and
precise, revealing sequences of
dialogue. Never dull and certainly
always delightful, Companion
Pieces is another notable
achievement in this novelist’s
collection of fiction.

Kline leads superb
acting troupe
DAVE

continued from page 111

anticipated. Hisjob loses itsjest and
entertainment when he discovers
that, to the American people, he
really is the president, and his basic
assumptions of right and wrong are
challenged.
Filmmaker Ivan Reitman
summed, “The story combines the
drama and mystery that surrounds
the country’s highest office with a
very human story about a guy most
people can identify with. The
contrast is funny and very
appealing.”
Indeed, Gary Ross, who coauthoredthe Oscar-nominated script
Big, is a talented comic writer; Dave
garners numerous loud guffaws and
many laughs-that-deteriorate-intosnorts. Despite that, the movie
remains highly predictable in its
unraveling until perhaps the last 10
minutes.

In addition to this cast, British
actor Ben Kingsley, the famous
Shakespearean actor, interestingly
portrays Vice,PresidentNance. Also
appearing in the movie are numerous
Washington figures playing
themselves, as well as several TV
hosts as themselves. This is
supposed to lend the film adegree of
authenticity,yet somehowonly adds
to the comedy.
In all fairness, however, both cast

.

0

Kline delivers a laudable
performance as Dave and, more
briefly, as President Mitchell. His
natural dramatic flair and comic
talent serve his well in this role, and
his lines are subtly delivered,
surprising the audience and making
them even more amusing.
Frank Langella is magnificent as
the “viperous” (as he called his
character) Chief of Staff, the man
who engineers the deception and
who has more corruption in his little
toe than the entire government
combined. He terrorizes Dave, and
is an overbearingtwit who attempts
to manipulate both Dave and Alan
Reed, his accomplice.

and crew did a commendable job
with a very sensitive subject. Since
politicians are the most negatively
criticizedpublicfiguresinthenation,
it would have been fairly easy to
turn every nuance into a cheap joke
which would have fallen flat with
sober audiences everywhere.
Yet Dave manages not to get
carried away and succeeds in
satirizing the executive branch and
the perceivedcormptionin a tasteful,
funny spirit.

-
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Would you like to be one of

THEHAPPY-FEW?
Are you young (18-40) and college-educated? Are
you seriously searching for love? We offer self-descriptive essays written by people who are, like you,
looking for true love and companionship. You decide whom to contact.

Whether you are...
a-manseeking a woman,
a man seeking a man,
a woman seeking a man, or
a woman seeking a woman,
The Happy Few is a decent, confidential, and intelligent way to discover your perfect love.
For details, send a stamped, self-addressed envelope to:
Dept. TD, Box 382805, Cambridge, MA 02238.

May you discover everything the world has to offer,
and may the world discover everything you have to offer.

(If you have any questions about any tests in your future,

Commute To
Your
Summer Place
By Elevator.

don't hesitate to call us at 1-800-KAP-TEST.)

KAPLAN
The answer to the test question.

No bumper to bumper tratfic.
No hassles. Just a simple ride up the
elevator to your ovm rooftop pool
overlooking the BiWk Bay. Work it
out in the Health Club, take a Sauna,
then a cool dip in the pool and catch
some rays.

11

Plus, 24 hour concierge service,valet
parking garage, library. Move in now
to enjoy the summer f h , or make a
reservation for Fall so you can enjoy

the summer knowing you're all set for
next semester.

-_

1,2,& 3 bedroom luxury apartments
available fiunished or unfurnished.
Model apartment open daily. Please
call 2676777forafi-eebrochure,video,
or appointment.

THE GREENHOUSE
Attention Tufts Class of 1993
Commencement
Video
Specialists

Individual Diplomas

Don't Miss Out!

-.'

c

ORDER FORM

P l e a send m e my INDMDUALIZFD copy of Tu- in 93: Ihe "ufls1993 CornrncncrrrRntVideo. at
20% off...only 152.95. ..plus f3.N) shipping and handling. and 12.83 MA 5 % sales tax. I have
enclosed my ckck or money order for S59.28, payable Lo KC Visuals Unlimiled.

Phone No.
Graduate's Full Name
Depamnent or school of graduation
ChcckOne:
VHSor BetaMaster Card or Visa No.
Cardholder's Signanue

Erp. Date

Plearc allmu 8-10 w e e k after grndvorion for delivery. I underszand rhar fhe cost wrll
increme fo $65.95 pfvr shipping and a.
on May 23.1993. For PAL or SECAM standards
conversionr. odd $80.00 w the wfnl. Remember. MA Safes Tax applies lo everyone. everywhere. M cxcepriont.

If you're a full-time student, you deserve all the breaks you can get. That's why we're giving
you a chance to subscribe to our 1993 season for an incredibly low price. Just $50. Which means you
con see the best shows this side of Broadway for about the price of a movie. This year's
line-up includes recent smash hits like @I ofhgels and Grund /Me/. As well as
classics like Srigudoon, G y and Dolls, and the 50th anniversary productionof O&/uhomu!
Plus the all-new sequel to one of the area's all-time biggest hits: Nunsense I/.For more information,
call us at (508) 922-8500. And make your summer vacation a hot one.
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WEEKENDER

A Nation’s Heritage, Via Lexington
by ALINA VILENKIN
Senior Staff Writer

T

HE ROLLING LAWNS
and
gardens,
the
magnificent iron gate, and
the impressive modern
architecture of the Museum of Our
National Heritage, tends to
overshadow the rather shabby
“Monroe’s Tavern” down the road,
or the deteriorating Belfry tower in
Lexington Center. Lexington is
home to the site of this nation’s first
battle in the War for Independence,
and also to an overwhelming
plethora of historic monuments,
taverns, statues, and trails. The first
stop for any historic treasure hunter
should be the far less historic (in
fact rather new and swanky)
Museum of Our National Heritage.
Located on 33 Marrett road (‘just
off Mass Ave heading from the
directionof Arlington) the Museum
and the park across the street are
great places for picnics as well as
some intellectual enlightenment.
From these serenesurroundingsyou
step into the airy, well lit confines of
the Museum. Admission to the
museum, open from 10-5 through

Saturday (noon-5 Sunday) is
(miraculously) free, but any
donation is appreciated. Six exhibits
are currently being shown
throughout the summer.
“Fred E. Miller; Photographer of
the Crows” is apicture documentary
of Crow reservation life between
1889 and 1912. Miller, a
professional photographer,spent his
life on the reservation after being
appointed assist ant clerk and
recorder for the Bureau of Indian
Affairs for the Crow Reservation
near Hardin, Mont. Miller became a
respected member of the Crow
community, and was therefore
allowed to take candid pictures
denied to many other photographers.
From birth to death -- war, ritual and
the hunt -- Miller catalogues the
painful transition of these peoples
from plain to reservation life, and
their struggle to maintain their
ancient culture and heritage. Apart
Ifrom over one hundred rare prints
on exhibit, hand crafted Moccasins,
bags, weapons, clothing and other
Crowhandicrafts are also on display.
“Women of the Wild West
Shows” highlights the lives of

rodeo riders in the 19th and early
20th centuries. Photographs and
advertisements capture suchwestern
greats as Annie Oakley, May Lillie
and Lillian Smith in their daredevil
horse stunts. These pictures capture
the female riders maneuveuring as
Bronco riders, trick riders, Bull
doggers, andtrickropers.The exhibit
also includes photographs of the
rough riders off the field, saddles,
authentic cowgirl getups- even a
recreation of a femalewestern rider’s
bedroom, complete with gear and
show costumes.
These women contributed to the
breakdown of the feminine
stereotype 100years ago, when even
the most conservative tastes had to
admit to the incredible skill with
which these women handled a horse.
“Vermont People” is a collection
of forty black and white photographs
shot by photographer Peter Miller
(a former writer for Life magazine).
The strikingphotos are accompanied
by short biographies of the subjects
that transform the pictures into
touching windows into rural life in
Vermont. Candid and personal, these
photographs share the live and

dreams to true ‘Vermonters’ living
off the land -- they reveal both the
beauty and hostilityofthe landscape,
as well as the rewards and hardships
of living off the land.
Other exhibits include “The
Golden Age of Toy Boats: A
Samplingfrom the Forbes Magazine
Fleet,” a collection of almost 50,
antiquetoy boats from 1890to 1950,
and “When America Had a Lot of
Moxie: A History ofAmerica’s First
Mass Marketed Soft drink”-- a
flashback from that wondrous era
whenMoxie was America’s favorite
soda. The collection includes over
200 samples of Moxie Company
Advertisements andpromos -- a sort
of soda documentary.
The last featured display is “Let
it begin here: Lexington and the
Revolution” a visual, audio and
documentary history of the
revolution-asit occured in 1775 on
the Lexington Green through the
eyes of the men and women who
lived through it. After this the viewer
should be fully prepared to tackle
the John Hancock House, the
Buckman Tavern, the Minutemean
trail, and other, more historicplaces.
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Be nice to your parents
and watch your spelling.
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2 Private Function Rooms
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Showtimes ;at 8:30 p.m. Free
pahkin’.

Concerts

THECOMEDY
HUT
Call 491-2422 for info.

TOAD

New bar and club opening.
Grand Opening Celebration with C A T C H A. RISING STAR
Laurie
Located 1912
Ca11661-9887forinfoandtickMass. Ave. Ca11497-4950 for info. ets.

T.T. THEBEAR’S

NICK’S
COMEDY
STOP

Nisi Period, Opium Den, The
Kevin Nealon. Shows at 8:30
12 Tone Failure. Call 492-0082 and 10:30 p.m. Call 482-0930 for
info.
for info.

BUNRATTY’S

. Call 254-9804 or 254-9820 for
info.

Concerts

THERAT

T.T. THEBEAR’S

United States, X-15. Call 5362750 for info.

Heretix, Santa, Paper Square,
Invictory Gardens. Call 492-0082
for info.

THEPARADISE
Call 254-2052 for info.

NIGHTSTAGE

Today’s hottest writers rock
out.
Rock Bottom Remainders
THECHANNEL
withStephenIGng,AmyTan,Matt
Call 695-3230 for info. ConGroening, Dave Barry and Robert
cert Line, offering an overview of
Fulghum. Cover charge $12.
Boston shows, is 695-0852.

CLUB
M-80
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AVALON
~

Internationalhip-hop and some
reggae. Call 254-2054 for info.

THECOTTON
CLUB

Call 547-0620.

BUNRATTY’S
Call 254-9820 for info.

Upstairs, international and
techno.Downstairs,live band. Call
54 1-0101 for info.

THEPARADISE

NIGHTSTAGE

THEMIDDLE
EAST

The Toasters, New York’s biggest ska sensation. ‘Iickets $8.
Show at 8:OO p.m. 18+. Call 4978200 for info. For tickets 497’
1118.

THETAM
Call 277-0982 for info.

Call 254-2052 for info.

Call 492-9’18 1 for info.

CHRISTOPHER’S
Call 876-9 180 for info.

AXIS
Call 262-2437 for tix.

OF BLUES
CHRISTOPHER’S HOUSE
Young Veil. Call 49 1-BLUE.

Acoustic band. Call 876-9 180
for info.

DIAMOND
JIM’S

THETAM
Call 277-0982 for

STITCH=
SEE FRIDAY’S

NICK’S
COMEDY
STOP

has been extended indefinitely
Ac@ess/singerSandyMartin gives
a fantastic Derformance/tributeto
the countr;/western star:
Call 426-5225 for info.

SEE FRIDAY’S LISTINGS.

FORDHALLFORUM,
360 HUNTINGTON
A VE

Patricia Ireland, president of
National Organization of Women,
will be speaking on the changing
Ca11248-9700forinformation. Nunseme’has been running for roleofwomeninAmericaat
12:oo
years inBoston, and hasnow found p.m. Admission free.
a home in this charming North
End Theater. Call 227-9872 for
info.
MUSEUM
OF SCIENCE
In the Mugar Omni Theater:
BOSTONPARK
PLAZA Tropical Rainfbrest; Mountain
T.T. THE BEARS
The
Broadway
hit
Forever Gorilla;Antarctica; and New EnCall 492-0092 for info and tix.
Plaidis in Boston for an indefinite gland Eme Capsule, showing the
run at the Park Plaza. Call 357- beauty oftheregion. Xckets$4.50
PARADISE
for students.
8384 for info.
“The Cure,” featuring “Cut,”
Call 254-2052 for info and tix.
“High,” “Friday I’m In Love,”
THELYRICSTAGE,
140 and“LoveCats.” Tickets are $6.50
BUNRATTY’S
for adults and students.
CLARENDON
ST.
Call 254-9820 for info.
Call 589-0251 for info.
Cole to Cole plays foursundays:
it is a musical celebration of Cole
JOHNNY D’s
Porter and Nat King Cole. Runs REVERE HOUSE
It’s New Music night. What- through May 30. Performances at
Visitors receive a glimpse into
evernew music is...Call776-9667 7:OO p.m. Tickets are $21. Call the inside life ofPaul Revere’s life
to find out.
437-7172.
and accomplishments,and insight
into everyday experiences for coBOOKCELLAR
CAFE
lonial Bostonians. The museum is
Museums
open from 9:30 a.m. to 5: 15 p.m.
Cambridge singedsongwriter
OF FINE
ARTS daily. Admission is $1.50. Call
Layla Stone will premier material MUSEUM
Photography: Close-Up/Still 523-2338 for info.
&om her upcoming release, “You
Know Me.” Show at 8:30 p.m. L i f . The exhibit includes close
with a surprise guest at 8:OO p.m. up and still-life images by such JILLIAN’S
Admission free. Grab some photographers as Alfred Steiglitz,
The Golf Club, Boston’s firstBerenice Abbott, Lucia Moholy,
friends.
ever 18-holeindoorminiature golf
Edward Steichen, Man Ray and
course at Jillian’s in Kenmore Sq.
Bill Brandt. Taken in the early
THETAM
Cost is $6 per round of golf. Lodecades of the 20th centuQ the
cated at 3 Landsdowne St., BosCall 277-0982 for info.
photographers sought abstraction
ton. Call 262-0300 for info.
and symbolism that was found in
ZANZIBAR
the close-up. Runs through May
Incredible music and funky at- 23.
mosphere. Call 451-1955.
Awash in Solor: Home<
LOEWS
FRESH
POND
Sargent, and the Great American
Lost
in
Yonkers;
Dragon;
Watercolor The rarest and finest
VENUS
DE MILO
Posse; Excessive Force; Benny
watercolors
will
be
on
exhibit
by
Call 421-9595 for info.
somepremier Rennaissancepaint- and Joon; The Sandlot; Indecent
ers. Sargent, John LaFarge and Proposal; This Boyi Life; SideMaurice Prendergast are among kicks; Who’s the Man; Groundthe few painters with exhibited h o g D q . For showtimes,call 661works. Runs through August 15. 2900.
Building A Collection: The
ASSEMBLY
SQ.
THEWANG
CENTER Department of ContemporaryArt, LOEWS
Lost in Yonkers; Map of the
The Boston Ballet presents Part II. Examines the formation
Ballanchine. Call 93 1-AmS for and growth of the Museum’s Con- Human Heart; Dragon; TheSandtemporary Department, focusing lot: This Boy f Lge; Indecent Proinfo.
on a collection of works made posal; The Crying Game;
after 1955, marking changes in Aladdin; Benny and Joon. For
THEAMERICAN
REPER- lifestyle
andperception inthe post- showtimes, call 628-7000.
war era. Runs through September
TORY THEATER
L.A. Plays, Silence Cutting 26.
LOEWS
HARVARD
SQ.
John Singleton CopIey i
Exile, The Caretakc and Love k
Wide
Sargasso
Sea;
The
CryLabors Lost. In addition, Ghosts, Watson and the Shark. The exhi- ing Game; Indochine; Map of the
a Henrik Ibsen play, will be per- bition brings together two lage Human Heart; Leolo; Like Water
formed May 2 1 and 26-29 at 7:OO versions of Copley’s masterpiece for Chocolate; The Rocky Hormr
which depicts the dramatic rescue
p.m. Call 547-8300 for info.
of 14-year-01dBrookWtsonfrom PictureShow For showtimes,call
864-4580.
a shark. Runs through Aug. 1.

THETHEATER
LOBBY
COMEDY
CONNECTIONThe Popular musical-comedy

Concerts

Films

Theatre

Join the sing-a-long with Jon
Mansfield. Revert to your child- THERAT
Flail, This Is Not Here, Pox
hood tendencies. Your show at
8:30 p.m.Call421-4900 for info. Romana, Oniar Sleeping. Call
536-2750 for info.
HOUSE
OF BLUES
Joanne Connor. Call 491- JOHNNY D’s
From Louisiana, Boozoo
BLUE for info.
Chavis, and Zydeco Madman.
Come bond. Call 776-2004 for
JOHNNY D’s
info.
Rock Rock Rock-a-Billy
Boogie (aaaahhh!), and Sleepy La
LOEWS
NICKELODEON,
THEHASTY
ISABELLA
STEWART
DIAMOND
JIM’S
Beef. Call 776-2004 for info.
SQUARE
THEATER GARDNER
Another sing-a-long with our PUDDING
MUSEUM KENMORE
Map
of
the
Human
Heart; mde
The ongoing comedyldrama
own favorite guy, Jon Mansfield.
The Museum is exhibiting
y
Sargasso
Sea;
Leolo;
Like Water
L.A.
Plays,
a
series
of
vignettes
Let’s hear it for Jon. Come sing at
Swedish Impressionism i Boston
El
Mariachi.
For
for
Chocolate;
about
many,
many
.things.
Call
8:30
p.m.
Call
421-4900.
THECOMEDY
VAULT
Champion: Anders Zorn and
showlimes,
call
4241500.
496-8400
for
info.
Isabella Stewart Gardner The
Call 267-6626 for info.
artist Anders Zorn’s works will be
THECHANNEL
SQ.
CHARLES
PLAYHOUSE
:
on exhibition in Boston for the JANUS, HARVARD
COMEDY
CONNECTION(I 8+). Call 695-3230 for info.
first time in 100 years. It features
Dave. For showtimes, call 66 1Shear
Madness,
the
longestCover $10. Call 367-2986 for
runningplay inBoston, isascream. drawings, sketchings and paint- 3737.
info.
This murder-mystery uses its au- ings. Breathtaking stuff, that. $2
dience as sleuths and participants for students. Call 278-5106 for SOMERVILLE
THE
COMEDY
VAULT
THEATER
STITCHES
info.
-- always a reliable treat.
SEE FRIDAY’S LISTINGS.
The WorldMusicFestival. Call
For inore info call 424-6995.
A Closer Walkwith Patsy Cline
625-5700 for info.

Comed

Comedy

